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For over the past 22 years, I have spent the majority of my career closely tracking and advising companies on business 
opportunities and technologies in which to invest and track, providing them with insight into  the disruptive shifts in the 
competitive landscape of ICT (Information, Communication, and Technology)and semiconductor markets. I have been 
fortunate to have personally witnessed the emergence, growth, and scale of the PC market, the proliferation and impact of the 
Internet on our lives, and the rapid growth and subsequent success of emerging markets that have made enabling technologies 
like semiconductors the cornerstone of their business. As I look into the future, what I can see is that these same large market 
trends common today continue to define where computing is going next. 

Over the next three years, the next billion Internet users will access the Internet on devices that are primarily not PCs. This 
means that millions of applications will mobilize and extend into areas traditionally fixed in function and embedded. The 
dramatic rise of smartphones, tablets, and other emerging mobile form factors are here today and changing at a break-neck pace. 
Despite the rapid shift in these markets, we are just at the beginning of what is to come for computing. Increasingly, people will 
be connected across a multitude of devices, machine to machine, and on cloud-enabled networks that are seamless, personalized, 
and secure. This migration to the next era of computing is what we have coined as the transformation toward intelligent systems. 

Intelligent systems are securely managed systems that run a high-level operating system and autonomously 1) connect to the 
Internet, 2) execute native or cloud-based applications, and 3) analyze data collected in real time.

The migration to intelligent systems has the potential to be a mega-opportunity for technology suppliers, system vendors, and 
service providers. Not only will we see the volume of intelligence systems grow exponentially, but the value of the data and new 
usage models adopted will grow faster with each system connection. Over the next five years, intelligent systems will drive a 
trillion dollar opportunity. 

We are close to the inflection point, as the market promises to enable new innovation, to shift competition rapidly away from 
incumbents across the digital supply chain, and to drive new value across a large, fragmented Information, Communication, and 
Technology (ICT) industry.

This technical journal provides a granular guide to the various layers that make up intelligent systems. Explore multi-core 
processors; interface technologies; power management, compiler, and virtualization techniques; which are critical in enabling 
developers and hardware engineers to design systems that address this market opportunity. Read on to learn more about how 
your ideas can uniquely leverage technologies that enable the vision and reality of intelligent systems.

Mario A. Morales 
Program Vice President, Enabling Technologies and Semiconductors, IDC 
San Mateo, CA 
February 7, 2012

FOREWORD
Mario	A.	Morales
Program Vice President,  
Enabling Technologies and Semiconductors, IDC
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Virtualization is commonly used in embedded applications to consolidate 
workloads. Industrial systems may consolidate a general purpose operating 
system (GPOS) with a real-time operating system (RTOS) onto the same 
physical hardware. Communications equipment manufacturers may 
consolidate many single threaded applications and operating systems onto 
a multi-core architecture, utilizing a virtual machine as a container for each 
legacy application or operating system. 

System architects that have moved or are considering a move of their 
application(s) to a virtualized environment need to be aware of how the 
addition of a hypervisor may affect performance.

Introduction
Virtualization technology, which was originally developed for server 
applications, is gaining a foothold in embedded applications as well for 
consolidating multiple workloads onto a single platform. For embedded 
applications that are sensitive to the I/O characteristics of a platform, it is 
often important for embedded developers to understand the I/O behavior 
under virtualization. For example, industrial systems that deal with process 
control or factory automation are sensitive to interrupt latency, as well as 
communications equipment such as routers or switches. If the processor doesn’t 
respond to interrupts generated from a network device in a timely manner, it 
could mean packet loss and service degradation. Applications that deal with 
voice calls or video streaming are also sensitive to interrupt latency, because 
a delayed response could lead to dropped frames, resulting in poor audio 
and video quality. This article delves into two important I/O characteristics, 
namely message-signaled interrupts (MSIs) and direct memory access (DMA) 
transactions, and how they are affected under a virtualized environment.

I/O Device Virtualization or Direct Assignment
Whether applications that are running in the guest environment should utilize 
a virtualized I/O device or an I/O device that is directly assigned (to the guest) 
is a tradeoff that depends on performance and flexibility. 

For example, a security appliance that inspects network traffic at line rate 
requires high performance network throughput and may not be able to 
utilize the bridge capabilities that modern virtual machine monitors (VMMs) 
support. The bridge imposes too much latency, because the arrival of each IP 
packet causes a VM-exit/VM-entry sequence and multiple buffer copies of the 
packet data before the payload can be inspected by the application. For these 

“For embedded applications that are 

sensitive to the I/O characteristics 

of a platform, it is often important 

for embedded developers to 

understand the I/O behavior under 

virtualization.”

Scott Oehrlein
Intelligent Systems Group, 
Intel Corporation

Edwin Verplanke
Intelligent Systems Group, 
Intel Corporation

VIRTuAlIzATIon In EMbEDDED AnD CoMMunICATIonS 
ApplICATIonS—DMA AnD InTERRupT REMAppInG
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kinds of applications it is likely developers will require Intel® Virtualization for 
Directed I/O (Intel VT-d) to assign a network device directly to the guest. The 
DMA remapping capabilities can be used to make sure that memory mapped 
I/O transactions are under control of the guest. 

The obvious benefit of direct assignment is performance. However, in this 
case the guest will have to maintain a driver for the device and that somewhat 
breaks the definition of abstraction. In addition, the DMA remapping tables 
retained in the Intel VT-d logic maintain a direct relationship with the I/O 
device, prohibiting the use of the live migration functionality provided by 
many VMMs. Developers could resolve this problem through the use of the 
PCI hot-plug mechanism, by hot-unplugging the direct assigned I/O device 
before migration of the virtual machine. In order to maintain connectivity 
in the guest during the migration process, it may be beneficial to utilize the 
bridging functionality to provide a virtual Ethernet adapter (to the guest) that 
has no dependency on underlying hardware (from the guest’s perspective; the 
host must have some network device that can be bridged). After migrating to 
the new host, the PCI hot-add routines could be used to reestablish a direct 
mapping between the network interface and the guest. Figure 1 represents the 
difference in architecture between bridging and direct assignment.

“The obvious benefit of direct assignment 

is performance.”

Figure 1: bridging versus Direct Assignment
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)
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I/O Virtualization
When an I/O device needs the CPU’s attention, it generates an interrupt. Most 
virtualization solutions on Intel architecture today require that the hypervisor 
receive all interrupts platform-wide and after processing them, inject a “virtual 
interrupt” into the corresponding virtual machine that has been identified 
to handle the interrupt. This means that if the guest OS is running on the 
core at the time a network interface generates an interrupt, hardware will 
automatically context-switch (also known as a VM-Exit) to the hypervisor, 
which will then receive and handle the interrupt. This adds additional 
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processing overhead that is not present in non-virtualized systems, resulting in 
higher interrupt delivery latencies as well as increased jitter.

If an I/O device needs to place data in or read data from memory, it can issue 
a DMA transaction. Like interrupts, these DMA transactions are subject to 
additional processing overhead that is not required in non-virtualized systems. 
The additional processing required is the translation of guest physical addresses 
(GPAs) to host physical addresses (HPAs) in the DMA transaction, which 
is done by an I/O memory management unit (IOMMU). IOMMUs can be 
implemented in either hardware or software. Obviously, it is more efficient to 
implement the IOMMU in hardware in order to avoid using CPU cycles to do 
the translations. Multiple Intel processors and chipsets have implemented this 
in hardware via the Intel Virtualization Technology (Intel VT) for Directed I/O 
(Intel VT-d). There are two important aspects of I/O virtualization as discussed 
in the following sections. 

Interrupt Remapping
Interrupt remapping is a term often referring to a functionality implemented 
in the Intel VT-d hardware to facilitate the control and censoring of external 
interrupts. Censoring of external interrupts is a security enhancement because 
it provides the capability for hardware to drop erroneous (and possibly 
malicious) interrupts before they reach the CPU. For the purpose of this 
article, the term interrupt remapping is referring to the additional processing of 
the interrupt at the hypervisor level, and the “remapping” of it to the virtual 
machine. Figure 2 illustrates this process:

“Censoring of external interrupts is a 

security enhancement because it provides 

the capability for hardware to drop 

erroneous (and possibly malicious) 

interrupts before they reach the CPU.”

Figure 2: Interrupt path with virtualization enabled
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)
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If we look at how interrupts are delivered on Intel architecture it is easy to 
explain why most virtualization solutions take this approach to handling 
interrupts. Modern devices use an interrupt method known as message- 
signaled interrupt (MSI) when they need to interrupt the CPU. MSI is a  
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message-based protocol that appears as an upstream memory write request 
whose destination address is targeting the Local APIC. The MSI transaction 
carries an 8-byte data field and 1 byte of that field is used to hold a unique 
vector number in order to identify the source of the interrupt. The Local APIC 
uses the vector number to index into an Interrupt Request Register (IRR) 
bitmap, and then it sets the corresponding bit in the In Service Register (ISR) 
bitmap, but only if the interrupt has higher priority than the one currently 
being serviced (if any). Once the ISR bitmap is updated, the processor will be 
interrupted and it will service the interrupt, assuming interrupts aren’t masked 
and a few other conditions around priority are met. Once the processor finishes 
servicing the interrupt, an End-of-Interrupt (EOI) message is sent to the Local 
APIC, which results in clearing of the highest priority interrupt in the ISR 
bitmap. 

Now consider a scenario where two virtual machines are time-sharing 
a physical core, each receiving interrupts from external devices. If the 
architecture allowed external interrupts to be handled directly by the guest, 
what would happen if Guest A received an interrupt from a device assigned to 
Guest B? In the current model, assuming Guest A did not also have a device 
who registered the same interrupt vector, the kernel would likely ignore it and 
print a message to the console stating that it could not find a service routine 
for the interrupt. However, no mechanism currently exists for resending the 
interrupt once Guest B is scheduled. In this scenario the interrupt would 
be lost. 

In order to avoid losing interrupts, hypervisors will configure the hardware to 
automatically context switch (VM-exit) to the hypervisor when an external 
interrupt is received so that the hypervisor can handle the interrupt and inject 
it into the correct virtual machine. With this configuration, the hypervisor is 
aware of all interrupts that are generated for each virtual machine and routes 
them appropriately.

Interrupt Remapping Performance Analysis
For the purpose of this measurement, interrupt latency refers to the time it 
takes from when the PCI Express* (PCIe) device generates an interrupt until 
the interrupt service routine in the virtual machine is invoked and reads a 
register from the device. This methodology encompasses everything from 
the time it takes the interrupt to reach the CPU, a possible context switch to 
the hypervisor (if the guest OS is running on the core), the time it takes the 
hypervisor to parse the interrupt and inject it into the virtual machine, as well 
as a context switch in the virtual machine to execute the service handler.

Test Methodology for Measuring Interrupt Latency under  
a Virtualized Environment
A proprietary PCI Express exerciser card (shown in Figure 3) was used for this 
benchmark to generate MSIs and timestamp the events between an MSI and 
response from the corresponding interrupt routine. The onboard timer on the 
PCIe exerciser card was programmed to capture and save off its current value in 
a local register (Start-Time) at the same time it generated an MSI. 

“In order to avoid losing interrupts, 

hypervisors will configure the hardware  

to automatically context switch  

(VM-exit) to the hypervisor when  

an external interrupt is received.”
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While the virtualized measurements consistently came in higher than the 
non-virtualized measurements, the added latency is often justified by the 
complexity that it eliminates from the design of the hypervisor. A less complex 
implementation of the hypervisor results in fewer lines of code, which helps 
to maintain a small footprint and reduce software validation costs. Delivering 

“A less complex implementation of 

the hypervisor results in fewer lines of 

code, which helps to maintain a small 

footprint and reduce software validation 

costs.”

The timer would begin counting as soon as the MSI is generated, and the 
proprietary interrupt service routine in the virtual machine would issue a read 
of the current timer value (End-Time) as soon as it is executed. The time delta 
between End-Time and Start-Time represents the MSI latency. 

Results
The test environment featured a Second Generation Intel® Core™ i7 processor 
(“Sandy Bridge”) and supporting platform that has Intel VT-d support. Figure 4  
represents the interrupt latency for both virtualized and native environments.

Figure 4: MSI latency Comparison
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)
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(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)
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a single interrupt can also result in multiple VM-exits, because the hypervisor 
has to evaluate the guest operating system’s state and make sure it is an 
appropriate time to inject the interrupt. If the guest has interrupts masked, the 
hypervisor must resume the guest and wait for it to unmask interrupts before 
it can force another VM-exit sequence to inject the interrupt. This process can 
also add to the latency. Intel Virtualization Technology does support the ability 
to turn off VM-exits for external interrupts, which in turn allows the interrupt 
to be delivered through the guest interrupt-descriptor table (IDT). While 
this type of configuration would allow for much lower interrupt latencies to a 
virtual machine, the hypervisor design becomes much more complex and most 
hypervisor vendors do not support this approach.

DMA Remapping
In addition to altering the interrupt delivery path, virtualization of I/O devices 
also has an effect on DMA transactions as well. There are multiple ways to get 
I/O to a virtual machine but unfortunately not all of them perform equally 
well. Before looking at performance, let’s first look at why I/O virtualization 
creates the need for additional work to be done on DMA transactions.

One of the benefits of full virtualization using Intel VT-x technology is 
that it eliminates the need to modify (paravirtualize) the operating system 
or device drivers that run in the virtual machine. A common approach to 
virtualizing systems before hardware assists were available was to make use 
of paravirtualization, which is the process of modifying the source code to 
be aware it is running in a virtualized environment. While this method was 
effective from a performance standpoint, it required a large upfront investment 
in software modifications. Making modifications to software could mean 
additional validation costs and overhead each time a software upgrade or 
patch is released. Full virtualization, also known as a hardware virtual machine 
(HVM), eliminates the need for software modifications and allows the exact 
same operating system kernel and device drivers used in a non-virtualized 
system to be used in a virtualized environment as well.

To understand the need for DMA remapping, let’s look at a memory layout 
when virtual machines are present. Figure 5 represents a possible layout with 
two virtual machines and a hypervisor.

A common practice for allowing a virtual machine direct access to an I/O 
device is to configure the device for “passthrough.” This allows the virtual 
machine to interact directly with the device via memory mapped I/O (MMIO) 
without any hypervisor intervention. In the case of a network card this means 
that the device driver running in the virtual machine can program a buffer 
address to the device where it should place packets in memory that have 
just been received. The problem lies with the location of the buffer address 
in system memory. Because this is a hardware virtual machine, the guest 
operating system does not know it is being virtualized and thinks that its view 
of memory is the total amount of memory in the platform (starting from 
address 0x0). Referencing Figure 5, it is obvious that Virtual Machine 1 has 

“One of the benefits of full virtualization 

using Intel VT-x technology is that 

it eliminates the need to modify 

(paravirtualize) the operating system or 

device drivers that run in the virtual 

machine.”

Figure 5: Memory layout of a virtualized system
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)
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been allocated 1 GB of memory, which was placed at the 1–2 GB boundary in 
physical memory. Virtual Machine 1, unaware of this offset from true physical 
address 0, may allocate the buffer for the receive packets at 0x20000000 and 
thus the driver programs an address of 0x20000000 to the network card for 
DMA transfers. If the DMA transaction from the network card is allowed to 
complete with a target address of 0x20000000, it is easy to see that this will 
not reach the intended memory range of Virtual Machine 1 and could possibly 
corrupt memory if someone else were using this address.

The job of the DMA Remapping Engine is to translate the destination address 
of the DMA transaction to 0x20000000 + some offset (1 GB in this case), such 
that the translated address is the correct host physical address where the receive 
buffer lives. The hypervisor will set up translation tables in memory as the 
virtual machine is launched so Intel VT-d hardware can do the translations on 
upstream transactions on the fly.

DMA Remapping Performance Analysis
To measure the performance of the DMA Remapping Engine, the same 
exerciser card that was used for the interrupt remapping performance analysis 
will be used here. Instead of programming the exerciser card to generate 
interrupts, it is programmed to generate DMA transactions. The transactions 
can be read requests, write requests, or a mixture of both, but all transactions 
will have the destination address translated from a GPA to a HPA by the 
IOMMU. Figure 6 outlines this process.

“The hypervisor will set up translation 

tables in memory as the virtual machine 

is launched so Intel VT-d hardware 

can do the translations on upstream 

transactions on the fly.”

Figure 6: Intel® VT-d DMA Remapping
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)
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The performance metric used to validate the IOMMU will be the number of 
transactions per second that are on the bus at any given moment. This value 
will be compared to the non-virtualized case (no IOMMU needed), for packet 
sizes varying from as small as 64 bytes up to 4096 bytes. 
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The ability to offload the address translations to dedicated hardware is what 
enables high throughput and low latency performance to a virtual machine. 
This kind of performance is not achievable with bridging, as bridging does not 
utilize Intel VT-d and therefore DMA transactions target the memory of the 
hypervisor. Once the data is placed in memory, additional buffer copies are 
generally required to copy the data from the hypervisor to the virtual machine. 
Devices configured in passthrough mode with Intel VT-d support can place 
data directly in the guests address space. For communications appliances that 
require low latency/high throughput performance in a virtual machine, direct 
assignment of resources with Intel VT-d is a must.

Conclusion
Both interrupt and DMA remapping are important virtualization technologies 
when it comes to implementing virtual communications appliances. 
Developers can utilize the IOMMU to make I/O devices directly accessible 
from the guest software. This preserves I/O performance and, together with the 
embedded security features, memory remains protected from erroneous DMA 
transactions because they will be trapped by the virtual machine monitor. 
However direct assignment also limits flexibility since advanced virtualization 
features such as live migration may not be available. Interrupt remapping 
provides virtual machine monitor developers with the ability to censor and 
control the delivery of external interrupts. A large percentage of overhead 
associated with interrupt processing is mainly because of virtual machine 
monitor design and execution. Interrupt remapping did have a noticeable 
effect on latency; however whether this is an issue or not depends on the real-
time requirements of the application being virtualized. A large percentage of 
the overhead associated with interrupt processing is a result of the design of the 
hypervisor. The virtual machine could be configured to allow direct delivery 

“For communications appliances that 

require low latency/high throughput 

performance in a virtual machine, direct 

assignment of resources with Intel VT-d 

is a must.”

“Both interrupt and DMA remapping 

are important virtualization technologies 

when it comes to implementing virtual 

communications appliances.”

Results
I/O testing was done on the same platform as the interrupt latency 
measurements. Figure 7 compares the throughput of an x8 Gen2 device for 
virtualized and native cases.

Figure 7: I/o Throughput benchmarking—Read requests
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)
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of interrupts through the guest’s IDT without incurring a VM-entry/VM-exit 
sequence. This would reduce the added latency drastically but increase the 
overall virtual machine monitor design complexity considerably. Overall, most 
embedded workloads should virtualize well when using the hardware assists 
provided by Intel VT-x and Intel VT-d. This allows the maximum amount 
of CPU time to be spent on running the application instead of handling 
the overheads typically associated with virtualization, which have now been 
offloaded to dedicated hardware.
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Energy consumption in the United States continues to increase as technological 
advancements maintain pace and the population grows. To satiate the growing 
hunger for energy, there have been efforts to improve generation, storage and 
distribution of power on the supply side, and management of energy on the 
demand side. This article focuses on energy management at the edge of the 
ecosystem; specifically the consumers of energy in the residential sector. This 
article documents the technology and analytics involved in autonomously 
controlling the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) units in 
residences, locally, through a home energy management system (HEMS). The 
system allows consumers to benefit from the intelligent management of their 
HVAC energy consumption to reduce energy cost while balancing occupant 
comfort.

Introduction
The electricity consumption in the United States has increased 13-fold from 
1950 to 2010, with the residential sector consuming the maximum at 39 
percent[15]. It is paramount to identify the key energy drivers in the residential 
sector as a prerequisite to architecting the HEMS.

Figure 1 shows the breakdown of electricity consumption by appliance in the 
residential sector. The electricity consumption attributed to space heating and 
air conditioning accounts for 28 percent of the total and it is the focus area 
of the HEMS for energy saving. The control of additional appliances can be 
added to the framework presented here but will not be included in the present 
discussion.

The objective of the HEMS is to minimize the energy cost of operating the 
HVAC unit(s) while minimizing the discomfort experienced by the occupants. 
This is done by allowing the HEMS to adjust the thermostat set-points in 
real time. It assumes that the consumer has to pay for the energy based on a 
dynamic time-of-use energy price signal. Most residential consumers today 
pay a flat rate for their electricity, but many utilities provide the option for 
consumers to opt in to a time-of-use pricing structures, which are typically 
fixed over time. It is expected that consumers will have to pay a time-of-use 
rate in the future, and there are several utilities investigating dynamic time- 
of-use rates[3].

In addition to the benefits of saving on energy cost for the consumers, the 
system could also be beneficial to the electric grid. The electricity price signal 
used to optimize operation would be designed in such a way by the utilities 
that it reflects the true cost of delivering power. So by increasing the price 
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during peak times, they encourage loads that have flexibility to shift their load 
demand to other times, thereby lowering the energy cost to the consumer. 
This is also beneficial to the electric grid as it could help balance out the 
load demand with a lower peak-to-average ratio (PAR)[1] as well as lower the 
production costs[2]. The HEMS will autonomously perform this smoothing of 
the HVAC load when such price signal data is provided to it. 

Figure 2 illustrates the operation of the HEMS. It receives an electricity price 
signal from the utility control center, information on ambient conditions 
(inside temperature, humidity, light, etc.) from the ambient sensor, real-time 
power usage of HVAC load from the power monitoring sensor, weather data 
(outside temperature forecast, solar insolation, etc.) from the weather server 
and the occupants’ preferred thermostat schedule from the programmable 
communicating thermostat (PCT). The HEMS outputs the optimal set-points 
to the PCT.

“This is also beneficial to the electric 

grid as it could help balance out the 

load demand with a lower peak-to-

average ratio (PAR) as well as lower  

the production costs.”

“The HEMS outputs the optimal  

set-points to the PCT.”

Problem Modeling
The HEMS, as shown in Figure 3, determines the optimal heating and cooling 
set-points for the HVAC using a model predictive control approach[4]. Because 
of the diurnal nature of the system, every time the optimization is performed 

Figure 2: Home energy management system (HemS) for control of residential HVAC units.
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)
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by the optimal controller, it calculates the optimal values for the ensuing  
24-hour time period. The set-point for the first hour is communicated to 
the PCT. Some post-processing is necessary to package the commands in 
the format required by the specific thermostat used in the home. The data is 
also post-processed for display in order to allow the occupants to track the 
performance of the HEMS. 

Figure 3: Real-time predictive optimal control 
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011, modified after Henze[4])
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The optimal controller needs to predict the total energy cost of maintaining 
these set-points as well as the discomfort that the occupants would experience. 
In order to do this, it requires a model of the thermal performance of 
the home. Such a model may be one where the parameters have physical 
meaning (white box model) or have no physical meaning (black box) or 
some combination of these (gray box model)[4]. Here a gray box modeling 
approach is followed as discussed in the following section, “Thermal Model of 
the Home.” Calculation of the energy cost and discomfort is discussed in the 
subsequent section, “Cost and Discomfort Calculation.”

Thermal Model of the Home
An equivalent electrical circuit for the thermal model is shown in Figure 4, as 
provided in the ISO 13790 standard[5]. Rve is the thermal resistance associated 
with heat transfer by ventilation. Thermal resistance Rtr,w is for transmission 
through windows, Rtr,em and Rtr,ms for transmission through opaque surfaces, and 
Rtr,is is a coupling resistance between the node reflecting the room temperature 
Troom and the central node Ts. The internal heat capacity Cm is modeled as an 
equivalent capacitance. 

“The optimal controller needs to predict 

the total energy cost of maintaining these 

set-points as well as the discomfort that 
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The outside temperature is modeled as an equivalent voltage source Tsup and 
the HVAC system as a current source PHVAC . The other three current sources, 
Pia, Pm, and Pst, are linear combinations of the solar power Psolar absorbed by the 
house and the heat sources internal to the house Pint:

P P P
P P P
P

st solar

m solar

ia

= +
= +
=

δ δ
δ δ
δ

1 2

3 4

5

int

int

PP Psolar + δ6 int

Where 1 through 6 are constants defined in [5]

By applying superposition, the contributions of the inputs Tsup, Psolar, Pint, and 
PHVAC to the room temperature are found. By applying the forward rectangular 
rule to the contribution of Tsup (since the outside temperature is not expected 
to change significantly during the sampling period) and applying the trapezoid 
rule[6] to the other inputs, the form of the resulting difference equation for the 
sampled system is:
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The coefficients a1 through a8 may be found by applying regression analysis 
to data collected in the home[4]. Not all homes would have all inputs available, 
but it has been shown that acceptable accuracy can be achieved with more 
limited inputs[7]. These coefficients are continuously updated by the HEMS to 
ensure the best match, as shown in the flow chart in Figure 5.

“Not all homes would have all inputs 

available, but it has been shown that 

acceptable accuracy can be achieved with 

more limited inputs.”

Figure 4: equivalent electrical diagram of thermal model of home
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011, modified after ISo[5])
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This approach assumes that the room temperature can be linearly related to 
the inputs. If the system behavior is nonlinear, other methods ranging from 
linearization to neural networks or support vector machines could be used[4].

Cost and Discomfort Calculation 
The average power needed to be delivered by the HVAC system over an hour 
can be calculated as outlined in [5] and briefly summarized here.

 • PHVAC is set to zero and the room temperature is calculated. If the calculated 
room temperature is between the cooling and heating set-point, PHVAC is set 
to zero. 

 • If it is below the heating set-point or above the cooling set-point, then 
either heating or cooling is required. The HVAC power required to 
maintain the room temperature at the heating or cooling set-point is 
determined based on a linear scaling with respect to the calculated room 
temperature for a fixed PHVAC of 10 W/m2 multiplied by the floor area.

 • If the calculated HVAC power exceeds the rating of the HVAC system, 
then PHVAC is set equal to the rated power and the room temperature is 
calculated using the rated HVAC power.

The HVAC power required during each sampling period over the prediction 
horizon of 24 hours can be recursively calculated for a specific set of 
temperature set-points using forecasts for the outside temperature, solar 
insolation, and heat generated in the home. The energy cost can be calculated 
by multiplying the average power profile with the electricity cost profile.

Discomfort is based on the Perceived Mean Value (PMV), which is defined 
as[8]:
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where Tideal n
h

,  and Tideal n
c

,  are the ideal heating and cooling set-points respectively, 
T n

c
max ,  is the maximum allowable cooling set-point and and T n

h
min,  is the 

minimum allowable heating set-point during time interval n. 

The relationship between PMV and room temperature is illustrated in 
Figure 6.

There are also more sophisticated ways of calculating the ambient comfort 
of building occupants, such as the ISO 7730 thermal comfort standard, but 
others have commented that the benefits of including additional factors, such as 
humidity and speed of air movement, do not justify the additional complexity[8].
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Optimization Equation Formulation
The optimization performed by the optimal controller is repeated on a regular 
basis, assumed here to be every hour, using the updated weather forecast and 
electricity price schedule for the next 24 hours. The HEMS outputs a profile 
of temperature set-points for the next 24 hours at one hour granularity, which 
is updated every hour. The output for the first hour in the calculated profile is 
used as the set-point for the thermostat.

The HEMS balances the cost of running the HVAC with a parameter based 
on the PMV that represents the amount of discomfort experienced by the 
occupants of the home. Thus the minimization goal function is a weighted sum 
of the normalized energy cost and the occupant discomfort:

α β
P t c

P t c

PMV THVAC n n n
n

HVAC n n n
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where a and b are the weights applied to the two terms, PHVAC,n is the average 
power required from the HVAC system during time interval n of duration 
Dtn for the temperature set-points as determined by the HEMS, and cn is the 
electricity price during interval n. It is assumed that a price profile forecast 
is available (though not necessarily fixed) for the next 24 hours at one hour 
granularity. Methods have also been developed for price prediction if the 
price forecast is not available over the entire prediction horizon[1]. P nHVAC ,

0

 is 
the average power to do the same with the ideal temperature set-points. PMV 
is the Perceived Mean Value as described in the previous section, “Cost and 
Discomfort Calculation” and N is the total number of temperature set-points, 
which is 24 in this case.
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Figure 6: Perceived mean Value as function of room 
temperature 
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011 )
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The optimization is performed subject to the following constraints: 

 • The temperature set-point should be greater than the minimum allowed 
heating set-point in each time period: T Tstpt n n, ,> min

h

 • The temperature set-point should be lower than the maximum allowed 
cooling set-point in each time period : T Tstpt n n, ,< max

c

The optimization is currently implemented using a direct search function, 
“patternsearch”, available through the MathWorks Global Optimization 
Toolbox, based on the method proposed in [8]. Other methods such as genetic 
algorithms and simulated annealing can also be used.

Solution Architecture
The HEMS is envisioned to be a computing device that can act as a 
multiprotocol communication gateway, manage the home network, manage 
the data and database, perform data analytics, act as display device for the user-
interface HVAC application, and connect to the utility backend and weather 
server. 

There is also an alternate architecture for the HEMS. In this architecture, 
the HEMS performs all of the aforementioned functions, except that it is a 
headless device that interfaces to an existing display like a tablet or personal 
computer, which hosts the HVAC user-interface application. This architecture 
will not be presented in the discussion.

The basic solution stack for HEMS is shown in Figure 7. The rest of this 
section explains the individual elements of the solution stack in detail.

Hardware
The hardware for the HEMS includes the following components:

 • Intel® Atom™ processor

 • Dynamic RAM

 • Flash memory for storage

 • Ports for USB and Ethernet connectivity

 • IEEE 802.11 radio chip for Wi-Fi* connectivity

 • IEEE 802.15.4 radio chips to support 6LowPAN[11] and Zigbee*[10] 
protocols

 • Lithium ion battery backup 

 • Color display with touch-screen.

Operating System
The primary functions of the operating system (OS) are (1) to manage the 
hardware resources of the platform for software functions, and (2) to manage 
and monitor software applications during their launch, operation, and 
termination. 

“The optimization is currently 

implemented using a direct search 

function, “patternsearch” .”

Figure 7: HemS solution stack 
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)
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The OS manages the platform after being given control by the BIOS during 
the boot sequence, during normal operation, and during system shutdown.

The OS for HEMS is expected to be a general-purpose embedded operating 
system, such as Android* or Meego*.

Drivers
There are drivers for components and peripherals within the solution stack 
of HEMS. The core drivers include the memory manager, disk controller, 
graphics, display, audio elements, keyboard, mouse, file system, and USB. 
The communication drivers include the radio drivers (IEEE 802.11, IEEE 
802.15.4), network drivers (6LowPAN, ZigBee, Wi-Fi, TCP/IP, Ethernet), 
link-layer security, and transport-layer security. 

Network Management
Network management refers to the ability for the HEMS to operate, provision, and 
maintain the ecosystem of devices it is networked to in the home environment.

There may be multiple sets of interface types that need to be supported. These 
include: 

 • ZigBee with Smart Energy Profile (SE)

 • Zigbee with Home Automation Profile (HA)

 • 6LowPAN 

 • Wi-Fi

Table 1 describes the devices networked to HEMS and the common protocols 
they support.

Device Communication Protocol

Programmable Communicating 
Thermostat

ZigBee SE, ZigBee HA, Wi-Fi

Power/Environmental Sensor ZigBee SE, ZigBee HA, 6lowPAN, Power 
Line Communication (PLC)

Smart Meter ZigBee SE

Table 1: Devices networked to HemS and their communication protocols

Radio-Coexistence/Cooperation Manager
One key aspect of the home environment is that multiple communication 
networks coexist. These include IEEE 802.11- and IEEE 802.15.4-based 
communication protocols whose radios will be native to the HEMS platform.

The coexistence of multiple radios on a platform is challenging and some 
management-layer coordination is necessary to ensure coexistence. This is 
true of the radios operating in the same or close frequency bands. Both IEEE 
802.11 and IEEE 802.15.4 radios operate in 2.4 GHz Industrial, Scientific, 
and Medical (ISM) band and it is expected that there will be coexistence 
issues[12].
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Database
A secure database is included on the HEMS that contains information from 
multiple sources including sensor nodes, the PCT, weather server, utility server, 
and smart meter. The database exposes APIs that enable the analytics fabric and 
end-user applications to use the ambient sensor data, thermostat schedules, 
pricing signals, weather data, whole home power, and so on.

The transactions to and from the database are managed and verified. Care must 
be taken to map the data to access privileges to ensure that data does not leave 
the home unless authorized.

Analytics Fabric
The HEMS includes an analytics fabric, which is the engine that performs 
the all the data processing. It is envisioned that the analytics fabric will use a 
modular approach in its implementation, comprised of the four modules.

Data Access Module
This module implements the APIs to interact with the database discussed 
earlier.

Algorithms Module
This module comprises the algorithm suite for the thermal model calibration 
(linear regression, support vector machine, neural network, and so on) and 
optimization (direct search, genetic algorithm, simulated annealing, gradient 
descent, and so on).

Modeler
This module includes the model for the thermal performance of the home and 
calls the model calibration algorithm from the algorithms module to iteratively 
compute the model coefficients. The 24-hour prediction of the HVAC power is 
fed into the database through the data access module.

Solver
This module includes the optimization equation and calls the optimization 
algorithm from the algorithms module to compute the optimal set-points. The 
optimal set-points computed for the 24-hour horizon are fed into the database 
through the data access module.

Utilities and Tools
The HEMS includes software components that are common on a PC platform 
such as Web server, browser (HTTP/HTTPS), VPN, hard disk encryption, 
disk utility, spyware and virus scan.

User-Interface HVAC Application
The graphical libraries available in the OS are used to create the HVAC 
Application. The application implements the APIs to talk to the database 
discussed earlier.

“Care must be taken to map the data to 

access privileges to ensure that data does 
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The key display components in the application include:

 • Current room temperature

 • Graph of the 24-hour pricing signal curve

 • Graph of optimal set-point and outside temperature for the next 24 hours

 • Daily spending goal (set by occupant)

 • Today’s energy cost 

 • Indicator of the minimum and maximum temperature setting for the next 
24 hours (set by occupant) 

Utility Back-end and Weather Server Connection
The utility interface for obtaining historical interval meter data and electricity 
pricing signals, as well as the connection to the weather server for weather-
related data (current and forecasted temperature and solar insolation) in 
HEMS, is assumed to be via a public Internet connection.

Simulation Results
The operation of an autonomous HEMS was simulated in a platform 
developed in Matlab/Simulink[9]. Figure 8 shows results of a 24-hour 
simulation, in which the HEMS controls the thermostat inside a home, 
for the settings listed in Table 2. Uncontrolled loads are modeled within 
the home, using measurements from an instrumented home for a specific 
day. The electricity price profile is the weekday time of use rate of Portland 
General Electric[14] and the ambient temperature profile was measured at the 
instrumented home.

Effective hours of operation Day: 7 a.m. – 11 p.m. 
Night: 11 p.m. – 7 a.m.

Ideal temperature Tideal Day: 22.5 °C
Night: 19 °C

Maximum temperature Tmax Day: 24.5 °C
Night: 24 °C

Minimum temperature Tmin Day: 20 °C
Night: 17 °C

HVAC power rating 5000 W

Optimization weight for cost a 0.8
Optimization weight for discomfort b 0.2

Table 2: Parameters for HemS simulation
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)

Dashed lines in Figure 8 show behavior without optimization, in which 
case the total cost of electricity is 5.08 US dollars (USD) for the day. Solid 
lines show the optimized behavior. Optimization reduces the total cost to 
USD 4.73 (a 6.9-percent savings). The cost reduction is achieved by lowering 

“The operation of an autonomous 
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Figure 8: HemS simulation results, including ideal and optimized temperature set-points and 
outside temperature; average HVAC and uncontrolled power, optimized and non-optimized; 
electricity price profile; total power and total cost for optimized and non-optimized cases 
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)
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Results have been simulated and are provided for informational purposes only. Results were derived using 
simulations run on an architecture simulator or model. Any difference in system hardware or software design or 
configuration may affect actual performance.
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the temperature set-points during times of higher electricity prices. The peak 
power consumption is reduced from 4.88 kW to 4.28 kW (a 12.3-percent 
reduction) and the peak-to-average ratio (PAR) is reduced from 1.92 to 1.74. 
The HEMS therefore does not only benefit the occupants by lowering their 
energy cost while not causing any significant discomfort, but also benefits the 
electric grid by reducing the peak load and PAR.

Conclusion
In this article, we have discussed a system that intelligently controls the HVAC 
unit(s) in residences. The system architecture and the technology to realize the 
solution is presented. Simulation results show how the system is beneficial to 
both the residential users and the electric grid with a reduction in energy cost 
and PAR of 6.9 percent and 9.3 percent respectively for the case considered. 
Future work will include measuring the energy cost improvements using real-
home data and implementing a reference design of the system in a residential 
setting.
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PCI Express Hot Plug is a feature that can help embedded devices improve 
serviceability, flexibility, and the user experience. Using this feature, a PCI 
Express endpoint may be replaced in a running system without having to turn 
the system off. A classic PCI Express implementation requires an extensive list 
of components including hardware, BIOS, OS, and drivers. Embedded systems 
often are bounded by constraints such as cost and form factors. It is often 
challenging to accommodate all the common components such as an attention 
button, manually operated retention latch, and various status indicators. This 
article discusses several design considerations to address these constraints while 
at the same time providing practical and reliable solutions for PCI Express Hot 
Plug in embedded systems. The successful handling of PCI Express Hot Plug 
is a system-level topic that involves proper configurations of BIOS settings, 
interrupts, as well as work partitioning among BIOS, OS, and driver. Incorrect 
implementation of PCI Express Hot Plug may compromise the safety and 
reliability of the products and may also induce all kinds of error conditions. 

Introduction
PCI Express Hot Plug is derived from Standard Hot-Plug Controller 
Specification (SHPC) v1.0[1] for PCI and later becomes part of the PCI 
Express specification[2][3]. The specification defines the overall system 
requirements and recommendations for proper hardware, BIOS, OS, and 
driver implementations. PCI Express Hot Plug is a no-surprise protocol where 
the system is provided with an opportunity to respond to defined events 
in a graceful fashion. The notification and handling mechanisms include 
both hardware elements like a manually operated retention latch (MRL) an 
attention button, and software elements, like PCI-defined registers (such as 
root port status and physical status indicators), interrupts, BIOS, OS, and 
custom driver code. 

The PCI Express specification allows a certain degree of flexibility when 
some of these recommended components do not exist; for example, it calls 
out an alternative when MRL is not available. However, it does not provide 
further details on several other components such as attention buttons, status 
indicators, or LEDs. Embedded systems often have design constraints that do 
not leave room for some of the hardware elements due to cost, form factor, or 
some other project-specific reasons. This article addresses some of these issues 
and discusses some examples to mitigate the design constraints, using a mobile 
embedded chipset: Intel® 3400 as an example. We walk through typical hot 
plug and removal operations and then discuss the operations when certain 
components are not available (MRL, attention button, status indicators).

“Embedded systems often are bounded 

by constraints such as cost and form 

factors.”

“The PCI Express specification 

allows a certain degree of flexibility 

when some of these recommended 

components do not exist.”

Tian Tian
Intelligent Systems Group, Intel 
Corporation
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PCI Express Hot Plug Ingredients
As mentioned earlier, a typical implementation of a PCI Express Hot Plug 
scheme includes both hardware and software components. Several common 
hardware ingredients and their typical usage models are listed in Table 1.

Hardware 
Components

Usage Models

Attention Button Used by operators to alert the system that some 
service requests are coming

Status Indicators Shows the power and attention state of the slot
Card Power Switching 
Logic

Used by PCI Express Hot Plug Host Controller to 
turn the power on and off

PCI Express Hot Plug 
Host Controller

Sends interrupts when these events happen and turn 
on/off the power and attention indicators 

Manually Operated 
Retention Latch 
(MRL)

Physical latch on the slot that holds the card in 
place and routes power and other signals to the slot 
when it is down

Electromechanical 
Interlock

An optional component that prevents removal of 
cards when slot is powered

Card Reset Logic Allows assertion or de-assertion of PERST# to a 
specific slot 

Presence Detect Pins Used to detect the presence of the card

Table 1: Common hardware ingredients
(Source: Derived from PCI Express Specification v2.0[2])

In designs that are missing one or more hardware components, the roles and 
responsibilities of software ingredients will increase to provide alternative 
means to an end. Basically, software must either emulate the behavior of these 
missing hardware components or find a way to bridge the communications gap 
to provide a similar outcome of event notification. A list of common software 
ingredients for PCI Express Hot Plug implementation is provided in Table 2.

Software Components Usage Models

Operating system Interacts with driver, allows hot plug functionality 
to be turned on/off, processes requests such 
as assigning slot IDs and servicing attention 
indicators

Hot Plug system driver Interfaces between hot plug controller and the PCI 
Express device

Software user interface Allows user to request hot plug operations, 
emulates hardware indicators if needed

BIOS Configures ACPI and connecting/enabling 
interrupts if needed

Table 2: Common software ingredients
(Source: Derived from PCI Express Specification v2.0[2])

“A typical implementation of a PCI 

Express Hot Plug scheme includes both 

hardware and software components.”
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This article uses the Intel® 3400 chipset to illustrate the system level flow of 
hot plug signaling in an embedded context. Each root port on the Intel 3400 
chipset has a hot plug controller and associated registers that can be enabled to 
support hot plug implementations. 

Please note that different PCI controllers may have slightly different capabilities 
than this Intel chipset (for example, some features described in this article may not 
be available) or some detailed register definitions may be different. In this case, 
please refer to the specific datasheets for the chosen hardware for further details.

PCI Express Root Port Registers
This section highlights a collection of registers and bit fields that are relevant to 
a PCI Express Hot Plug implementation, from configuration to understanding 
outcomes of various hot plug events, using the Intel 3400 chipset as an example.

Understanding what you have to work with is one of the most important steps 
towards a good solution. The PCI Express Slot Capabilities Register discloses 

“Understanding what you have to 

work with is one of the most important 

steps towards a good solution.”

Registers Bit(s) Descriptions

PCI Express Capabilities Register (0x42h)  8 The bit is used to indicate if the slot is implemented
Slot Capabilities Register (0x54h)  6 PCI Express Hot Plug Capable, a value of 1 means the slot supports hot 

plug
 5 PCI Express Hot Plug Surprise, a value of 1 indicates the device may be 

removed from the slot without prior notification
 4 Power Indicator Present

 3 Attention Indicator Present

 2 MRL Sensor Present

 1 Power Controller Present

Slot Control Register (0x58h)  5 Hot Plug Interrupt Enable
 3 Presence Detect Changed Enable

Slot Status Register (0x5Ah)  8 Link Active State Changed 
 6 Presence Detect State. A value of 1 indicates the slot has a device connected

 3 Presence Detect Changed

Miscellaneous Port Configuration Register 
(0xD8h)

30 Hot Plug SCI Enable

 1 Hot Plug SMI Enable

SMI/SCI Status Register (0xDCh) 30 Hot Plug SCI Status
 4 Hot Plug Link Active State Changed SMI Status

 1 Hot Plug Presence Detect SMI Status

Uncorrectable Error Status Register 
(0x104h)

20 Unsupported Request Error Status

Uncorrectable Error Mask Register (0x108h) 20 Unsupported Request Error Mask

Table 3: Intel® 3400 Chipset PCI Express Hot Plug related registers
(Source: Derived from Intel® 3400 chipset External Design Specification v2.2[5])
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whether the root port is capable of supporting hot plug. Hot plug surprise 
(bit 5 of the Slot Capabilities Register) indicates if the device may be removed 
from the slot without prior notification. It may be worth mentioning that PCI 
Express root ports that are integrated into CPUs (often intended for graphics 
but can also be used as PCI Express ports), such as the PEG ports from Intel® 
Core™ i5/i7 processors, do not have hot plug capabilities.

The root port registers also disclose which features are present and which are 
not. For example, it reports whether there is power indicator, or attention 
indicators. Some of the registers and bit fields are crucial for BIOS, OS, and 
drivers to properly configure system behavior. For example, the Slot Control 
Register can be used to enable hot plug interrupts, and the Miscellaneous Port 
Configuration Register can be used to provide finer control on whether SMI or 
SCI need to be enabled.

The root port registers also provide status such as “presence detect changed” 
that can be used by software. When there are issues with the handling, users 
need to investigate whether errors are reported; if they are, registers such as 
Uncorrectable Error Status Register may provide some visibility on what is 
going on.

It is very important to review chipset capabilities before deciding on the 
possible schemes for PCI Express hot plug and hot removal. By and large, what 
the hardware can or cannot do has significant impact on what your system level 
and software approach is going to be.

Interrupt
Once the root port capabilities and available features are determined, the next 
step is to understand the available interrupt facilities of the platform. 

The root ports can generate interrupts for hot plug events when enabled. 
The hot plug related interrupts can be pin-based or can be MSIs. As shown 
in Figure 1, PCI Express Hot Plug related events such as “Attention Button 
Pressed” and “Presence Detect Changed” can be enabled to generate INTx 
or MSIs when enabled. The Slot Control Register can be used to enable the 
reporting of these events individually.

Illustrated in Figure 2 is an example of an MSI interrupt path from a PCI 
Express Hot Plug event at the platform level. Hot plug events get reported 

“The root ports can generate interrupts 

for hot plug events when enabled.”

Figure 1: Hot Plug Interrupt Pin based versus mSI
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)
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Figure 2: a platform view of PCI Express Hot 
Plug using mSI on Intel® 3400 Chipset
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)
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to Intel 3400 chipset, which then notifies IOAPIC (or even 8259 for legacy 
systems) and then an MSI can be generated to notify CPU.

Native Hot Plug and ACPI Hot Plug
From a hardware and OS interaction point of view, there are two primary 
categories of PCI Express Hot Plug modes, native mode and ACPI mode. 

In the native hot plug mode, the root port detects a hot plug event and sets 
the proper bit in its Slot Status Register. When enabled, an interrupt will be 
generated so software can come in and handle the event. When it is done, 
software updates the status register. The native hot plug software model is often 
used by OS-level software.

In ACPI mode, the hot plug interrupts are routed to a ACPI GPE register. 
For this mode, BIOS needs to enable the SCI setting and expose hot plug 
capabilities and the hot plug handler in ACPI. An ACPI OS can then call the 
_GPE control method to trigger the handler:

 • _Lxx method, for GPE calls to notify OS of the event

 • _EJx method, called when device ejection completes

 • _RMV method, tells OS device is ready to be removed

For example, the Intel 3400 chipset generates GPE events for PCI Express Hot 
Plug such as Assert_HPGPE and Deassert_HPGPE.

If an OS is PCI Express aware, the native hot plug path tends to be the choice. 
The ACPI path cam enable a legacy OS to handle PCI Express hot plug 
interrupt events by using general purpose event (GPE) register to generate SCI.

Standard PCI Express Hot Plug and Hot Removal
Now we have a good understanding of what the root ports can or cannot 
do, native versus ACPI, as well as the interrupt flow, it is time to look 
at a typical PCI Express Hot Plug and Hot Removal implementation 
that include all these hardware and software components as described in 
the previous section. A common PCI Express Hot Removal sequence is 
illustrated in Figure 3.

As shown in the PCI Express Hot Removal sequence, the user follows the “no 
surprise” principle when performing hot removal. The pressing of the Attention 
Button triggers an interrupt, which allows software to respond and confirm 
the request. Power is safely removed before the card can be removed. Status 
indicators give the user clear indication and guidance on whether the devices 
are ready for the next steps. 

Figure 3: a typical PCI Express Hot removal 
sequence
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)

(A-9) User safely removes the card

(A-8) Power indicator is off

(A-7) Software requests power-off

(A-5) Hot Plug driver to quiesce

(A-6) Software disables the PCIe link

(A-4) Blink indicators if needed

(A-3) Hot plug driver gets called to
inspect slot status

(A-2) Controller detects the event and
sends interrupt

(A-1) User presses Attention Button
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In the reverse order, a typical PCI Express Hot Plug sequence is illustrated in 
Figure 4. An extra step is that the user secures MRL first before pressing the 
Attention Button and asking for service. Power is safely applied and the PCI 
Express link gets trained. The OS configures the card and allocates the resource 
accordingly.  

Considerations for Designs without MRL, Attention 
Buttons, and Status Indicators
Embedded systems often face the dilemma that, with constraints of form 
factors or cost, it is prohibitive to have all these MRLs, attention buttons, and 
status indicators. Some designs do not have one or multiple components as 
described above. In this section we assume an extreme design situation that 
does not have all three ingredients and discuss an example of the approach that 
can be taken in this case. 

MRL is used to switch on/off signals such as Vaux and SMBus to a given 
slot when a PCI card is removed from the system. In the absence of a proper 
MRL, one crude solution would be to replace the mechanical latch with a 
jumper to generate the MRL event. Alternatively, the PCI Express specification 
recommends the use of staggered pins to handle the switched signals. In this 
case, when the pins break contact, the switched signals will be automatically 
removed from the slot. PCI Express cards must implement the edge contacts 
with card presence detect pins (PRSNT1# and PRSNT2#) that break contact 
first when the card is removed from the slot. This gives system advance notice 
to remove power.

The key purpose of pressing a physical Attention Button is to generate a service 
interrupt. With that in mind, there are multiple approaches that can be taken 
here for a design without one. The first is to have a jumper or clamp instead 
of the bulkier and more expensive “button.” Another approach is to have 
software implement a virtual attention button that the user can press via an 
existing interface, which can be as simple as an option in a text-based menu, to 
generate the needed interrupt.

The physical status indicators can also be replaced with virtual status indicators 
such as some graphic interface that operators can check.

Figure 4: a typical PCI Express Hot Plug 
sequence
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)

(B-10) OS finds the driver and let the driver to
enable the device

(B-8) Once link training is done, OS requests to
configure the card and allocate resource

(B-11) The card is ready for use

(B-7) Power applied, software requests
to turn power indicator on

(B-5) Hot Plug driver requests to
blink power indicator

(B-6) Hot Plug driver requests controller
to turn the slot on

(B-4) Hot Plug driver checks status

(B-3) User presses attention button.
Interrupt generated

(B-2) User secures MRL

(B-1) User plugs in card
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In the PCI Express Hot Removal scheme shown in Figure 5, the system does 
not have a physical Attention Button; it mitigates the issue by implementing 
a virtual attention button or a jumper. It provides the mechanism needed to 
generate the attention event for requesting service. There are no physical status 
indicators, and software solves the issue by providing a GUI version so users 
can get access to status updates.

Figure 5: an example of PCI Express Hot removal without attention 
button, mrl, or indicators
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)

(C-8) User safely removes the card

(C-7) No indicator, may use some GUI event to show
the indicator is off

(C-6) Software requests power-off

(C-4) Hot Plug driver to quiesce

(C-5) Software disables the PCIe link

(C-4) No indicator, generates some graphic
indicators if needed

(C-3) Hot plug driver gets called to inspect slot status

(C-2) Controller detects the event and sends interrupt

(C-1) Users initiate an “attention” event (by using things like
GUI or jumper) as there is no physical attention button

Examples

Typical

Legend

The following flows (Figure 5, Figure 6) show the possible implementations 
when there are no Attention Buttons, no MRL, and no status indicators.
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In the PCI Express Hot Plug scheme that does not have all three components 
(Figure 6), similar to the case for PCI Express Hot Removal, software bridges 
the gap and provides a virtual attention button and status indicators. The lack 
of MRL is solved by following the PCI Express Specification alternative of 
using staggered pins to break contact early and giving the system a chance to 
respond to the event first.

In either the PCI Express Hot Plug or Hot Removal cases, interrupts are 
generally serviced through the MSI software infrastructure typically provided 
by modern operating systems. However, some embedded systems employ 
legacy operating systems that are not PCI Express aware and therefore do not 
natively support MSI. In this case, hot plug events can be routed via the ACPI 
tables in BIOS to generate an SCI (the Intel 3400 series chipset provides the 
capability) and a SCI handler can be written to support them without issue. 

“Some embedded systems employ legacy 

operating systems that are not PCI 

Express aware.”

Figure 6: an example of PCI Express Hot Plug without attention 
button, mrl, or status indicators
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)

(D-9) OS finds the driver and let the driver to
enable the device

(D-8) Once link training is done, OS requests to
configure the card and allocate resource

(D-10) The card is ready for use

(D-7) Power applied, software requests to
turn power indicator on

(D-5) Hot plug driver produces “power indicator”
GUI event etc

(D-6) Hot plug driver requests controller to
turn the slot on

(D-4) Hot Plug driver checks status

(D-3) No attention button, uses alternative to
generate interrupt (jumper, GUI…)

(D-2) MRL-less, switch on Vaux

(D-1) User plugs in card

Examples

Typical

Legend
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Hot Reset
Because it is often confused with PCI Express Hot Removal, it is worth 
mentioning that Hot Reset is different. Hot Reset is an in-band method of 
sending reset requests, while PCI Express Hot Plug supported by the Intel 
3400 chipset is a sideband operation. Hot Reset is typically generated by the 
upper layer (software) and the impact to the system can be quite significant 
(links enter recovery, and so on). The reset request is populated in-band via 
transmission of TS1 Ordered Sets (symbol number 5). Both transmitter and 
receiver will enter the detect state and the link will start link training again.

Conclusion
PCI Express Hot Plug improves the serviceability and user experience of the 
products. At the same time it also has an extensive set of requirements and can 
be challenging for certain designs with difficult constraints driven primarily due 
to cost and form factor. This article reviews key ingredients that are essential to 
the implementation and then provides sample schemes for an extreme situation 
that does not have components such as Attention Button, MRL, or status 
indicators. Following a similar approach, the systems can still implement this 
desired feature as long as they follow the PCI Express specification and work 
around these design constraints.

Table of Acronyms and Symbol

ACPI Advanced Configuration and Power Interface
GPE General Purpose Event
MSI Message Signaled Interrupt
MRL Manually operated Retention Latch
SCI System Control Interrupt
SMI System Management Interrupt
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This article describes the evolution, implementation, usage, and performance 
evaluation of a bi-endian capable compiler. Software migration of legacy 
applications from one endian architecture to another is often hampered by 
byte order dependencies hidden in the source code. These dependencies can be 
expensive to find and systematically address.

We describe the Bi-Endian Compiler (BEC) capable of generating code that 
executes with the opposite byte order semantics as the underlying architecture. 
The programmer designates the byte order required of data in memory. 
During translation, the compiler inserts additional instructions to transform 
data, where necessary, into the native byte order before it’s operated upon in 
the processor registers. This article details the language extensions, evolution 
of the compiler and its design, porting process, and optimization of the 
implementation. We include a performance comparison against native-endian 
SPEC 2000 and EEMBC benchmarks that shows the performance overhead 
of enforcing opposite endian semantics to be in the range of 5.6 percent to 
13.8 percent. The BEC has been successfully employed in production-quality 
software applications comprising millions of lines of source code.

Introduction
Programming in standardized high level languages has the benefit of being 
readily portable across architectures. One would think that portability exists 
as long as programmers constrain themselves to features specified by the 
language standard and employ compilers that are dutiful in implementing to 
the standard. Unfortunately, this is not always the case. Migration of software 
between architectures becomes problematic when byte order dependent code[8] 
exists in the source code base only to be discovered when runtime problems 
surface. In large, legacy code bases consisting of millions of lines of code, it 
is very difficult to find and address all of the byte order dependencies using 
known techniques[1] into endian-neutral code. 

The Bi-Endian Compiler (BEC) enables applications to execute with 
the byte order semantics as they were designed. For example, the BEC 
implementation discussed in this article enables applications to execute with 
big-endian semantics on a little-endian processor. Employing BEC requires the 
programmer to designate the byte order of all data. During compilation, BEC 
inserts code sequences, where necessary, to load data into processor registers 
such that the data is in native byte order before operations are performed. 
Subsequently, code sequences are inserted that transform the results in native 
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byte order into the resulting data’s declared byte order before storing to 
memory. 

This article first provides background on the subject by reviewing byte order 
dependencies and current techniques to mitigate issues involving them. The 
BEC is then introduced[2][6], discussing the language features necessary to 
express byte order and the underlying compiler implementation. The porting 
process is discussed showing how to effectively apply the compiler and its 
features to port an application. Performance optimization and evaluation is 
then detailed, showing techniques used to improve the performance of the 
implementation. The conclusion summarizes and offers thoughts on future 
directions.

Background
Endianness, or byte order, is the format of how multibyte data is stored 
in memory[3][10]. It specifies the location of the most significant and least 
significant bytes that comprise a multibyte type such as a 32-bit integer. The 
two types of endian architectures are termed Big-Endian and Little-Endian. 
Discussions on the advantages and disadvantages of each has been characterized 
as being akin to a religious war[4][7]. Regardless, both big-endian and little-
endian architectures exist and this can cause problems when migrating between 
architectures due to byte-order–dependent code. Code 1 shows a code snippet 
that returns differing output samples depending upon the byte order of the 
processor architecture used to execute the code. On a big-endian processor, 
where the most significant byte is stored in the lowest memory address, 
the pointer ap points to 0x12. On a little-endian processor, where the least 
significant byte is stored in the lowest memory byte address, the pointer ap 
points to 0x78. Legacy code bases built up over several years by many different 
programmers can be littered with such snippets of code motivated in many 
cases by optimization; assuming the location of a smaller subset of bytes in a 
multibyte element can save in terms of memory transactions.

#include <stdio.h> 
int a = 0x12345678; 
char *ap = (char *)&a; 
printf(“%2x %x\n”, *ap, a);

Output on a big-endian processor: 
12 12345678 
Output on a little-endian processor: 
78 12345678

Code 1. Byte Order dependent Code Example and Output
(Source: Intel Corporation)
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Techniques of transforming byte-order–dependent code into endian-neutral 
code are well understood[1][8]. In the previous example, macros could be defined 
whose implementation would be platform dependent, but would agree upon 
which byte of a larger component would be considered first, second, and 
so on. The techniques require the programmer to first identify byte-order–
dependent code and make manual code changes to enforce endian neutrality. 
In comparison, BEC does not require the programmer to find the specific 
byte-order–dependent code, but to only identify the byte order of the data. 
The compiler enforces that the correct byte order semantics are being executed. 
In the example from Code 1, if the code was written to assume big-endian 
order, the programmer only specifies that the variable a is big-endian and the 
compiler ensures that the expectation is met. In the conservative case, the 
programmer could communicate that the entire program should execute with 
big-endian semantics and the compiler would enforce. 

A second approach to migrating byte-order–dependent code is encapsulated 
by binary translation techniques[9]. These techniques encompass more in that 
they enable execution of one processor’s instruction set architecture (ISA) 
on a processor with a different ISA by intelligently and efficiently translating 
between the two. This approach is attractive due to its relative ease of use 
for the customer; Apple employed its Rosetta technology to help migrate 
from the PowerPC architecture to Intel architecture. Compared to BEC, this 
approach typically incurs greater overhead as the application is translated 
during runtime without the benefit of aggressive static compiler optimization 
techniques.

Bi-Endian Evolution and Implementation
The BEC has extensions to C and C++ in which byte order is a type attribute 
and can be bound to a built-in type, typedef, or to a type as part of a variable 
declaration. The byte order attribute can be bound to pointer types, floating 
point types, and be part of a type chain consisting of multiple pointer 
indirections, integral, and floating point types. The following sections describe 
the evolution of the BEC, its language extensions, the dataflow analyses 
implemented, and big-endian data initialization.

Evolution
As the early proposals for a BEC prototype were discussed, it was necessary to 
dispell a common misconception. Often, engineers and managers reviewing 
the proposal voiced concerns that the compiler would be unable to determine 
the intentions of the programmer. They viewed byte order dependencies as 
they are encountered in a debugger or binary translator. It was often necessary 
for the prototyping team to explain that if the byte order of types was part of 
the program specification, the intentions of the programmer are clearly stated. 
It only became necessary to provide mechanisms for explicitly declaring byte 
orders at varying granularities of scope.
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The earliest proof-of-concept BEC was demonstrated using the C benchmarks 
in SPEC2000. These benchmarks were compiled such that all types were 
declared as big-endian. The resulting executables were run on a processor 
that supports only little-endian. The next large scale demonstration involved 
compiling the Linux operating system. The byte order of the fields within 
the Internet Protocol (IP) header in the network stack is maintained as 
big-endian by using ntoh() and hton() macros, converting between network 
order, which is big-endian and the host byte order, which is little-endian. 
As a demonstration of the BEC capabilities, the header fields were explicitly 
declared as big-endian and the macros were removed. The functionality of 
the compiled operating system was unchanged. The BEC technology is an 
alternative to the use of ntoh() and hton() macros to maintain network byte 
order.

Debugging of mixed endian code, which is code containing uses of both 
big-endian and little-endian types, was supported by modified versions of a 
proprietary debugger and GNU gdb. The DWARF v3.0 specification provides 
a means for specifying byte order. Various other DWARF mechanisms allow 
specifying the location of pieces of data, as would be necessary when the actual 
byte order of data is other than specified by the programmer. An example 
where byte order of data can differ from its specification is when a value 
declared as big-endian is operated upon, such as an addition. During execution 
time, the data element is represented in a register in little-endian format (on a 
little-endian processor) for correct operation. Display of the data in a debugger 
would need to understand this difference. In a large development project, the 
person who is debugging such code may not be aware of the actual byte order 
of the data.

Language Features
The primary function of the language extensions is to enable the programmer 
to communicate the byte order of compilation units, code sections, and 
individual declarations to the compiler. Code 2 is a code sample employing 
each of the above. The source file, file.c, is compiled using the –little-endian 
option, which specifies all data declarations in the compilation unit are little-
endian. Similarly, the compiler supports a –big-endian option, which specifies 
all data declarations in the compilation unit are big-endian. Declarations 
that are impacted by these options are said to have been declared implicitly 
in either a big-endian or little-endian context. The variable, a, in the example 
would be stored in little-endian byte order. For convenience, we refer to such 
a variable as a little endian variable. In the file, #pragma byte_order (push, 
bigendian), specifies that declarations following the pragma are big-endian. 
The variable, b, would be stored in big-endian byte order. In addition, the 
optional parameter push specifies that a stack of byte orders is maintained that 
enables byte order declarations spanning nested include files. This declaration 
method is also implicit and overrides the byte order specified at the command 
line. A section of code that has an implicit declaration bound to it is termed 
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a big- or little-endian section (depending on the specified byte order). At the 
finest granularity an explicit declaration occurs via a byte order attribute. The 
variable, c, would be stored in big-endian byte order. The byte order attribute 
overrides both implicit methods.

icc –little-endian file.c  
/*file.c*/ 
int a = 0x12345678; /*little-endian*/ 
#pragma byte_order (push, bigendian) 
int b = 0x12345678; /*big-endian*/ 
#pragma byte_order(pop) 
int __attribute__((bigendian) c=0x12345678; /*big-endian*/

Code 2. Byte-Order-dependent Code Example
(Source: Intel Corporation)

By default, the byte order of system include files are the same as the target 
architecture. The BEC allows specification of the implicit byte order of individual 
compilation units, for instance include files, without modification of the source 
code. The BEC provides command line options to specify directory sub-trees 
and to specify the implicit byte order of the compilation units contained in the 
sub-tree. The sub-tree identification mechanism is based upon regular expression 
matching of the directory path name. The implicit byte order specification is 
by way of source code prolog and epilog files that contain #pragma byte-order 
specifications. The prolog and epilog files become part of the post-preprocessor 
file that is actually translated by subsequent phases of the compilation.

Compilation Phases
Similar to many modern compilers, the BEC consists of multiple phases, 
transforming one representation of the code to another, beginning with 
the source code and concluding with the executable. Figure 1 illustrates the 
compilation phases. 
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Figure 1: BEC Compilation Phases
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)
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The front-end phase parses the source code and transforms it into an abstract 
syntax tree (AST). During this phase, byte order attributes are associated 
with the program types represented in the AST and are dependent upon the 
byte order context at the point of declaration and as discussed in the previous 
section.

The BEC employs a proprietary intermediate language (IL) to represent 
the program under compilation. The IL translation phase converts the AST 
representation into this IL representation. Translated variables may have byte 
order conversion operations (BOCOs) placed both before and after the variable 
in cases when its type has a byte order opposite that of the underlying target.

The optimization phase operates on the IL representation to make execution 
of the code on the target platform more efficient. Since the BOCOs are 
represented in the IL just as any other instructions, standard compiler 
optimization can be applied. These optimizations and a description of each 
include:

 • common subexpression elimination – removes redundant BOCOs for 
unused data

 • code motion – moves BOCOs up to the function entry, which reduces the 
number of BOCOs

 • constant propagation – determines if a constant that requires a BOCO 
has already been loaded (and converted), which eliminates unnecessary 
BOCOs. 

In addition, an optimization solely designed to remove redundant BOCOs 
is invoked. This optimization, termed the bswap elimination optimization, is 
described in a later section.

The code generator phase converts the IL representation into the binary code 
specific to the target platform. BOCOs are implemented using either hardware 
shift instructions or BSWAP instructions. Hardware BSWAP instructions 
provide an efficient method of converting between byte orders.

Data Initialization
In the BEC pointer data types can also be attributed with a byte order. As a 
result there may be situations where a pointer has the opposite byte order as 
the target platform. Pointers of the opposite byte order must be byte-swapped 
upon initialization. This presents a challenge when pointers are initialized by 
link time constants because these constants are unknown at compile time and 
are resolved later during the linking stage.

For the initial proof-of-concept BEC, the linker was modified to support 
other-endian, linker or loader resolved constants. This created an unnecessary 
dependency within the tool chain with respect to the new technology. 
Subsequent versions of the BEC employed a flexible set of alternatives for 
resolving such constants.
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In order to perform the necessary byte swap operations for pointers, the 
compiler generates and places special initialization data in a section of the 
object file, the .initdata section. This information is used in a three-step data 
initialization process detailed as follows:

1. At the static data initialization step, a post link tool is employed, which 
initializes data that can be initialized statically, such as data that does not 
have relocations associated with it. 

2. At the dynamic loader initialization step, a dynamic loader has an 
opportunity to complete initialization based on the information from the 
.initdata section. This step is optional and requires a modified operating 
system loader. 

3. The dynamic runtime initialization step, employs a runtime routine 
to initialize data stored in the opposite byte order from the underlying 
platform. This routine is automatically invoked prior to passing control to 
the main routine.

Porting Process
Porting of the application from a big-endian architecture to a little-endian one 
consists of three main steps:

1. Compile the application with the BEC in big-endian compilation mode. 
Resolve compiler-diagnosed issues such as warnings.

2. Employ a symbol consistency checking mechanism to resolve possible 
incompatibilities between different compilation units.

3. Manually review the code and debug with BEC technology-enabled 
debuggers.

Compile and Resolve Diagnosed Issues
Compiling the application in big-endian mode still results in a mixed-endian 
application because the application interacts with system libraries whose byte 
order is typically dependent on the target architecture, which in this case is 
little-endian. With the BEC technology it is possible to execute mixed-endian 
code. One of the requirements when employing the BEC technology is for 
every type used in the program to have its byte order defined. When the 
byte order of a type associated with a variable, a parameter, or a structure is 
undeclared, the compiler uses the default byte order as specified earlier. C and 
C++ are not type-safe languages and therefore present some challenges in the 
compiler implementation.

For instance, when a function’s prototype is not declared, the function will 
execute correctly as long as the byte order of the types used in the function 
declaration and function call are the same. If the byte order does not match, 
the function may not execute properly because the function argument may 
not be in the expected byte order. For these cases, the compiler is enhanced to 
detect such byte order inconsistency and issue a diagnostic. Code 3 shows such 
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an example where the function foo calls an undeclared function zee. Assume 
function zee is defined to expect one argument whose type is in little-endian 
byte order. In this case, the function zee may produce an incorrect result for 
function foo when the function foo is compiled to expect big-endian types. 
In general, for mixed-endian code use of function prototypes is essential. The 
warning message #266 generated from the compiler is to encourage such 
programming practice.

int foo(int x)  
{  
 zee(x);  
 return 0;  
} 
>$ icc –big-endian –c test.c 
test.c(3): warning #266: function “zee” declared implicitly  
     zee(x);

Code 3. Undeclared function
(Source: Intel Corporation)

The byte order of a pointer has two aspects, the byte order of the pointer type 
itself and the byte order of the pointed-to data type. For example, Code 4 
shows a case where the compiler generates a diagnostic when the byte order of 
the pointed-to data type is different in an assignment statement.

#pragma byte_order (push, bigendian)  
    int *z;  
#pragma byte_order (pop)  
int foo(int *x) {  
    z = x;  
    return 0;  
}  
>$ icc –c –littleendian test1.c 
test1.c(6): warning #1696: implicit pointer conversion changes byte order of 
the pointed-to types from “int” to “bigendian int” 
     z = x;

Code 4. Byte Order difference of Pointed-to Types
(Source: Intel Corporation)

Specifically, the pointer, z, points to a big-endian integer, which is declared by 
the explicit pragma declaration. The pointer, x, points to a little-endian integer 
whose byte order is specified by the command line. Therefore, dereferencing of 
the assigned pointer (z) may result in reading the value in the opposite byte order 
as was intended. Warning #1696 is emitted by the compiler in these cases and 
must be heeded in order to produce correctly executing code. To address these 
warnings, the code should be modified to convert the pointed to data to have a 
type with the same byte order before assigning. For structures and bit fields the 
compiler also implements byte-order–specific warnings. Code 5 lists a structure 
in which the big-endian and little-endian bit fields are allocated differently in 
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their containers. Big-endian bit fields are allocated from high to low bit, while 
little-endian bit fields are allocated from low to high bit. As a result, big-endian 
and little-endian bit fields allocated to the same container could potentially 
overwrite each other. Therefore, the compiler issues an error when it detects a 
structure containing both big-endian and little-endian bit fields. To address these 
issues, ensure all bit fields contained in the structure have the same byte order.

typedef __attribute__((bigendian))    int be_int;  
typedef __attribute__((littleendian))  int le_int; 

struct foo {  
   be_int x:16;  
   le_int  y:16;  
}; 
>$ icc –c –little-endian test2.c:  
Test2.c(6): error #1700: adjacent bit fields have different byte order  
    le_int y:16;

Code 5. Byte Order difference of Bit fields
(Source: Intel Corporation)

The BEC technology allows a byte order to be attributed to the void type. 
This extension alleviates potential issues casting through the void type where 
the original and final casted types are of opposite byte order. Code 6 shows a 
potential error case caused by the void type. The specific issue is that a void 
pointer defined in a big-endian context is passed to a function that expects 
a pointer that points to a little-endian variable. There is a risk that the void 
pointer points to a big-endian variable. To alleviate this problem, the compiler 
is enhanced to issue a diagnostic in this case. Since this checking is off by 
default, option –diag-enable 2324 should be used to turn it on. To address 
this issue, ensure the pointed-to type for each function argument and function 
parameter has the same byte order.

#pragma byte_order (push, littleendian)  
   typedef int myleint;   
   void func(myleint *arg);  
#pragma byte_order (pop)

#pragma byte_order (push, bigendian)  
   void *void_var1;  
#pragma byte_order(pop)  
   int main() {  
        func(void_var1);  
return 0;  
} 
>$ icc –c –little-endian –diag-enable 2324 test3.c  
test3.c(10): warning: implicit pointer conversion (involving void) may change 
byte order of the pointed-to types from “bigendian void” to “myleint”  
func(void_var1);

Code 6. Byte Order difference of Void Type
(Source:  Intel Corporation)
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Lastly, conversion between pointers to values of different sizes (for example 
from int * to char *), while safe in code that employs little-endian types, 
may result in an incorrect pointed–to value in code that employs big-endian 
types and executes on a little-endian processor. Standard compiler diagnostics 
are extended to account for pointer casts of different sizes. One method of 
addressing this class of issue is to explicitly convert the source and destination 
pointed to values to little endian before the cast. 

Employ Symbol Consistency Checking
The second step in porting is to employ the symbol consistency checking utility 
and resolve identified incompatibilities between different compilation units. To 
perform symbol consistency checking, compile the sources with the –symcheck 
option and feed the resulting executable to the BEC symbol consistency 
checking tool.

Consider cases where symbol incompatibility exists and why they would cause 
problems for applications. As it was previously described the compiler makes 
automatic code adjustments based on the byte order information available 
through type declarations and function prototypes. While the compiler checks 
for correctness in a compilation unit, it knows nothing about interactions 
across different units. The BEC symbol consistency checking tool verifies that 
global symbols referencing the same variable have bi-endian compatible types 
across all compilation units and reports incompatibilities if they exist. Two 
types are considered bi-endian compatible when they are compatible according 
to the C language specification and have either the same byte order or are byte 
order agnostic. Thus, if a global symbol has type A in one compilation unit 
and type B in a second, the types should be bi-endian compatible to guarantee 
proper functioning of an application. The BEC symbol consistency checking 
tool verifies that global symbols with the same name have bi-endian compatible 
types across all compilation units compiled with –symcheck and reports 
incompatibilities.

An example of bi-endian incompatible types is the case of two types with 
different byte order. Assume you have included header file “i.h” with a 
declaration of a global variable g in two compilation units compiled with 
different default byte order. As a result the symbol g is attributed as little-
endian in one compilation unit and big-endian in another one. The BEC 
symbol consistency checking tool reports the error listed in Code 7.

To address the identified issue, the declarations would need to be modified to 
have the same byte order.

bepostld: error #32600: symbol ‘g’ type differs between modules 
   First   declared at t2.c(2) 
   Later redeclared at i.h  
       included from t1.c(1) 
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Error reason: 
    incompatible endianess: 
       __attribute__((littleendian)) 
           declared at t2.c(2) 
   is not compatible with 
       __attribute__((bigendian)) 
           declared at i.h 
       included from t1.c(1) 

Code 7. Symbol Consistency Error Example
(Source: Intel Corporation)

The utility diagnoses other problems that may affect application correctness 
including mismatching type size, number of function arguments, and field 
offset. Typically, to help ensure correct execution of the application one needs 
to address all the errors reported by the tool. These diagnostics serve a useful 
purpose in helping the developer correct issues before they result in difficult-to-
debug execution time problems.

Manual Review and Debug
The third porting step is to conduct a manual review of the code and debug 
using BEC-enabled debuggers. There are parts of the code that cannot always 
be automatically checked for byte order consistency. For example, Code 8 
illustrates a case where inlined assembler code that manipulates C variables 
receives automatic adjustment of the byte order by the compiler.

However if the source code of the application contains assembler instructions 
that directly manipulate big-endian data in memory, the source code must be 
modified to assume the little-endian byte order of the target architecture.

#include <stdio.h>

int main(){ 
   int __attribute__((littleendian)) i = 1; 
   int __attribute__((bigendian)) j = 0; 
   // The asm code below sets j = i; 
   asm (“movl %1, %%eax;” 
       “movl %%eax, %0;” 
       :“=r”(j) 
       :“r”(i) 
       :“%eax”); 
   printf(“i = %d, j = %d\n”, i, j); 
   return 0; 
} 
$ icc -o test.exe -big-endian test.c 
$ ./test.exe 
i = 1, j = 1

Code 8. Assembly language Byte Order Example
(Source: Intel Corporation)
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Other examples of problematic code that require manual review are: 
overlapping union fields specified to have different byte order, bit fields 
operated on in bulk, and other operations on data that disregard the specified 
data type.

To help users catch byte-order–specific issues the Intel debugger (idb) is 
employed. It is capable of displaying values of various byte orders correctly. 
Consider two global variables of different byte order defined in a source file 
test.c as listed in Code 9.

int __attribute__((bigendian)) bi = 1; 
int __attribute__((littleendian)) li = 1;

Code 9. Byte Order of Global Variables
(Source: Intel Corporation)

The option -debug biendian enables the compiler to produce additional debug 
information for correct display of big-endian data:

icc -g -debug biendian -big-endian test.c

After compilation the executable can be debugged using idb. A debug session 
will display the byte order and correct value as shown in Code 10.

(idb) whatis bi 
type = int __be 
(idb) p bi 
$1 = 1
(idb) whatis li 
type = int 
(idb) p li 
$2 = 1
(idb)

Code 10. debugger Console View of Variables
(Source: Intel Corporation)

Porting Effort
Table 1 details statistics on the effort to port various applications. These 
applications were ported by compiling them with the –big-endian option and 
following the steps detailed previously. 19 C/C++ SPEC 2006 applications 
were ported.
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Application Lines of code total Lines of code modified

400.perlbench 154034 77
401.bzip2 7057 0
403.gcc 457947 185
429.mcf 2057 0
433.milc 13192 8
444.namd 4589 8
445.gobmk 174467 68
447.dealII 176393 20
450.soplex 36829 0
453.povray 130551 48
456.hmmer 32692 17
458.sjeng 12273 10
462.libquantum 3391 0
464.h264ref 46046 19
470.lbm 975 6
471.omnetpp 40200 75
473.astar 4467 1
482.sphinx3 22438 54
483.xalancbmk 463252 86

Table 1: Porting Statistics
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)

As shown, half of the applications required changes amounting to 10 lines 
of code or less. Large applications require an increased number of changes, 
but these changes are still relatively small compared to the overall size of 
the application. All of these applications except one executed correctly after 
completion of the first porting step (address the default bi-endian–specific 
compiler diagnostics). One remaining application required manual changes. 
The overall porting of most of the applications took less than one hour each 
(for an experienced BEC user); the most complex cases took up to a day. A 
typical amount of training for a new user amounts to approximately three days.

Performance Evaluation and Optimization
In addition to implementing traditional compiler optimizations, the BEC 
implements several byte-order-specific optimizations to reduce the overhead of 
byte order swap operations added at the boundaries of big- and little-endian code.

Bswap Elimination Optimization 
The bswap elimination optimization is based on the concept of swap-tolerant 
expressions, which is defined as an expression that can be replaced with another 
expression operating on (some or all of ) arguments of different byte order and 
producing a valid result of the same or a different byte order. 

“The overall porting of most of the 

applications took less than one hour 

each.”

“The bswap elimination optimization 

is based on the concept of swap-tolerant 

expressions.”
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For example, a comparison to a constant (for example, x == 0x12345678) is 
swap-tolerant since it has a counterpart (y == 0x78563412) which, if given a 
swapped argument SWAP(x), would produce the same result as the original 
expression. 

A bit-wise AND is swap-tolerant since there is an operation (the same AND) 
such that, taking the swapped arguments, it would produce the correct result, 
but of different byte order. 

Arithmetic (+, -, *, /) operations are not swap-tolerant since they strictly 
require data of specific byte order to produce correct results.

Domain is defined as a set of expressions of the code under compilation. 

Domain entry is an expression outside the domain, result of which is taken as 
an argument by an expression belonging to the domain. 

Domain exit is an expression outside the domain that takes a result of an 
expression belonging to the domain as an argument.  

A swap-tolerant domain is defined as a set of swap-tolerant expressions that 
can be replaced by their counterpart expressions such that if some or all of the 
domain arguments are replaced with data of different byte order then all the 
domain results would be valid results of the same or a different byte order. 

Swap of the domain is a code transformation involving the following two 
actions: 

 • Change of byte order of some or all of the domain entries and exit by 
placing or removing byte swap operations at necessary domain entries and 
exits.  

 • Substituting all expressions in the domain with their counterparts operating 
on different byte order, so that code semantics are preserved. Byte swap 
operations are removed if the entry or exit expression is a byte swap.  

Example:  

T1 = SWAP(A)   
T2 = SWAP(B)   
RES = T1 == T2 

The expression “T1 == T2” comprises a swap-tolerant domain, expressions 
“SWAP(A)” and “SWAP(B)” are domain entries, assignment “RES = ...” is a 
domain exit. A domain swap would be:

T1 = A   //byte swap is removed   
T2 = B   //byte swap is removed   
RES = T1 == T2  //byte order of result is the same

Domain swap benefit is an estimate of the performance benefit from the swap 
and is computed by factoring in the amount of code removed minus the 

“Arithmetic (+, -, *, /) operations are 

not swap-tolerant since they strictly 

require data of specific byte order to 

produce correct results.”

“Domain swap benefit is an estimate 

of the performance benefit from the 

swap.”
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amount of code added (taking into account execution cycle counts of specific 
instructions placed and removed).

To build a swap-tolerant domain one should start with any swap-tolerant 
expression or from a byte swap that needs to be removed and extend the 
domain with connected swap-tolerant expressions. If further domain extension 
is either impossible or performance negative, convert the current domain and 
move to the next expression. 

Data Byte Order Choice 
The BEC discussed in this article is primarily used to compile legacy code 
to execute on modern little-endian architectures. It has also been used to 
prototype new network stacks in which the endianess of the protocol headers 
is explicitly part of the data type definitions, eliminating the necessity of 
programmer vigilance to maintain the byte order. One typical usage model is 
where the programmer marks all of the legacy code as big-endian rather than 
determining and employing explicit byte order declarations on the minimal 
set of data. In this use case, the compiler adds BOCOs after loads and before 
stores of the data even when its byte order is not really sensitive. A second 
usage model is in a mixed endian environment where the user application 
requires big-endian semantics and the underlying operating system is a 
commercial offering for the target requiring little-endian semantics. This 
usage model also has a fair number of additional but semantically unnecessary 
BOCOs.

Another optimization that improves performance is related to the choice of the 
actual data byte order. At times, the compiler can prove that the programmer-
specified byte order has no impact on the program semantics. In cases where 
data with opposite byte order would perform better, the compiler will convert 
the data to employ that byte order. 

The data (variables, data structures, heap data, function arguments, and so on) 
is byte-order sensitive if changing its byte order may have side effects on the 
application. 

Figure 2 is a flow chart that represents the algorithm used to determine if data 
is byte-order sensitive. For example, the byte order of a top level static variable, 
the address of which is never taken, is not byte-order sensitive.

“To build a swap-tolerant domain one 

should start with any swap-tolerant 

expression.”

“The data (variables, data structures, 

heap data, function arguments, and so 

on) is byte-order sensitive if changing 

its byte order may have side effects on 

the application.”
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Determining if data is byte-order sensitive is done conservatively; that is, 
assume data is byte-order sensitive unless proven otherwise. To determine if 
function arguments are byte-order sensitive, the compiler additionally ensures 
that all the calls of the function are known (including indirect calls).

For byte-order–insensitive data, the compiler may change its byte order if the 
resulting code would be more efficient.

An implementation works on two compilation passes. On the first pass it 
accumulates information about data usage and also calculates byte order 
preference from the performance perspective. At the second pass, the data 
usage is adjusted according to the selected byte order for each specific piece 
of data. To reduce compile time the BEC may heuristically break analysis and 
make conservative decisions.

Performance 
To estimate the penalty for the BOCOs a modified version of little-endian 
benchmarks was used: the benchmarks were adapted and compiled to execute 
with big-endian semantics. The execution times were compared with the 
original benchmarks compiled as a regular little-endian code.

“For byte-order–insensitive data, the 

compiler may change its byte order 

if the resulting code would be more 

efficient.”

Figure 2: determining Byte Order Sensitivity
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)
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CPU Mode

Overhead compared to little-endian

Benchmarks Geomean

Intel® AtomTM Processor 32 1–13% 5.6%

Intel® CoreTM i7 Processor 32 1–14% 8.5%

Intel® CoreTM i7 Processor 64 5–30% 13.8%

Table 2: Penalty for the Byte Swaps
(Source: Intel Corporation 2011.)

Table 2 shows the performance impact of the benchmarks compiled as big-
endian (system libraries compiled as little-endian) compared to the same 
benchmarks compiled entirely as little-endian. The benchmarks comprise the 
C benchmarks in SPEC2000 and EEMBC 1.1. The benchmarks were executed 
on systems based upon the Intel® AtomTM processor and the Intel® CoreTM i7 
processor under both 32- and 64-bit modes as detailed in the table. The Intel® 
AtomTM processor-based system executed at 1.66 GHz, included 2 GB RAM, 
and ran Ubuntu Linux 10.04. The Intel® CoreTM i7 processor-based system 
executed at 3.33 GHz, included 6 GB RAM, and ran Red Hat Enterprise 
Linux 5.U2 x86. The Intel® C++ Compiler Standard Edition for Linux* OS 
with Bi-Endian Technology, version 11.2, was employed in all cases.

There are two reasons for the overhead. The first is that byte swap operations 
take time. The overhead depends on the efficiency of byte swap elimination 
optimizations. Performance impact of the bswap operations also depends 
on the efficiency of byte swaps on underlying computer architecture. For 
that reason the gap on the Intel® Atom™ architecture having the MOVBE 
instruction is lower. The MOVBE instruction performs a load from memory 
or a store to memory with a byte swap of the data as it transits to or from 
memory.

The second reason is that the presence of the byte swaps might be an obstacle 
for optimizations to generate good code. For example, byte swaps in a loop 
may prevent it from being vectorized. Byte swap eliminations applied at an 
early compilation phase usually helps to minimize this issue. 

The overall impact of byte swap elimination on geomean score for the 
selected benchmarks is about 10–15 percent. There are tests (for example, 
in the EEMBC suite) that improve their performance in times when these 
optimizations are applied.

Conclusions
The BEC enables migration of large legacy code bases containing byte order 
dependencies and significantly reduces the debug and validation times 
associated with porting legacy source code to an execution environment with 
opposite byte order. The BEC does not find the specific byte order depedencies, 
but instead enables the application to execute with the same byte order 
semantics that it produced. By maintaining the assumptions of the existing and 

“The bEC enables migration of large 

legacy code bases containing byte 

order dependencies and significantly 

reduces the debug and validation times 

associated with porting legacy source 

code to an execution environment with 

opposite byte order.”
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proven execution environment, latent bugs that would otherwise materialize do 
not require debugging. 

This article detailed the evolution and design of the bi-endian technology, 
extensions to aid in its use, porting process, and performance optimizations. A 
performance assessment shows the overhead of employing the BEC as ranging 
from 5.6 percent to 13.8 percent on a range of benchmark programs. Future 
research directions include enabling full use of C++ features such as operator 
overloading with bi-endian types.
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Debugging is the single most time-consuming task for embedded developers, 
more than double any other activity[1]. Improvements in debug capability are 
required to accelerate product releases for increasingly complex systems. When 
debugging software systems, developers quickly learn that simple printf() 
statements introduce degradations in system performance or introduce new 
observations making it more difficult to debug.  SVEN and OMAR greatly 
improve visibility into the execution of complex systems executing “in use case” 
without disturbing their execution.

Intel’s SVEN and OMAR technologies act like a “black box” flight recorder 
allowing detailed analysis of the most complex debugging and performance 
issues.

According to effort tracking indicators, the pilot organizations using SVEN 
and OMAR within Intel have proven that software debug  has been reduced 
from an expected 50 percent to 11 percent[2] of the total development effort. 
The time gained has instead been used to accelerate new feature development 
and thus has contributed to making total software development more agile and 
predictable.

Introduction
Modern platforms have hundreds of hardware and software “events” that 
drivers and applications must handle in a real-time manner. These events 
are asynchronous and the order they occur in is important when debugging 
infrequent and hard-to-reproduce issues. SVEN and OMAR offer previously 
unavailable visibility into platform hardware and software execution “in-use-
case.” Combined, they increase developer productivity by allowing them to 
diagnose most issues the first time they occur, anywhere in the world.

 • System-Visible Event Nexus (SVEN) is a software instrumentation 
technology used to collect real-time, full-system visible software event 
traces.

 • On-die Media Analysis Recorder (OMAR) is a patented silicon feature 
that collects waveforms of hundreds of internal hardware signals into host 
DRAM. The signals are selected for platform software significance.

 • Visualization tools like gsven shown in Figure 1 combine hardware 
(OMAR) and software instrumentation (SVEN) traces to show a 
meaningful, detailed recording of system software activity framed by 
hardware execution.

“Improvements in debug capability are 

required to accelerate product releases 

for increasingly complex systems.”

“SVEN and OMAR offer previously 

unavailable visibility into platform 

hardware and software execution  

“in-use-case”.”

Pat Brouillette
Principal Engineer, Roku Inc

Jason Roberts
Intel Corporation

REAl-TIME DEbuggINg wITh SVEN AND OMAR
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SVEN_TX: Low Overhead Software Instrumentation 
for Device Drivers, Middleware and Applications
There is considerable concern with any debug instrumentation regarding 
its impact to system performance as a whole, and whether its use creates 
side-effects.

To transmit one software instrumentation event using SVEN is approximately 
50 times faster than all previously known solutions in the industry. 

Table 1 compares the overhead of SVEN_TX with typical debug 
instrumentation techniques.

Figure 1: The gSVEN user interface
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)
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Instrumentation Overhead Time Interrupts Critical Sections

printk()
80 chars to serial @115Kb

,5500 ms 11 11

printf()
80 chars to network

,500 ms 11 11

Linux ktrace ,1 ms 2 21

Event Tracing for Windows ,1 ms 2 2

sven_tx() 0.02 ms 0 0

Table 1: Typical Software Instrumentation Overhead
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)

Because of its speed and availability, SVEN instrumentation has never been 
compiled out of our media drivers and middleware. It is always available to 
capture a trace of a misbehaving system, even when it is not in the lab.

How Is It So Fast?
Notice SVEN_TX is at approximately 50 times less overhead than the most 
common debug instrumentation deployed today. This is accomplished by several 
mathematical optimizations and some efficient use of coherent atomic instructions.

All Data Sizes Are 2n Bytes (and Binary)
Every SVEN event is 32 or 64 bytes. The information stored in each event is 
binary, with a real-time timestamp and a short header classifying the event.

The system-visible DRAM used for storing all SVEN events being transmitted 
also always contains 2n events.

By using binary storage for events we greatly reduce the required bandwidth for 
instrumentation. This also simplifies the development of real-time monitoring 
and diagnostic capabilities, which run on the platform using background 
processing time.

No Critical Sections
The SVEN_TX API avoids critical sections completely by using the coherent 
atomic increment instruction on Intel architecture to reserve a space for each 
SVEN event transmitted.

By using a native instruction on a location in memory, SVEN_TX has:

 • Deterministic overhead. The Intel architecture lock inc instruction will 
complete within a bound time and is not interruptible. This preserves the 
consistent ordering of all events transmitted.

 • Guaranteed ordering of events. This preserves the consistent ordering of all 
events transmitted by platform software.

 • Software can transmit events from all processor contexts. This includes 
interrupt service routines, device drivers, background services and 
middleware, and applications.

“Because of its speed and availability, 

SVEN instrumentation has never been 

compiled out of our media drivers and 

middleware.”

“The SVEN_TX API avoids critical 

sections completely by using the 

coherent atomic increment instruction 

on Intel architecture to reserve a space 

for each SVEN event transmitted.”
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SVEN: The Nexus and Its Transmitters/Receivers
The Nexus (shown in Figure 2) is simply a block of memory (one or two 
megabytes) which all software components in the SoC can obtain read/write 
access to. Its design rules allow multiple transmitters and multiple receivers to 
be operating on any system.

Logically, SVEN event transmitters (device drivers, firmware, and applications) 
use the SVEN_TX API to quickly transmit events into the SVEN Nexus.

The SVEN_RX API is used by background monitoring and diagnostic tools 
to reverse-engineer the binary events transmitted into the Nexus into human-
readable text.

Real-time and offline analysis (triggering, filtering) are performed 
asynchronously by user-mode applications running as background tasks. 
This decoupling of event transmit and receive has enabled powerful real-time 
analytics to be developed that can diagnose the most common SoC software 
failure patterns automatically while the system runs “in use case.” 

Background monitoring capabilities are also used for fine-grained performance 
analysis, regression pass/fail, and software correctness verification.

“decoupling of event transmit and 

receive has enabled powerful real-

time analytics to be developed that 

can diagnose the most common SoC 

software failure patterns automatically 

while the system runs “in use case”.”

Figure 2: The SVEN Nexus, receivers and transmitters.
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)
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SVEN_TX: Software Instrumentation API
All of the media device drivers and firmware are voluntarily instrumented by 
developers using the SVEN_TX programming interface. This API provides 
services such as function enter/exit macros, register read/write functions that 
automatically transmit SVEN events with relevant information, and the ability 
to write a module-specific event, for example:

 • My module has received a new input buffer [ID] with length [len] at 
physical address [PA] and attributes [ATTRS]

 • I’m beginning a hardware transaction request [ID] at physical address [PA] 
size [size] with [NT] transactions.

The meaning and interpretation of module-specific events are at the developer’s 
discretion. 

What Is In a SVEN Event?
SVEN events are binary and always a power of two in size, as explained earlier 
in the article. Each SVEN event contains:

 • One 32-bit timestamp containing a “wall clock” time, in microseconds, of 
when the event was transmitted into the Nexus

 • One 32-bit header containing the bit fields:

° Module: The software module that transmitted the event

° Unit: subject to module developer, which unit within the module 
transmitted the event.

° Event Type: the major event type (example: Register_IO)

° Event Subtype: the Subtype from the major event (example: Write32)

 • Six (or 14) 32-bit ints for payload. The payload is used to store information 
and values relevant to the SVEN event generated. For example, if the event 
is a 32-bit register write event, one payload entry will contain the physical 
address of the hardware register, another will contain the value written to 
that register.

In order to translate the binary SVEN events back to text, we maintain a 
reverse database of C code that takes this compact format and expands it into 
human-readable text.

One of the advantages of the SVEN events being in binary format is it greatly 
simplifies and improves the performance any real-time analysis being done by 
monitoring agents using the SVEN_RX API. These agents do direct compares 
of the payload and event header rather than converting them from formatted 
text.

Figure 3 shows an example ReadReg32 event and its decomposition.

“All of the media device drivers and 

firmware are voluntarily instrumented 

by developers using the SVEN_TX 

programming interface.”

“Agents do direct compares of the 

payload and event header rather than 

converting them from formatted text.”
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SVEN_TX: Debug Instrumentation API
Although all SVEN_TX instrumentation can be “compiled out” of any SDK, 
it is standard practice to leave all SVEN instrumentation enabled and available 
in all SDKs delivered to customers. 

The ability to have the customer record a failure and send the file to engineers 
for diagnosis has proven too valuable to warrant a permanent removal of 
instrumentation in the software.

The current SDK has SVEN always enabled and ready for debug. Only once 
in five years and 10 million lines of code has the overhead of any SVEN_TX 
changed the timing such that an observed failure disappeared when debug 
transmit was dynamically turned on in the driver. This was root-caused to a 
hardware race condition, and the sub-microsecond delay to transmit the event 
was just enough to let the hardware settle.

The SVEN API provides a handle to applications or device drivers that they 
use to write events into the Nexus. An example SVEN-instrumented function 
looks much like the following:

static ismd_result_t vidrend_free_buffer(
   vidrend_stream_context_t   *rend,
   ismd_buffer_descriptor_t *buffer,
   int event,
   const char* name )
{
   ismd_result_t result = ISMD_ERROR_UNSPECIFIED;
   ismd_frame_attributes_t *frame;
   ismd_time_t rend_time;
   char strTemp[32];

“The ability to have the customer 

record a failure and send the file to 

engineers for diagnosis has proven 

too valuable to warrant a permanent 

removal of instrumentation in the 

software.”

Figure 3: SVEN Event
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)
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SVEN_EV_RegIo32_SetMasked,

SVEN_EV_RegIo16_Read,
SVEN_EV_RegIo16_Write,
SVEN_EV_RegIo16_OrBits,
SVEN_EV_RegIo16_AndBits,
SVEN_EV_RegIo16_SetMasked,

SVEN_EV_RegIo8_Read,
SVEN_EV_RegIo8_Write,
SVEN_EV_RegIo8_OrBits,
SVEN_EV_RegIo8_AndBits,
SVEN_EV_RegIo8_SetMasked,

SVEN_EV_RegIo64_Read,
SVEN_EV_RegIo64_Write,
SVEN_EV_RegIo64_OrBits,
SVEN_EV_RegIo64_AndBits,
SVEN_EV_RegIo64_SetMasked,

SVEN_EV_RegIo_MAX

/ * NO ZEROES ALLOWED */
/ *  1  */
/ *  2  */
/ *  3  */
/ *  4  */
/ *  5  */
/ *  6  */
/ *  7  */
/ *  8  – Media Drivers  */
/ *  9  */
/ *  10  HW Performance  */
/ *  11  SW Performance  */
                                              } ;

/ ** Event Tag for SVEN Events, allows decoding
  *  of event owner and event type/subtype
  */

/ *  SVEN_event_type_register_io SUBTypes  */

/ * SVEN Major Event Types  */

struct SVENEventTag

enum SVEN_MajorEventType_t

unsigned int
unsigned int
unsigned int
unsigned int
unsigned int

et_gencount
et_module
et_unit
et_type
et_subtype

2;
9;
5;
6;
10;

enum

;

{ 

{ 

}

:
:
:
:
:
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   DEVH_FUNC_ENTER(rend->dbg_devh);

   frame = GET_FRAME_DATA_FROM_BUFFER(buffer);

   rend_time = vidrend_get_shared(rend)->base_time + frame->local_pts;

   devh_SVEN_WriteModuleEvent(rend->dbg_devh,
      SVEN_MODULE_EVENT_VIDREND_RELEASE,
      buffer->unique_id,
      (int) (buffer->phys.base + frame->y),
      (int) frame->local_pts,
      (int) rend_time,
      (int) event,
      (int) frame->cont_rate);

   result = vidrend_dereference_buffer(NULL, rend, (buffer->unique_id), name);
   if (result != ISMD_SUCCESS){
      snprintf(strTemp, 32, “Deref %x fail %d”, buffer->unique_id, result);
      DEVH_WARN(rend->dbg_devh, strTemp);
   }

   //Update frames released on success - Stats
   rend->stats.frames_released++;

   DEVH_FUNC_EXIT(rend->dbg_devh);
   return result;
} // vidrend_free_buffer 

Code 1. SVEN Instrumented function
(Source: Intel Corporation)

SVEN_RX: Background Monitoring and Diagnostics
The SVEN_TX API ensures drivers and applications can send events from any 
processor context with minimal overhead.

Monitoring and diagnostics of all the events being transmitted into the Nexus 
is done by background processes, referred to in the diagrams as the debug 
console although other monitoring applications (like the GSVEN GUI 
program) are allowed to monitor simultaneously.

The SVEN_RX API allows these applications access to the events streaming 
into the Nexus as they occur. Unless all CPUs are being 100-percent utilized 
for an extended period of time, these background monitors always find time to 
catch up with the events being transmitted.

Diagnostic plug-ins are developed at the SVEN_RX API that provide such 
functions as:

 • Viewing software buffer levels between all streaming devices.

 • Tracking memory allocations and freeing of memory performed by the 
software modules and reporting leaks in a summary.

“The SVEN_TX API ensures drivers 

and applications can send events from 

any processor context with minimal 

overhead.”

“The SVEN_RX API allows these 

applications access to the events 

streaming into the Nexus as they 

occur.”
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 • With KSVEN_TX enabled, tracking kernel scheduling of all threads and 
diagnosing common multithreaded issues.

 • Remembering the state of hardware registers read/written and showing bit 
field transitions.

 • Triggering a failure (and saving the failure to a file) when well-known 
error conditions occur. For example, one smart monitoring agent detects 
playback stalls by triggering in the absence of “frame flip” events.

OMAR: Architectural Overview
OMAR is a silicon feature capable of capturing 1024 hardware signals 
simultaneously from throughout the SoC. The signals captured are specially 
chosen by silicon architects, performance engineers, and driver and firmware 
developers to help accelerate their embedded development debug efforts as 
well as accurately measure silicon performance for larger transactions like video 
decode.

OMAR waveforms are used to frame platform software execution by capturing 
critical hardware events as software and silicon execute in use case.

The structure of the OMAR feature (see Figure 4) has one central capture block 
in the SoC connected to multiple local collection blocks spread throughout the 
SoC silicon acceleration blocks.

“OMAR is a silicon feature capable 

of capturing 1024 hardware signals 

simultaneously from throughout the 

SoC.”

“OMAR waveforms are used to 

frame platform software execution by 

capturing critical hardware events as 

software and silicon execute in use case.”

Figure 4: OMAR architectural overview
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)
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On Intel consumer electronics SoCs OMAR captures 1024 internal hardware 
signals into host memory.
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OMAR: Edge Counter Design
Although OMAR captures at a programmable frequency, it is important to 
ensure that single-clock pulses occurring in the silicon accelerator are never 
missed due to a lower capture frequency.

One OMAR local collector, shown in Figure 5, connects to each of the signals 
being monitored. It counts the number of edges that have occurred on the 
monitored wire since the last capture.

The edge count is a two-bit value that saturates to 3, indicating the monitored 
wire has undergone many transitions.

For each wire captured by OMAR we collect the edge counter and the current 
value when the capture signal was presented. This allows us to reconstruct the 
waveform for that during the sampling interval. Figure 6 shows reconstruction 
of the waveform given previous and current levels and number of edges. 

Figure 5: OMAR edge counter
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)
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Figure 6: OMAR waveform reconstruction
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)
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The graphical user-interface for OMAR (gsven) reconstructs the waveform for 
all 1024 SoC hardware signals and correlates them on the timeline with the 
SVEN software events.

Correlating Hardware and Software Timelines
To ensure proper registration between the hardware timeline and the software 
timeline, we ensure the timestamps on software events are obtained from the 
same clock domain as the OMAR hardware capture as shown in Figure 7.

SVEN and OMAR: Conclusions
SVEN has succeeded beyond this author’s expectations and has become the 
debug tool of choice for embedded driver developers, middleware vendors, 
customer support engineers, and even many customers.

Nearly all customer-reported issues attach a SVEN recording, which can be 
inspected by support and development staff. This has almost eliminated the 
need to reproduce issues in-house or for core developers to get on airplanes.

Searching through our bug database we discover that of the bugs fixed in 
drivers, the distribution of common debug tools shown in Table 2 in the 
dialogue.

 
Debug Tool

Percentage of bugs where the tool is  
mentioned in the discussion

“GDB” or “Debugger” 0.4%
“SVEN” 44.3%

Table 2: utilization of SVEN Compared with Other Common Debug Tools
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)

GSVEN has served as a successful prototype of the visualization technology 
and has been in limited distribution. The core capabilities GSVEN uses are 
being integrated into supported developer tools.

The Future of SVEN/OMAR
SVEN and OMAR are gaining adoption in multiple business groups within 
Intel. They will become standard features on all Intel SoCs.

The author hopes to see the SVEN API used for instrumentation for all Intel 
device drivers as it has proven effective in determining the root cause of field-
reported failures.

“Nearly all customer-reported issues 

attach a SVEN recording, which 

can be inspected by support and 

development staff.”

Figure 7: Clock configurations for correlated 
timelines
given this clock configuration, hardware and 
software timelines are mathematically correlated 
by converting their values to the h_ClK 
frequency.
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)
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Developer Tools
The SVEN API is provided for external developer use to enable debug and 
performance analysis of major applications and systems. Intel’s Developer 
Products Division is well on its way to providing SVEN integration into its 
product.

Proliferation to the Operating System
The only system requirement to enable SVEN is to create a block of memory 
that all participants (applications, drivers, firmware, and monitors) can share. 
This is easily accomplished on all major operating systems. This author hopes 
to see SVEN available on all operating systems.

Fine-Grained Performance Analysis
Intel processors provide a Performance Monitoring Unit (PMU) used in 
developer products like VTune™. SVEN may be used to increase the sampling 
frequency of the performance monitoring, allowing much higher-resolution 
analysis and finding of critical software hot spots.

Outside of the Intel architecture processor, SoCs also may provide visibility 
into hardware performance measurement at a system and block level. Because 
of its lower overhead, SVEN may also be used as a conduit for producing much 
finer grained analysis of system hardware performance over time.

Kernel Tracing
In consumer electronics SoCs, we occasionally apply a small Linux kernel patch 
that uses SVEN to transmit major kernel events, particularly thread scheduling. 
Although to date this is only used for human inspection of failures, there is 
much more potential for this feature to be used for a variety of computing 
problems, from analytics to performance optimization and tuning.

Software Correctness Verification
“Correct” and “incorrect” software execution can often be determined by 
detecting differences in the instrumentation emitted by a software module, or 
by multiple coordinating software modules. 

Automated Diagnostics (Domain Specific)
In consumer electronics SoCs, we have successfully developed diagnostic 
applications that can be launched while a system is running in an unstable 
state. The utility, by looking at the SVEN events being transmitted, receives 
enough information to determine the root cause of the most common failures 
without human intervention. The author expects this trend to continue in 
other computing domains.

Stateful Systems Monitoring
Background monitoring of performance measurement results transmitted by 
device drivers at high frequency can be used as a stress triggering mechanism to 
capture system states like low memory or interrupt storms.
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Testing Automation
Because SVEN_TX is a sideband output, background monitoring software 
may detect failures or warnings transmitted by any software agent in the 
system, regardless of whether it successfully reports the condition to higher 
levels of the software stack.
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Anonymous Viewer Analytics (AVA) is a passive and automated audience 
measurement technology designed for digital signage networks that can 
be used to provide digital signage operators with quantitative viewership 
information and return on investment (ROI) data. We have designed an 
Intelligent Advertising Framework (IAF) that is based on the concept of 
using AVA technology and data mining concepts to achieve targeted real-time 
advertising. This advertising framework can be used to measure and improve 
the advertising ROI of a digital sign. By correlating anonymous viewership 
data with point-of-sale (POS) data, our framework can also be used to establish 
a link between the response time to an advertisement by a certain demographic 
group and the effect on the sale of the advertised product.

In this architecture we will explore aspects of our IAF technology concerning: 
targeted advertising and real-time content triggering. Since privacy is a primary 
concern, we will explore how our targeted advertising system can be used 
without jeopardizing the privacy of individuals. Finally, we will describe our 
real-time content triggering system, which allows our advertising models to 
get deployed in real time in order to intelligently show the most appropriate 
content to the audience in front of a digital display.

Introduction
Digital signage is a term often employed to describe the use of LCD, 
LED, plasma, or projected displays to show news, advertisements, local 
announcements, and other multimedia content in public venues such 
as restaurants or malls. In recent years, the digital signage industry has 
experienced tremendous growth, and it is now only second to the Internet in 
terms of annual advertising revenue growth. 

One of the main challenges in the digital signage industry has been providing 
signage operators with some clear return on investment (ROI) data. 
Fortunately, some recent technologies such as Anonymous Viewer Analytics 
(AVA) are now available on the market to help digital signage operators to 
measure marketing ROI by capturing audience data such as total number of 
viewers, average attention span, and even the gender and age bracket of viewers 
as they look at the digital sign. This is accomplished using standard, low-cost 
optical sensors embedded into the display panel along with sophisticated 
Intel® AIM Suite computer software to passively analyze the video feed of the 
audience in real-time. More advanced data correlations are also possible, such 
as matching anonymous viewership data with point-of-sale data.

“In recent years, the digital signage 

industry has experienced tremendous 

growth, and it is now only second 

to the Internet in terms of annual 

advertising revenue growth.”

Addicam Sanjay
Digital Signage, Intel Corporation

Shahzad Malik
Digital Signage, Intel Corporation

Phil Tian
IT-R&D, Intel Corporation

Umeshbhai Patel
Digital Signage, Intel Corporation

Kunapareddy Chiranjeevi
IT-R&D, Intel Corporation

Shweta Phadnis
Digital Signage, Intel Corporation
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In this article, we describe our Intelligent Advertising Framework (IAF) project 
for digital signage that is based on the concept of targeted advertising. Future 
customers belonging to the same demographic as previous customers will be 
targeted based on the viewing behavior of the previous customers. By analyzing 
AVA viewership data collected from previous viewers in front of a display, our 
software can discover their viewing patterns and use this information to train 
advertising models that can be deployed to the digital sign. These advertising 
models can then be used to choose specific advertisements from the inventory 
of available content to intelligently target future customers.

This article concentrates on the following two aspects of our system: 

 • Targeted ads. By prototyping one or two targeted advertising models, we 
will be able to have a better influence on advertisers in terms of what can 
be accomplished using digital signs. It will also help alleviate some of the 
privacy concerns, which are an important issue when using passive, optical 
sensor-based audience measurement technologies. 

Our advertising models are based on data mining principles and have 
been built using tools such as Microsoft* SQL Server Analysis Services 
(MS-SSAS). The advertising models are created with existing data mining 
algorithms including naïve Bayes, decision trees, and association rules, 
along with large-scale clustering. In this article we discuss a framework and 
solution to training advertising models, querying the advertising models as 
well as using the predictive results for scheduling and playing customized 
advertisement content. 

 • Real-time triggering. The playback of multimedia content on a digital 
sign is accomplished through a content management system (CMS). We 
describe an architecture that allows our advertising models to get deployed 
in real time on the digital sign through the CMS, even if the CMS is 
located in the cloud.

The CMS can then be used to generate a customized advertising list based on 
two parameters: the trained advertising model and the advertising information. 
We describe how the advertising data can be fused with the trained advertising 
model to enable real-time content triggering.

Figure 1 demonstrates the end-to-end architecture for the IAF. There are four 
main components in this framework. The first is the digital sign, which displays 
the advertisements, captures the viewership data, and sends the information to 
the database where the data is cleaned/filtered and then accessed by the data 
mining module. In the data mining module the training advertising models 
are generated and trained based on data mining algorithms like naïve Bayes, 
decision trees, and so on. Once the model is generated it is then consumed 
by the content management system (CMS) where along with advertising 
information, a customized advertising list is generated. We also have another 
component, a digital player, which is used to generate the advertising lists 
in real time. This module acts as a specialized condensed repository for the 
information that is mainly stored in the CMS.

“The advertising models are created 

with existing data mining algorithms 

including naïve Bayes, decision trees, 

and association rules, along with large-

scale clustering.”

“The playback of multimedia content 

on a digital sign is accomplished 

through a content management system 

(CMS).”
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Targeted Advertising
The main idea behind the concept of targeted advertising is to show the audience 
specific content which in the past been viewed for a reasonable amount of time 
by the audience belonging to the same demographics. The process of targeted 
advertising can be broken down into three phases, training advertising models, 
creating playlists, and playing playlists with the digital player.

Training Advertising Models
In this article, we train the advertising models with data mining technology. 
Data mining technology involves exploring large amounts of data to find hidden 
patterns and relationship between different variables in the dataset. These 
findings can be validated against a new dataset. A typical usage of data mining 
is to use the discovered pattern in the historical data to predict a pattern for the 
new data. Data mining process includes several main steps: data exploration and 
understanding, data preprocessing, modeling and testing, deployment of models. 

Data exploration and understanding: this step starts with an initial data 
collection and proceeds with activities in order to get familiar with the data, 
identify relevant data sources and attributes, investigate data quality problems, 
discover first insights into the data (statistics of the variables).

Data preprocessing: this step covers all activities to construct the final dataset 
(data that will be fed into the modeling tool) from the initial raw data. The 

“Data mining technology involves 

exploring large amounts of data to 

find hidden patterns and relationship 

between different variables in the 

dataset.”

Figure 1: Intelligent Advertising Framework architecture
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)
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data is first cleaned to remove the outliers and noise. Then a number of 
relevant variables are chosen for modeling experiments by use of attribute 
selection techniques.

Modeling and testing: in this step advertising models can be generated using 
different data mining algorithms, such as 

 • Naïve Bayes: based on the concept that the presence of a particular feature 
is not dependent on the presence or absence of any other features given the 
value of class attribute. The naïve Bayes algorithm considers each feature 
independently to contribute to the conclusion.

 • Decision tree: based on the strategy of “divide and conquer,” it learns a 
tree-like graph and calculates the output when users feed inputs to it. It is a 
commonly used tool for decision analysis and support.  

 • Association rules: also known as basket analysis. The algorithm is originally 
used for finding association or relevance between purchased items in a 
shopping basket. The uncovered models are in the format of IF THEN 
ELSE statements. The well-known example, “diapers and beer” was 
discovered by this algorithm. 

All these three algorithms are available in Microsoft SQL Server Analysis 
Services (MS-SSAS). In the IAF application, the data mining module (DMM) 
is responsible for training and querying advertising models. The flow diagram 
of DMM is shown as in Figure 2. 

“a number of relevant variables are 

chosen for modeling experiments by use 

of attribute selection techniques.”

Figure 2: Data mining module
(Source: Intel Corporaion, 2011)
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DMM has various components performing specific functions.

Creating new models

 • Data connector: connects to the SQL Server and gets access to the data. 
The data is made of original AVA data combined with weather data and also 
advertising data.

 • Data preprocessor: any noise or outliers are removed from the AVA data. 
Also new attributes derived from original attributes are added to the 
existing data for modeling purpose.

 • Model constructor: defines data mining models with specified algorithm 
and training parameters. 

Retraining existing models

 • Data connector: same as above

 • Model constructor: Same as above

 • Model trainer: splits the modeling data into training data and testing data. 
Trains advertising models according to the model definition, tests the 
trained models against the testing data, and shows the modeling accuracy.

Querying a model

 • Both prediction result and model content can be queried against an 
advertising model. This enables querying the content (such as rules) of 
advertising models and deploying them elsewhere for better efficiency of 
real time applications.

In the IAF application, two types are advertising models are being generated, 
the ad category model and the passer pattern model.

In the ad category model, a set of rules correlate the most appropriate ad 
category with particular audience or context (time, location, weather). 
Example:

 • If deviceID = 561 and time = morning and day = Friday and gender = 
female and age = young and weather = clear and targeted ads = outdoor, 
then potential target = very strong (at 80% confidence) 

 • If deviceID = 561 and time = morning and day = Friday and weather = 
clear and targeted ads = Ad list 1, then potential target = likely (at 70% 
confidence)

In the passer pattern model, a set of rules helps us in discovering audience 
behavior or predicting future audience based on previous audience. Example:

 • If deviceID = 561 and time = morning and day = Friday and weather = 
clear, then passer type = senior female (at 70% confidence)

“The data is made of original aVa 

data combined with weather data and 

also advertising data.”

“In the passer pattern model, a set of 

rules helps us in discovering audience 

behavior or predicting future audience 

based on previous audience.”
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Creating Advertisement List
After the advertising models are generated, they get transferred to the content 
management system (CMS). The CMS then extracts the ad categories from 
the ad category models and creates an ad category list. The ad information 
(such as address) corresponding to these ad categories are then fetched from the 
database. Based on the ad category list, CMS also creates advertisement lists. 
This generated ad list is modified in the shuffler module based on the advertiser 
input. Advertiser input is a very important parameter in the application. Each 
advertiser is assigned certain priority and this parameter rearranges the ad list 
in the shuffler module. Figure 3 gives a clear flow of events in the CMS.

Figure 3: Content management system data flow
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)

Playing Playlist with Digital Player
Finally this ad list gets transferred to the digital player. Which generates the 
default playlist by extracting the path from the ad list and then getting the ads 
from the ad repository. The ad repository holds all the advertisement files. The 
digital player operates in online and offline mode. In the offline mode, the 
default playlist is played. The playlist for the online mode is generated using 
the real-time video analytics (VA) data as shown in Figure 4.
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Real-Time Triggering
One of the most important functions of the IAF technology engine is targeting 
the viewers in real time. The real-time processing takes place at the digital 
player end. Each digital player receives both ad category and passer pattern 
models from the CMS. The passer pattern model has a parameter called the 
confidence value. It helps us decide if we need to play the ads in online or 
offline mode. So when the viewer analytic data gets analyzed in the real-time 
mode, the rules from the passer pattern model are chosen and the confidence 
value attached to this rule is compared with the threshold value. If the value 
falls short of the threshold, then the default playlist gets played, but if the value 
is the same or greater than the threshold, then the ad list get modified and the 
ads targeting the current viewers are played. After the current ad, either the 
player can go back to playing the default playlist or it can play targeted ads. 
Figure 4 helps represent the real-time scenario.

Conclusion 
This article has presented the architecture for an Intelligent Advertising 
Framework which we hope can be used for targeted advertising. This 
framework allows advertisers and digital signage operators to measure and 
improve the advertising ROI of a digital sign by correlating anonymous viewer 

“One of the most important functions 

of the IaF technology engine is 

targeting the viewers in real time.”

Figure 4: Digital player data flow
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)
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analytic data with point-of-sale (POS) data. The goal of this system is to target 
viewers based on the historical information of the viewers belonging to a 
certain demographic and measuring the viewer response, so that advertisers can 
benefit from this information. Our hope is that such methodologies can move 
the digital signage industry towards defining an infrastructure for the targeted 
advertisement concept.
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In this article, we propose a range of power optimization techniques for media 
workloads. A number of low power optimization techniques along with 
architectural improvements have been discussed. Although the emphasis of 
this article is on media playback, the approaches discussed are applicable for 
a broader set of media usages. The experimental results shows power savings 
of 4.75 W for total CPU power through architectural modifications and 
improvements of 24.4 percent in the package C0 residency and 60.3 percent 
improvement in the media/graphics (GT) RC0 residency using various 
bandwidth optimization techniques. The low power techniques discussed 
here can be applied to the growing set of media applications to provide longer 
battery life experience to the ever-expanding group of mobile users who are 
increasingly using their battery-powered portable and ultrathin devices for 
media content consumption.

Introduction
Media usages are continuing to be a vibrant area of development, with new 
paradigms rapidly arising, including augmented reality, gesture interfaces, 
face recognition, video conferencing, and data mining of photos and videos. 
These add to familiar existing usages of video playback at increasing resolutions 
(HD) and quality levels for both locally stored and Internet-streamed content. 
And most of these are arising in the smallest form factors, including tablets, 
smart phones and new sleek and light laptops. At the same time, software 
usage models are becoming increasingly more complex and the features 
and capabilities these devices can provide are increasing the demands for 
significant data processing. All these changes along with the growing battery 
life expectations from these devices has led to great emphasis on achieving the 
most aggressive levels of power optimization on these devices. In this article 
we investigate the power profile and platform activity considerations for media 
playback and propose a set of low power techniques as well as architectural 
optimizations leading to higher battery life for the media usages.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. An overview of video playback 
pipeline is followed by a breakdown of platform power contributors, and a 
summary of optimization areas. These include: hardware offload, bandwidth 
reduction, Software optimizations, concurrency and overlap, I/O bursting, 
interrupt coalescing, and optimization of platform components. This is 
followed by a discussion of the architectural considerations to achieve 
low power media playback. Results are presented for current and previous 
architectures followed by summary and conclusions.
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Overview of Media Playback Pipeline
This section provides an overview of the data flow during a typical media 
playback scenario. Figure 1 shows a basic media playback pipeline. The overall 
data flow is described below:

 • Compressed content originates from local storage (disk, SSD) or from the 
network, copied first to a buffer in memory.

 • The pipeline is executed in sequence, taking its input from the source buffer in 
memory, with the output of each subsequent stage feeding into the input of the 
next stage. There’s generally an expansion of data within the middle pipeline 
stages that results in a much larger working set and bandwidth to memory and 
caches. These stages include demux (decryption of content protection, splitting 
of audio and video), decode (variable length decode, inverse quantization, inverse 
discrete-cosine, motion compensation), post-processing (de-noise, de-interlace, 
other contrast and quality improvements), render (resolution scaling to final target 
size, additional quality improvements, composition with other image surfaces).

 • The output of the pipeline is written to the display frame buffer, which at a 
subsequent time is read by the hardware display engine in order to drive the 
LCD panel or monitor at the corresponding refresh rate (such as 60 Hz).

“There’s generally an expansion of 

data within the middle pipeline stages 

that results in a much larger working 

set and bandwidth to memory and 

caches.”
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Figure 1: basic media playback pipeline
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)
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This pipeline was originally mapped to individual software routines that have 
over time been accelerated and offloaded from the main CPU via specialized 
fixed-function hardware that has greater power and performance characteristics. 
The overall platform power is comprised of components that each have 
meaningful contributions, including media and graphics fixed-functions for 
many of the above pipeline stages, CPU for remaining work being done in 
software (application, OS, possibly audio), memory, display panel, storage, 
communications/networking, power delivery and related losses, and so on. 
Breakdowns for overall power have shown different distributions at different 
points in time, based on which functions were done in software versus 
hardware, and the relative contributions of storage and display and networking, 
among other factors. One such instance is shown in Figure 2, which represents 
a system in which many pipeline stages were still performed in software (left 
pie chart). The power profile is dominated by a range of categories: CPU 
(software), LCD panel, memory, storage, and VR losses. And the overall 
platform power is high at approximately 20 W.

“Breakdowns for overall power have 

shown different distributions at 

different points in time.”
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Figure 2: Component level Platform Power breakdown for Media Playback.
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)

Whereas more recent systems have offloaded most of the above pipeline stages 
to hardware as shown in Figure 3 (right pie chart). The overall platform power 
has been reduced by more than 4 times and the power profile has changed 
significantly. Whereas the prior case (Figure 2) saw a more diverse set of power 
contributors (CPU, LCD, memory, optical drive, chipset, power delivery 
losses), after offloading the media processing to hardware fixed function blocks, 
the system power is dominated by: 1) the LCD panel, 2) the CPU complex 
that includes media and graphics hardware, and then to a lesser degree by 3) 
memory, 4) power delivery losses (the latter are proportionally driven by 1, 2, 
and 3). Ideally a balanced system would not be dominated by one or a few of 
these components; however some scale better with Moore’s Law than others. For 
example, LCD power has not decreased at the same rate as power consumption 
of other computation components (CPU, graphics and media) and is thus 
becoming a disproportionate contributor in the profiles ahead. 

“The overall platform power has 

been reduced by more than 4 times 

and the power profile has changed 

significantly.”
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Problem Statement
The top portion of Figure 4 summarizes the typical execution sequence of the 
media tasks where different tasks are executed in serial, each taking a long duty 
cycle, with little overall resulting idle time. The optimization goals discussed in 
this article are shown in the bottom section of Figure 4. All tasks are executed 
in parallel leading to higher concurrency among the various execution blocks. 
In turn, this minimizes the active duration and maximizes the idle time for 
the platform. With respect to these active and idle regions, the optimizations 
described in this article focus on a number of areas listed below.

Reduce execution time for all key operations:

 • Within the media pipeline, via the use of fixed-function media hardware, 
bandwidth reduction techniques, and concurrency across the sub-stages of 
the pipeline that can be parallelized.

 • Within software running on the CPU cores, via additional offloading to 
dedicated power-efficient hardware blocks where possible (audio processing, 
content protection, and so on), and otherwise via coding optimization of 
the key software modules that contribute most to overall execution time 
(with power being proportional to execution residency). 

 • Within I/O transactions (display, storage, communication devices, 
camera), via appropriate buffering to enable bursting of larger amounts of 
data, followed by long idle periods. Frequent short sequences of transfers 
that don’t allow fabrics and domains to power down cause higher power 
consumption. 

 • By Coalescing interrupts to maximize idle times of greater than 8–10 msec. 

“The use of fixed-function media 

hardware, bandwidth reduction 

techniques, and concurrency across  

the sub-stages of the pipeline that can 

be parallelized.”

Similarly, within the CPU component itself there are many different domains 
that consume power. And once again an ideal distribution would show a 
balanced profile, somewhat like that in Figure 3. 

Figure 3: Media playback power profile with hardware offload
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)
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Overlap for all key active tasks (media hardware, CPU software, I/O 
communications and storage)

 • The overall “uncore” duty cycle is consequently minimized, which keeps the 
related sub-domains (memory interface interconnect busses and crossbars, 
PLLs, thermal sensors, and so on) active for as short a period as needed just 
to perform the required operations, and otherwise turn off the sub-domains 
in order to minimize their power consumption. 

Platform

 • Display optimizations (Panel Self Refresh, electronics, backlight, and so on)

 • Memory (DIMMS – LPDDR versus DDR, CKE and SR, capacity, and so on)

 • VRs and related losses

“The overall “uncore” duty cycle is 

consequently minimized.”
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Figure 4: demonstration of serial and parallel execution profiles for media playback
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)

Related Work
Optimizing power consumption for multi-media applications has been a very 
active area of research. Yuan and Nahrstedt[1] proposed EScheduler, an energy-
efficient soft real-time CPU scheduler for multimedia applications running 
on a mobile platform that minimizes the total energy consumed by the device 
while meeting multimedia timing requirements. Another important study was 
conducted on power-aware video decoding using real-time event handlers[2]. 
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“Vector Optimization for Multimedia Applications”[3] describes an approach 
for generating synthetic feature spaces of varying discrimination power, 
modeling main characteristics from real-world feature vector (FV) extractors. 
An algorithmic approach was used by Bourge and Jung[4] to implement the 
motion compensation module, which is considered to be the most consuming 
part of the standard H.264 decoder. A system-level design methodology, 
called quality-driven design for video applications by bit width optimization 
(QDDV) with MPEG-2 video as the driver application[5] shows that reducing 
computation precision while providing certain video quality to design system 
can reduce power consumption. Low power wide-SIMD architecture was 
implemented for efficient H.264 encoder/decoder kernel algorithms by Seo  
et al[6]. Several architecture enhancements were added to SIMD architecture to 
improve both processing performance and low power consumption. Research 
for optimal disk drive optimization in energy efficient for media workloads[7] 
has been studied. Xu and Choy proposed a low-power design of H.264/AVC 
baseline decoder for handheld devices[8]. The decoder was designed for power 
reduction at all levels for video decoding in the concept that video quality 
is often traded off for energy. Five low-power techniques were implemented 
in this decoder including pipeline and parallel, memory access reduction, 
optimization based on statistics, and clock gating. A low-power video decoding 
scheme called zero-block skipping macro block decoding[9] was proposed. It 
suggested uncoded blocks and micro blocks should store in-video bitstreams 
for the video decoder to efficiently utilize DVFS to save power at frame-level 
real-time video decoding. 

Most of this research concentrated on designing low power video decoder 
algorithms or proposing low-power playback alternatives by doing some 
quality tradeoffs. In this article, our work is primarily focused on reducing the 
overall platform power by proposing novel software and hardware techniques 
to minimize the energy consumption for multimedia applications. Although 
the paper examines the overall framework of techniques to achieve higher 
power efficiencies within the context of media playback, these methodologies 
are extensible to the broader range of media workloads. The primary objective 
of our research is to focus on various techniques needed to reach a balanced 
platform power profile achievable through parallel execution (as shown in 
Figure 4) during media playback that minimizes overall power within silicon 
categories and ensures that other platform components are operating at as 
minimal an energy level as possible.

Platform Activity View During Media Playback
As summarized in the problem statement, our approach in this article is 
focused on reducing the overall platform power during playback. Power 
consumption during media playback can be understood fully once a complete 
platform activity picture is painted. Figure 5 shows events across the platform 
that impact total platform power. It shows the different processing functions 
and some of the active DMA activities during media playback. The processing 

“Several architecture enhancements 

were added to SIMD architecture to 

improve both processing performance 

and low power consumption.”

“Our work is primarily focused on 

reducing the overall platform power 

by proposing novel software and 
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energy consumption for multimedia 

applications.”
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functions directly tie into execution cycles on the cores and the GPU and 
the DMA activities contribute to lighting of the path to memory when they 
occur. The processing functions are divided into two buckets: processing 
that occurs on the cores, and processing that occurs on the GPU. There 
are three processing functions that are handled on the core today in most 
media playback execution: audio processing, video processing, and associated 
interrupt processing.

Audio is a periodic activity that occurs at 1–10 ms intervals. A CPU thread 
wakes up every 1–10 ms and schedules audio helper threads for decode and 
post-processing of audio and eventually scheduling of the audio buffers for 
DMA into audio codecs. Video processing is divided into two sections, one 
that runs on the cores and one that is executed on the GPU. CPU cores handle 
the de-multiplexing of audio and video after which the cores parse the headers 
associated with the formats. Next, the cores schedule video-decode and post-
process sections on the GPUs as shown in Figure 5 (labeled 1 and 2). All of the 
video processing is done at a frame granularity.

Video Processing

Audio Processing

Periodic Audio Trigger

Thread 1

Thread 2

Interrupt Processing

VSYNC VSYNC VSYNC VSYNC

Timer

WiFi

Storage

GPU

GPU Processing

DMA Activity

Wifi

Storage

Audio

Render

Denoise/Composition

1

2

Figure 5: Platform activity profile during media playback
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)

Figure 5 additionally shows all the interrupt processing that is associated with 
media playback. The interrupt sources are the following:

 • Timer. These are software scheduled interrupts that can be scheduled at up 
to millisecond interval granularity. Historically, these interrupts have been 
used as a polling function during media playback. 

 • Wi-Fi/Storage. These are hardware I/O interrupts generated by Wi-Fi and 
storage devices. These are generated every time the I/O device requires the 
CPU’s attention.
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 • Audio. In today’s execution, the audio subsystem generates an interrupt 
every 1–10 ms to maintain the isochronous flow of audio to the codecs.

 • The GPU interrupts 4 times during each frame informing the Intel 
architecture cores on its progress.

The DMA activity section in Figure 5 shows traffic from I/O devices going into 
memory. The activity from Wi-Fi and storage are somewhat bursty; however, 
traffic due to the audio codec is isochronous, causing the audio controller’s 
DMA engine to pull data from memory every millisecond.

In addition to illustrating the platform level activity, Figure 5 also depicts the 
key platform component behaviors that impact power. One of the key vectors 
that impacts CPU power consumption is the number of times the CPU has 
to wake up from a low power state for processing. Every time the CPU wakes 
from a low power state, a substantial amount of time and energy is consumed 
in bringing the CPU to the state where it starts executing instructions. 
Similarly, when the CPU transitions into a low power state, energy and time is 
consumed to save state and switch off components. Intel CPUs have built-in 
intelligence that prevents them from transitioning into low power states if they 
determine that doing so will actually increase overall power. Two such events 
are depicted in Figure 5: timer interrupts that most media player applications 
schedule at a 1-ms interval and audio DMA every 1 ms. These frequent events 
prevent the CPU from transitioning to its lowest power state. Since timers are 
remnants of application architectures that relied on polling, a power-friendly 
media application should cease using these fine-grain timer interrupts and 
rather use interrupts to maintain execution sequences. Audio DMAs every  
1 ms or less are also a legacy feature that needs to change such that DMAs are 
scheduled further apart. The audio offload section discusses the changes in 
audio path that eliminate this frequent audio activity. 

Low Power Media Optimization Techniques
This section details multiple low power techniques that the  authors propose 
to minimize the overall platform power and achieve the best execution profile 
during media playback. 

Storage Power Optimizations
Some platform components such as storage can also dissipate a significant 
amount of power if accessed frequently. Similar to other components on the 
platform, storage devices require a period of idleness to transition to a low 
power state and decrease power consumption. In contrast to the CPU though, 
the idleness required is much higher (greater than 1 second) before a storage 
device transition into a low power state. As shown in Figure 5, media players 
today access storage every 2–3 frames (which translates into intervals of  
60–100 ms). This time interval is inadequate for storage devices to utilize 
their low-power states during media playback. Ideal applications should 
buffer content for 10 seconds or more and then put storage devices to sleep. 
While 10 seconds worth of pre-buffering is sufficient for solid state devices, 

“Intel CPUs have built-in intelligence 

that prevents them from transitioning 

into low power states if they determine 

that doing so will actually increase 

overall power.”

“Ideal applications should buffer 

content for 10 seconds or more and 

then put storage devices to sleep.”
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hard drives and hard drives with a solid state cache require much longer 
idleness windows to transition to low power state. For hard-drive–based media 
playback, multiple minutes of pre-buffering is required to reduce storage power 
substantially. 

Reducing WakeUps
When media is being streamed from the Internet, the communication devices 
can impact the total platform power based on how they push the incoming 
traffic into host memory. Well-behaved devices should have internal buffers 
such that every packet is not directly sent to host memory. The device should 
support programmable flush threshold and should also support the OBFF 
feature (PCIe DCN) such that the devices know when the path to memory is 
already lit up and hence can reduce the number of discrete wake-ups it causes. 
Interrupt coalescing should also be done such that the CPU does not have to 
wake up frequently. 

Burst Mode Processing
Figure 1 illustrated an execution sequence from an existing media player in 
PCs that control the pipeline at a frame level. This naturally creates a window 
of around 15–30 ms depending on the frame rate. Depending on all the 
activities that land up within this time, many times the CPU does not have 
enough idle intervals to make good use of its extremely low power states. One 
way to get around this is to create a pipeline that offloads the CPU for multiple 
frames, handles audio processing and synchronization, and then interrupts 
the host CPU after n frames. This not only offloads a number of processing 
quanta from the host, but it also creates long intervals when no activity takes 
place, giving the host CPU opportunities to aggressively utilize its low power 
state. However, this execution model impacts current software APIs and flows. 
A tradeoff therefore needs to be assessed in the context of effort in modifying 
existing software infrastructure.

Improving Core and GT Parallelism
The main motivation of increasing workload parallelism in the media playback 
application is to minimize the package C0 residency. The main CPU software 
overhead is to prepare for the submission of hardware acceleration requests for 
decoding, rendering, and presentation of video on the GPU. They are separate 
stages of the media playback pipeline. Hence, it is beneficial to put them in 
separate threads so they can be scheduled to execute concurrently on different 
hardware threads. For the same reason, audio processing should also be put 
into a separate thread to allow concurrent scheduling. In order to co-schedule 
these threads, it’s highly desirable to take the event-driven approach. For 
example, the scheduling of these threads can be anchored to the VBLANK 
interrupt. Alternatively, a timer approach can be used but the timer granularity 
should be as coarse as possible; the desired value is 8 ms or greater. Otherwise, 
the Intel architecture cores and CPU package cannot stay in deep idle states 
long enough for maximal power savings.  

“Interrupt coalescing should also be 

done such that the CPU does not have 

to wake up frequently.”

“Audio processing should also be 

put into a separate thread to allow 

concurrent scheduling.”
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GT (graphics/media hardware) has multiple engines and it’s critical to have 
them running concurrently such that the GT RC0 residency can be kept 
to a minimum. As GT is integrated in the same CPU package as the Intel 
architecture cores, this will help minimize the CPU package C0 residency 
indirectly. If the application implementation follows the core parallelism 
recommendations that were just discussed, the hardware acceleration requests 
can be submitted to GT hardware closely in time and consequently GT 
concurrency can be achieved.

Although core and GT have their own power domains within the CPU 
package, they share the same uncore logic such as memory controller and 
last-level caches. In order for the uncore and the entire package to go into 
deep power saving idle states and for memory to go into self-refresh mode, 
it is important to maximize the concurrency between CPU cores and GT 
activities. If a software implementation follows the guidelines stated in the 
previous subsections, there should be good overlap of core/GT activities as the 
media pipeline workload shifts from cores to GT. The key to improve core/
GT concurrency is to enable CPU core and GT to work on different frames 
concurrently. For example, the decoder thread can demux, process the video 
and audio bitstream one or more frames ahead of the ones that are being 
submitted to GT for hardware acceleration.

Display Power Optimizations
In current display architecture, there are two direct means to reduce the display 
power: frame buffer compression (FBC) and refresh rate reduction. Both of 
them reduce the amount of memory traffic initiated by display.

Although FBC is applied to primary plane only and it only benefits non-media 
workload, it still offers power savings in media playback usages where video is 
rendered to the overlay surface and presented via the sprite plane. Particularly 
in the fullscreen playback usage where the primary plane is completely 
obscured by the overlay plan, enabling FBC can result in significant savings 
because the content on the primary plane is static and refetch by the display 
can be avoided. For example, it can net 0.5 GB/s of memory bandwidth saving 
for a 60-Hz display in a resolution of 1920x1080.

Refresh rate reduction is another technique to reduce the display memory 
bandwidth significantly. For example, a reduction of frame rate from 60 Hz to 
40 Hz can result in 33 percent reduction in bandwidth. Not only is memory 
power reduced as a result, but there are significant power savings in the display 
panel electronics as well. However, the user experience with 40 Hz is highly 
dependent on the media content. While a 40-Hz refresh rate is sufficient for 
viewing playback of 24 fps progressive content, it is too low for interlaced 
content presented in 60 fps where judder effects will be observed.

GT Memory Bandwidth Optimizations
In media playback workload, GT accounts for the biggest percentage of 
memory bandwidth due to its decoding and video processing workload. The 

“In order for the uncore and the entire 

package to go into deep power saving 

idle states and for memory to go into 

self-refresh mode, it is important to 

maximize the concurrency between 

CPU cores and GT activities.”
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refetch by the display can be avoided.”
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memory bandwidth scales with the content and display resolution, and the 
amount of video processing performance on each frame.

In Windows 7, player application typically uses the BLT method to present 
each frame onto the display. With the BLT method, there is a copy in 
the application from composition target surface to a render target surface 
consumed by the desktop windows manager (DWM), and there is second copy 
from the render target surface to the front buffer for display. This method is 
very inefficient in that each frame is copied twice, wasting memory bandwidth 
and GT cycles. The application can mitigate this inefficiency by using the 
methods described below.

Overlay
In this method, the composition kernel directly renders to the overlay surface, 
which is consumed directly by the display controller. Hence, the two surface 
copies are eliminated and GT duty cycle can be reduced significantly, leading 
to lower memory and CPU package power.

Flip
If the application does not want to use the Overlay method, it can use the 
display’s flip method instead to achieve similar amount of power savings, 
provided that the application is allowed to write directly to the primary 
surfaces that are displayed on screen directly via the flip mechanism. However, 
this method is limited to fullscreen playback usage.

YUY2 Format
YUY2 is a render target format supported by the overlay engine in the display 
controller. Compared to RGB format, YUY2 offers a 2x data compression 
benefit because its pixel size is 2 bytes instead of 4 as in RGB. This is a great 
feature that can reduce the memory write traffic in the image composition 
stage and the read memory traffic from the display controller by 50 percent. 
For GT to render a 24-fps 1080-p picture on a display whose resolution is 
1920x1080 and refresh rate is 60 Hz, the memory bandwidth reduction 
is approximately 340 MB/s, which is very significant. However, YUY2 
format is not supported on the primary plane of the display controller. This 
2x compression optimization must therefore be coupled with the overlay 
optimization.

Denoise
This is a video processing feature that is designed to improve video quality by 
removing unwanted noise in the content. However, it comes with a cost of  
1–2 ms in GPU time and up to 9 Mb of memory traffic per 1080-p HD 
frame. There are two different denoise algorithms: spatial and temporal.  
The spatial algorithm operates on the current frame only, while the temporal 
algorithm requires the current frame and the previous frame as a reference. 
Hence the temporal denoise has a higher memory bandwidth requirement. 
The driver currently does not offer any interface for the application to choose 
the desired algorithm for quality or power reason. However, it does offer a 
mechanism in the graphics properties control panel for the end users to disable 

“For GT to render a 24-fps 1080-p 
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the memory bandwidth reduction is 

approximately 340 MB/s, which is  

very significant.”
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denoise globally when the media content is in premium quality and/or when 
they desire to save power.

Media Power Metrics and Optimization Results
This section describes some of the power metrics that can be used to evaluate 
the effectiveness of the low power optimization techniques discussed in 
the earlier section, followed by discussion of some of the results achieved 
by applying these optimizations on a sample media application. The most 
common power metrics used to evaluate the power profile during media 
playback scenarios include:

 • Core/Package C-state and GT RC0 residency. Modern processors support 
multiple operating states (C-states) that have the capability to turn off the 
unused architecture blocks to save power. The deeper the C-states, the more 
components in the CPU are switched off to reduce power consumption. 
However, it leads to longer wake-up time to bring the processor to 
operating state (C0). A Core C-state refers to the idle states of one of the 
cores in a CPU package whereas Package C0-state refers to the scenario 
when at least one core within the CPU package is operating in C0 state. 
Similar to C-states, the GT RC residencies represents the operation of the 
graphics core in a lower or higher power state. A well-optimized media 
application should have as little residency in package C0 and GT RC0 as 
possible.

 • Memory bandwidth. Memory bandwidth is the rate of data that can be read 
from or written to by the processor. The higher the memory bandwidth the 
video playback application requires, the more read and write operation will 
be issued to memory. Thus, higher memory bandwidth usage from media 
playback translates into more power for DRAM. 

Tables 7.1 and 7.2 summarize the improvements observed in a sample media 
application by using the low power optimization techniques discussed in the 
previous section. Table 7.1 shows the improvement in the overall package 
power and memory power using the frame buffer compression technique 
described in the earlier section and Table 7.2 summarizes the improvement in 
the Pkg C0 and RC0 residencies using the memory bandwidth optimization 
techniques discussed in the previous section. As seen from the tables, using 
these techniques results in total memory bandwidth optimization of 3.67x 
leading to an improvement of 60.3 percent in GT RC0 residency and 
24.4 percent in the Package C0 residency.

FBC Enabled FBC Disabled

Package Power Memory Power Package Power Memory Power

40 Hz Refresh Rate 3.398 W 0.402 W 3.450 W 0.439 W
60 Hz Refresh Rate 3.447 W 0.420 W 3.512 W 0.471 W

Table 7.1: Power Impact of fbC and display refresh rate
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)

“Higher memory bandwidth usage 

from media playback translates into 

more power for DRAM.”
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Memory BW(GB/s) GT RC0 (%) PKG C0 (%) PKG Power (W) Memory Power (W)

BLT 2.57 29 45 2.88 1.02
RGB Overlay 1.37 14.5 35 2.62 0.76
YUY2 Overlay 0.93 12 35 2.48 0.63
Denoise Off 0.7 11.5 34 2.43 0.57

Table 7.2: Power Impact of Memory bandwidth reduction Techniques
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)

Low Power Optimization Techniques (Architecture 
Considerations)
This section describes how some of the architectural improvements in the 
design of the CPUs and GPUs can lead to minimizing the platform power 
consumption for multimedia applications.

Audio Offload Considerations
Audio playback constitutes decode and post-processing during both audio-only 
playback as well as audio in the context of media playback. Audio processing 
involves continuous, low latency paths and sometimes need to be adjusted 
in real time for the environment in which the playback happens, such as for 
a noisy room. Audio processing (including decoding, mixing, and applying 
effects) will be more power efficient than general purpose CPUs when offloaded 
to special purpose audio hardware.

In some of the older operating systems (for example: Windows XP and 
Vista), to avoid audio glitches and to guarantee latency, audio processing used 
to happen at a 1-ms interval. Audio playback with processing at 1 ms had 
significant impact on the Package C-states and used to consume as high as  
“5 W over idle” at system level. Newer Windows operating systems (Windows 7  
and beyond) started to take advantage of the improvements in computing 
hardware, both for CPU and chipsets, and started to move the audio processing 
to 10 ms, reducing the audio playback power to “1.5 W over idle.” 

Traditional audio processing on the main CPU involves audio stream decode 
at a certain rate (example: every 10 ms), applying post-processing effects 
such as virtualization, speaker compensation, and volume adjustments based 
on surroundings, and then directly transmit the audio data via DMA from 
main memory to the codec hardware. Due to limited sized buffers in audio 
controller silicon, DMA from main memory into the audio controller used 
to happen at a rate of about 1 ms, which had a negative impact on the main 
memory self-refresh percentage, package C-states, and platform power. One of 
the solutions would be to increase the memory buffer in the audio controller, 
thereby increasing DMA size to reduce disjoint memory accesses, which 
increases memory self-refresh percentage and CPU package C-states. However, 
challenges still exist moving this audio timer tick beyond 10 ms due to 
requirements for post-processing as relates to real time. Input audio processing 

“Audio processing (including decoding, 

mixing, and applying effects) will 

be more power efficient than general 

purpose CPUs when offloaded to 

special purpose audio hardware.”
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is even more challenging due to low latency, noise reduction, and acoustic echo 
compensation techniques (to improve quality and experience). Figure 6 shows 
the power consumed for audio playback.

To improve the overall system power, we propose offloading the audio 
processing that includes decoding, mixing, and post-processing on special 
purpose hardware with its dedicated local memory. With an audio offload 
engine, audio streams can be transmitted directly via DMA into offload 
hardware’s dedicated memory at larger time intervals (,10-second granularity), 
decoded, and post-processed using an optimized software player that takes 
advantage of the offload mechanism. Figure 7 shows the impact of audio 
processing offload on CPU package C-states.

Figure 6: Audio playback power delta over Idle 
on Intel® Core™ i7
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)
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Audio offload hardware takes ,1 mW/MIPS and consumes approximately 
60 mW for low complexity bitstream decode and mixing (such as mp3, 
AAC, and WMA streams). This is more than three to five times lower 
power compared to traditional audio processing on main CPU. For tablets, 
handhelds, and ultrathin platforms, where energy efficiency is the key and every 
milliwatt counts towards battery life, audio offload is a key in accomplishing 
the goal. Including input path processing for VoIP and AEC (acoustic echo 
compensation), which require low latency processing, would make it harder 
to implement on the main CPU with reasonably low power. Audio offload 
hardware such as special DSP (digital signal processors) will be able to meet 
both the quality and energy efficiency requirements in portable devices.  

Media Architecture Considerations
This section shows how better architectural designs can lead to significant 
power savings for the media applications. The Intel microarchitecture code 
name Sandy Bridge is the first generation of Intel CPU to include processor 
graphics (PG—also referred elsewhere in this article as GT). The PG contains 
a mixture of fixed function hardware and an array of vector processors called 
Execution Units (EUs) shown in Figure 8. The PG is capable of handling 
both 3D and media workloads with the specific hardware elements that are 
meaningful to media shown in Figure 9.

“For tablets, handhelds, and ultrathin 

platforms, where energy efficiency is the 
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Figure 8: Sandy bridge architecture overview
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)
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The Sandy Bridge PG architecture is an evolution of the Intel integrated 
graphics integrated into the chipset\northbridge. In the prior generation to 
Sandy Bridge, code name Arrandale, the process of decoding video frames 
was divided between fixed functions and execution units. However, on Sandy 
Bridge, the frame decoding process for MPEG2, VC1, and AVC moved 
entirely to fixed-function hardware to improve performance and power as 
shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Comparison of Sandy bridge decoding and Arrandale
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)
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Additional key improvements were observed with the shift from Arrandale to 
Sandy Bridge such as 45 nm to 32 nm transition, increased clock frequency, 
access to large last level cache, improved thermal and shared CPU\PG power 
management. Assuming same software behavior, when these improvements 
are combined with the performance improvements of the new Sandy Bridge 
PG decoder, it leads to more than 2x CPU power reduction as compared to 
Arrandale. Figure 11 captures the comparison between Sandy Bridge and 
Arrandale showing how much power savings can be achieved by architecture 
changes between subsequent architecture generations.

Summary and Conclusions
This article described the media playback pipeline both at the architecture 
level and the platform level and identified inefficiencies related to software-
mode-only implementations of the playback pipeline. Power savings can be 
achieved by moving some of these software components to fixed-function 
hardware units, low power optimization techniques can be implemented 
in media applications to minimize the overall platform power. The article 
described at length several low power techniques such as improving core 
and GT concurrency, bandwidth reduction techniques, and display power 
optimizations. It showed the power benefit that can be realized by use of these 
techniques in a media application. The article also summarized the impact of 
audio offload and GPU architecture improvements on the overall platform 
power. With the shift towards the mobile computing paradigm and increasing 
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focus towards media consumption on ultrathin devices and tablet platforms, 
such low power techniques and architectural improvements are the key to 
providing a longer battery life experience to the end users.
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Contributor

There is a huge variety of complex challenges that face product developers 
as they strive to create new systems that are faster, more power efficient and 
more innovative. Some embedded developers have the additional challenge 
of delivering a product that also complies with real-time, deterministic time 
constraints. 

For the embedded market, Intel develops a comprehensive portfolio of 
highly advanced processors. These processors use the latest microarchitectural 
developments and are implemented on leading-edge process technology.

This article focuses on some of the key design considerations associated 
with leveraging Intel’s advanced features in real-time embedded solutions. It 
defines a real-time system and distinguishes between “soft” and “hard” real-
time systems. It also introduces a number of the advanced features in Intel® 
architecture processors. For each feature, a subsection describes real-time 
considerations and recommendations that a system designer may need to 
consider.

The article concludes that embedded Intel architecture processors can be 
used effectively in embedded products that require real-time characteristics 
and notes the settings that real-time developers should be aware of to add 
determinism to their products. 

Introduction
Intel develops a comprehensive portfolio of highly advanced processors 
for the embedded market. The processors use the latest microarchitectural 
developments and are implemented on leading-edge process technology. 

Embedded developers face many obstacles: how to increase performance, how 
to deliver faster network throughput, how to add innovative functionality, how 
to add real-time capability. These obstacles, coupled with the need to reduce 
footprint and power consumption over shorter development cycles, represent 
a significant challenge. Whether the embedded design focuses on networking 
applications, industrial control and automation, display centric functionality, 
or many other embedded designs, Intel has a range of high-performance, 
low-power consumption processors with advanced wired and wireless network 
connectivity, extended lifecycles, software tools and a comprehensive support 
model to enable the creation of intelligent, real-time solutions.
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Real-Time
A real-time system is one that has a constraint on the time permitted for the 
system to respond to an event. The response must happen regardless of system 
loading. The performance requirements and the real-time requirements of the 
system are orthogonal. A real-time system must have deterministic, reliable 
predictability; the performance requirements (for example, in terms of packet 
throughput) are completely separate and may be relatively low even if real-time 
is required. An example of a real-time system is the anti-lock breaking system 
(ABS) on a vehicle. Failure of the system to respond to inputs from sensors 
indicating a wheel lock could have serious consequences. 

A non-real-time system may have requirements for high performance or quick 
response characteristics, but an occasional failure to meet the requirements 
does not have a catastrophic impact on the system or user.

Hard Real-Time versus Soft Real-Time
Real-time systems can be categorized in two major groups, “hard” real-time 
systems and “soft” real-time systems. 

A hard real-time system is one in which the late completion of an operation is 
considered useless, could result in a failure of the entire system, or cause harm 
to the user. The ABS example above has hard real-time constraints. However, 
not all hard real-time systems have such fine-grained response characteristics. 
Consider the hypothetical case where an industrial controller is used to 
monitor the temperature in a large vat of chemicals being heated slowly. Once 
a certain temperature is reached, the industrial controller needs to shut off 
power to the heating element. There may be a window of several minutes in 
which the controller has to respond. Failure to respond to the temperature 
event could be catastrophic, but as several minutes is a virtual eternity 
for a modern high-speed processor, this should be a trivial hard real-time 
requirement to meet. 

A soft real-time system also has well-defined response requirements, but unlike 
hard real-time systems, they can cope with lateness. Usually, the lateness has a 
temporary negative impact on the system, but is recoverable and does not cause 
harm to the system or user. For example, in a video streaming application, a 
few dropped frames may temporarily decrease the quality of service. Although 
undesired behavior, this causes no system or user harm and the quality of 
service is quickly recovered. 

It is very important that system designers make the distinction between hard 
real-time and soft real-time for their application early in the design process. 
This distinction can have significant impacts on design choices to be made 
later in the development cycle. Applying hard real-time constraints to a system 
that does not really need them can result in greater development costs (for 
example, the extra effort needed in the validation stage) or in lower application 
performance.
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Article Scope
The concepts discussed in this article are mostly applicable to the entire range 
of embedded Intel architecture processors. The primarily focus of this article 
is on the real-time considerations for the higher performance processors. 
It is recommended that the reader also uses the specific processor product 
documentation to determine how these concepts apply.

Platform Settings
Embedded Intel architecture processors are equipped with a number of advanced 
features that increase performance capability while reducing energy consumption. 
As already noted, the overriding requirement of a hard real-time system is 
meeting its time constraints. Absolute performance is usually important, but 
is a secondary consideration. This section introduces some of the advanced 
features available on embedded Intel architecture processors and discusses the 
considerations that a real-time system designer needs to keep in mind.

CPU C-States
C-state is a term taken from the Advanced Configuration and Power Interface 
(ACPI) specification[1]. The C-state represents the processor power state of the 
core. The C-state is often more commonly known as the processor “idle” state 
of the core. C-state values range from C0 to Cn, where n is dependent on the 
specific processor. When the core is active and executing instructions it is in the 
C0 state. Higher C-states indicate how deep the CPU idle state is. 

C1 is known as the halt state and is mandatory for compliance with the 
ACPI specification. It is entered on Intel architecture processors using the 
HLT instruction (or C1E when using the MWAIT instruction). There is a 
low latency in moving from the C1 to the C0 state. Higher C-states consume 
less energy when resident in that state, but also require longer latency times 
to transition into the active C0 state and require more energy to make the 
transition. Table 1 shows the power specification for the Intel® Xeon® processor 
5500 series for various C-state settings[2]. Significant power savings are available 
in the lower power states.

“The C-state represents the processor 

power state of the core.”

“significant power savings are 

available in the lower power states.”

 
Package
C-State(A)

Xeon® 5500 
Series with 
130 W TDP

Xeon® 5500 
Series with 95 W 
TDP

Xeon® 5500 
Series with 
80 W TDP(B)

Xeon® 5500 
Series with 
60 W TDP(C)

Xeon® 5500 
Series with 
38 W TDP

C0 130 W 95 W 80 W 60 W 38 W
C1E 35 W 30 W 30/40 W 22 W 16 W
C3 30 W 26 W 26/35 W 18 W 12 W
C6 12 W 10 W 10/15 W 8  W 8  W
Legend:
(A) – Specifications are at Tcase 5 50° C with all cores in the specified C-state 
(B) – Standard/Basic SKUs 
(C) – Applies to Low Power SKU and Intel® Xeon® Processor L5518

Table 1: Intel® Xeon® Processor 5500 Series C-State Power Specifications
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2009)
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Real-Time Considerations
The operating system (OS) power management policy manages transitions 
between available CPU power states. The transition between adjacent power 
states incurs a small latency cost. This latency cost becomes a little more 
significant during transitions from the lowest idle states to the active state. 
For non-real-time applications and for many soft real-time applications the 
power state transition latency time is effectively irrelevant. However, for a hard 
real-time application, C-state transitions can be a source of indeterminism. 
At the CPU level, there is a fixed time required to transition between states. 
The source of indeterminism comes from the OS power management policy 
reacting to the continuously changing active software loads. If the OS requests 
C-state transitions at a high frequency (for example, 1000 times per second) 
the small transition latency can become significant.

Linux* users can see the available C-states and related state transition latencies 
on their machines via the sys file system with the following command: 

cat /sys/devices/system/cpu/cpu*/cpuidle/state*/latency 

A real-time system designer should consider these latency measurements in the 
context of their real-time budget. For example, if the system needs to respond 
to an event in a certain time, the maximum exit latency from the deepest 
sleep/C-state should be accounted for in the design. 

Linux* users can determine the CPU idle driver that is in use with the 
following command:

cat /sys/devices/system/cpu/cpuidle/current_driver

The acpi_idle driver leverages some C-state information exposed by the BIOS/
UEFI[3] via ACPI tables. It is usually possible to disable this power saving 
feature by modifying the C-state settings in the BIOS/UEFI. By disabling 
the C-state changes, the processor is forced to stay in the C0 active state. 
Any potential sources of indeterminism arising from C-State transitions 
are removed from the system at the cost of higher power consumption. An 
alternative approach is to keep the C-states enabled in the BIOS/UEFI and 
limit the C-states into which the acpi_idle driver is permitted to put the 
system. One option is to specify the maximum allowed C-state the acpi_idle 
driver may use at kernel boot time by adding the following to the boot 
parameters:

processor.max_cstate=x (where “x” equals the maximum C-state)

Setting the max_cstate to 0 will disable C-state transitions. 

The intel_idle driver does not leverage the C-state information exposed via 
ACPI tables[4]. This driver was up-streamed to the Linux kernel in the 2.6.35 
release timeframe. When the intel_idle driver is used, disabling C-state settings 
in the BIOS/UEFI will not impact the intel_idle driver control of C-states. 
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When the intel_idle driver is used, it is possible to specify the maximum allowed 
C-state at kernel boot time by adding the following to the boot parameters:

intel_idle.max_cstate=x (where “x” equals the maximum C-state)

Setting intel_idle.max_cstate to 0 will disable C-state transitions with the 
intel_idle driver, and the system will revert to using the acpi_driver. 

If a real-time system developer is having difficulty meeting some real-time 
constraints, it is recommended that a test is run with C-state transitions 
disabled. If this resolves the issue, then system developers may consider  
re-running tests while gradually re-enabling higher C-state transitions until 
they find a suitable balance between power saving and meeting their real-time 
constraints. The system developer may also consider investing some time in 
restructuring the workloads to account for the worst-case C-state transition 
times.

The Linux PowerTOP[5] tool is a useful utility for determining the average 
C-state residency. 

Enhanced Intel SpeedStep® Technology
Enhanced Intel SpeedStep® Technology is an advanced method of altering the 
processor operating frequency and voltage between high and low levels based 
on the processor load[6]. This technology enables embedded Intel architecture 
processors to provide very high performance computing capability while also 
enabling low energy consumption. A frequency transition results in a small 
period of processor core unavailability. The enhanced version of this technology 
permits a greater number of pairings of the frequency and voltage levels. The 
amount of leakage current from transistors in the CPU is a function of the 
voltage level. A reduction in the voltage helps to save energy by leaking less 
current. By altering the voltage level independently to frequency changes, the 
periods of unavailability can be reduced, the energy consumption can also be 
minimized, and a better balance can be achieved between performance and 
energy efficiency. 

The voltage frequency pair is known as the Device and Processor Performance 
State (P-state). A P-state of P0 is the highest voltage/frequency pairing. A 
high P-state will have lower voltage and frequency levels. It takes the processor 
longer to complete a task in a high P-state, but less energy is consumed. 

The operating system is responsible for managing when the P-state transitions 
occur. It typically does this by assessing the CPU load over a fixed period. The 
period is usually in the order of tens to hundreds of milliseconds. If the average 
load over that period is sufficiently low, then the OS requests that the processor 
switches into a higher P-state (that is, lower voltage/frequency pair) for the 
next period. From a quality-of-service perspective, and looking only at the 
averages, the same amount of work can be completed in the next period. If the 
demand rises, the OS requests a switch into a lower P-state to compensate. 
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Real-Time Considerations
A P-state transition that includes a frequency change results in the processor 
core and shared cache being unavailable for a small period during the 
transition. On the Intel® Xeon® 5500 processor series, this unavailability period 
is less than 2 µs. A real-time application may be sensitive to this period of 
unavailability, especially if the processor is switching between P-states that 
include a frequency transition at a high rate. P-state transitions that do not 
include a frequency change do not have an unavailability period. 

The Intel® VTune™ Amplifier XE can be used to report on the number 
of Enhanced Intel SpeedStep Technology transitions that occur using the 
EIST_TRANS event. This event counts transitions that include a frequency 
change. It will not count events where the voltage changes but frequency stays 
the same. A P-state transition is typically initiated by the OS. It may also be 
initiated by the hardware internally. The Tuning Assistant warns about a high 
number of these transitions. 

Another concern for real-time systems is that the OS looks at average load over 
a period to decide if it is possible to enter a higher P-state. 

Consider the following example where the OS looks at 300 ms period to assess 
P-state transitions. If a high priority real-time operation completes in 100 ms 
when the processor is running a maximum capacity P0 state and for the 
remaining 200 ms of the period other less intensive tasks run. Overall the OS 
interprets the average CPU load as being 50 percent and requests that a higher 
P-state is entered for the next 300 ms. The processor continues in this energy 
saving state for some time, then the real-time task needs to execute again. As 
the CPU speed is now lower, the real-time task requires more time to complete 
(for example, 110 ms). The difference in execution time for the real-time 
operation of 10 ms could be detrimental to the real-time budget constraints of 
the system. 

By default, P-state transitions are typically enabled in BIOS/UEFI. If a real-
time system developer is having difficulty in meeting some real-time constraints, 
it is recommended that a test is run with Enhanced Intel SpeedStep Technology 
disabled. If this resolves the issue, the choice needs to be made between 
deploying with Enhanced Intel SpeedStep Technology disabled and accepting 
the higher power consumption of the device, or investing some time in 
restructuring the workloads to account for the unavailability periods related to 
some of the Enhanced Intel SpeedStep Technology transitions, and the longer 
time required to execute operations when running at the highest P-states.

Intel® Turbo Boost Technology
Intel® Turbo Boost Technology[7] is capable of increasing core operating 
frequencies above the base level operating frequency. The increase in frequency 
is typically in increments of 133.33 MHz for Intel® microarchitecture code 
name Nehalem and 100MHz for Intel® microarchitecture code name Sandy 
Bridge. The number of increments that are possible depends on the exact 
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processor version. This feature is enabled when the OS requests the P-0 
performance state. The processor includes measurements of temperature, 
power and current in a closed loop control system to determine if a frequency 
boost is permitted. The number of active logical cores in the system also has 
a bearing on permitting a frequency boost. An active core is one that is in the 
C0 power state. If the system deviates outside of the factory-defined operating 
parameters, the processor automatically drops back to a lower operating 
frequency. Intel Turbo Boost Technology requires that the Enhanced Intel 
SpeedStep Technology is enabled. 

Real-Time Considerations 
A real-time application system designer only needs to consider the effect 
of Intel Turbo Boost Technology if Enhanced Intel SpeedStep Technology 
is enabled. The key assumption here is that the real-time application can 
meet its requirement for determinism using Enhanced Intel SpeedStep 
Technology. An additional consideration is that by enabling Intel Turbo Boost 
Technology, it is likely that there will be more frequency transitions. As each 
frequency transition incurs a small period of unavailability, the extra periods of 
unavailability may become relevant to the real-time application. 

It is recommended that the real-time capability of the system is confirmed with 
Enhanced Intel SpeedStep Technology enabled before also enabling Intel Turbo 
Boost Technology. If the real-time capability of the system is verified first (and 
only) with Intel Turbo Boost Technology enabled, then the validation could be 
skewed by the chance that the key real-time operations were running and tested 
on a core that was running at the boosted frequency. If the real-time test operation 
managed to complete in 95 ms at the maximum boosted frequency, and required 
100 ms to complete at the maximum non-boosted frequency, then this difference 
could be significant for meeting the real-time requirement. In a deployment 
scenario many factors, such as cooling/environmental, can affect the processor 
thermal state and possibly prevent it entering the boosted frequency zone. 

For real-time systems, it is recommended that the system should not rely on 
the performance advantage of Intel Turbo Boost Technology to meet a timing 
constraint. The real-time constraints of the system should be validated with 
Enhanced Intel SpeedStep Technology enabled, and subsequently verified 
with Intel Turbo Boost Technology also enabled. Assuming both test setups 
pass the rigorous testing required by real-time systems, then deployment with 
Intel Turbo Boost Technology can be considered and the system can reap the 
benefits of having even higher processing capability in certain operating cases.

Cache
A cache is a temporary storage location that is used to reduce the access time to 
frequently accessed instructions or data. Intel architecture processors support 
multiple levels of cache. Level 1 (L1) cache is the smallest in size and offers the 
lowest data accesses latency from the CPU. Level 2 (L2) cache typically offers 
quite a bit more temporary storage than L1 cache, but the access latencies 
increase. The Intel Xeon 5500 series processor also has a very large Level 3 (L3) 
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cache (up to 8 MB). The L3 cache has larger access latencies than L1 or L2 
caches, but it is still much faster than a memory access. 

In general, the processor cache helps to increase the overall performance of the 
system and its operation is transparent to the software. Typically, the software 
developer does not need to exercise explicit control on the cache. Software 
performance can be optimized if the software developer is familiar with the 
size, structure, and behavior of the cache. 

The operation of the cache varies depending on the memory type defined 
for the memory being operated on. Up to six different memory types (cache 
types) are possible with Intel architecture and are configurable down to the 
granularity of a memory page basis. The following is a brief description of the 
memory types:

 • Strong Uncacheable (UC): Reads/Writes to memory locations are not 
cached and appear on the system bus in program order.

 • Uncacheable (UC-): The same as UC, but also allows for some subsequent 
override via software control using the Memory Type Range Registers 
(MTRR).

 • Write Combining (WC): Memory is not cached in the typical sense (that is, 
writes do not end up in any level of cache), but writes can be combined in a 
dedicated write combining buffer.

 • Write Through (WT): Caching is enabled and all writes are written through 
to system memory.

 • Write Back (WB): Caching is enabled and writes may be delayed in the 
cache until the processor needs to flush the cache line (for example, as a 
result of the Least Recently Used cache eviction algorithm). Typically, this 
type offers best performance. 

 • Write Protected (WP): Reads are cacheable, but writes are not

Embedded Intel architecture processors are capable of speculatively predicting 
that data is probably going to be needed by the pipeline in the near future and 
can read data into cache before the processor actually requires it. This is known 
as prefetching and helps to reduce the pipeline stalls that are attributable to 
waiting on memory accesses. 

Real-Time Considerations 
In general, a software developer does not need to be concerned about the 
operation of the cache affecting a real-time attribute of the system. However, 
if there is a requirement that a write to memory happens in a defined period 
of time (for example, a write to a memory mapped register), then the software 
developer must consider the behavior of the cache, the write combining buffer, 
and the store buffer, since writes can get delayed at each of these locations. 

Accesses to memory regions configured with the UC or UC-memory type are 
executed in program order. Accesses to memory defined with the other cache 
types are executed in processor order. 
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Assuming that paging is enabled, if the memory type for the page that contains 
the memory being accessed permits caching, then a write could remain in the 
cache for some nondeterministic period. It is possible to force the eviction of 
a cache line using the CFLUSH instruction. This forces the write operation to 
continue to the next step in the memory hierarchy. 

The store buffer is used in an intermediate step when the processor executes a 
write to memory, a write to cache, or a write from cache to memory. The store 
buffer helps to decouple the processor execution pipeline from the low-level 
bus accesses by permitting the pipeline to continue executing while the write 
operation completes. It can also help to optimize the processors utilization of 
bus bandwidth by delaying writes to combine them into larger block writes. 
The possible delay in the store buffer is nondeterministic. Use of a memory 
ordering instruction, such as SFENCE or MFENCE, can force the processor 
to drain the store buffer and hence force completion of the write. 

Writes can be combined in the write combining buffer and can be delayed 
there. When a write combining buffer is filled, the processor can chose to 
write that data to memory (via the store buffer). When this write happens is 
implementation-specific. Partial writes of data from the write-combining buffer 
are also possible. Again, the use of a memory ordering instruction, such as 
SFENCE or MFENCE, can force the data in a write-combining buffer to be 
written through to memory.

Non-Uniform Memory Architecture
The key defining characteristic of a non-uniform memory architecture 
(NUMA) is that, from the processor’s perspective, there is a variable time 
required to access different memory locations. The Intel Xeon 5500 processor 
series has NUMA capability. In a dual-processor configuration, this means one 
processor requires less time to access memory local to it than to access memory 
local to the other processor (remote memory). A remote memory access by a 
processor results in a memory transaction that must first cross the Intel® Quick 
Path Interconnect (Intel® QPI) bus before getting to the memory controller for 
the remote processor. Although the comparison of local and remote memory 
access latency times shows local memory accesses to be impressively fast, it 
should be noted that even the remote memory access latency times compare 
favorably with previous generation products. 

The software developer should leverage the NUMA features of the OS they are 
using to ensure local memory accesses are the predominant type in the system. 
Not all operating systems have NUMA capability. For example, at the time of 
writing, 32-bit Linux* variants are not “NUMA aware”. In general, the best 
system performance (in terms of memory bandwidth and latency) is achieved 
for non-NUMA aware operating systems when NUMA is disabled in the 
BIOS. By disabling NUMA in the BIOS/UEFI, the system switches into an 
interleaved memory mode that distributes memory transactions between the 
different memory controllers in the system and also helps to balanced memory 
transactions across the Intel QPI bus. 
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Real-Time Considerations
A properly configured system with NUMA capability provides the processor 
with the benefit of optimal memory bandwidth combined with low memory 
access latencies. These lower memory latencies may help a system designer to 
achieve a very fine-grained real-time target. 

A system with NUMA capability that has not been configured in an optimal 
way can also enable real-time semantics in the system. However, as a result 
of the lower bandwidth capability and higher memory latency than can be 
achieved in a properly configured system, the granularity of the real-time 
requirement may need to be slightly higher for it to be achieved. 

System Management Interrupt
On embedded Intel architecture processors, System Management Mode 
(SMM) is a special purpose operating mode intended for use by the firmware 
that helps manage system-wide functions such as power management 
and system hardware control. This mode allows the firmware to run in a 
distinct and isolated environment that is transparent to the OS and software 
applications running on the OS. When operating in SMM the operating 
system is effectively frozen still.

A System Management Interrupt (SMI) is required to invoke SMM. On 
transition to SMM, the processor saves the current state to the System 
Management RAM (SMRAM), then jumps to the separate operating 
environment that is contained in the SMRAM. After the processor has 
switched into SMM, the SMI handler is invoked to perform operations such 
as powering down idle disk drives or monitors. Once the SMM task has 
completed, the processor reloads the previous state and switches back to the 
previous mode (for example, real or protected).

Real-Time Considerations
SMIs can be problematic for real-time application developers. Not only are 
SMIs the highest priority interrupts in the system (Non-Maskable Interrupts 
[NMIs] included), the OS does not control them and is largely unaware 
of their activity. The SMI handlers can take hundreds of microseconds to 
complete. This time can pose an issue for some real-time applications. 

The real-time behavior of multi-core devices can also be affected by SMIs. An 
SMI is handled by one processor core at a time. Consider the case where core 
A acquires a spinlock that core B is contenting on. While holding the spinlock, 
core A handles an SMI. Core B must now wait until the SMI handler has 
completed its task on core A, core A has resumed the application that acquired 
the spinlock and the application releases the lock. 

Despite the obvious difficulties for real-time applications, it is extremely 
important that SMIs are NOT disabled globally without taking additional 
steps to carry out some of their critical tasks such as those that help to 
avoid serious harm to the processor. SMIs are responsible for carrying out 
some critical tasks such as those related to managing the temperature of the 
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processor. It is possible to globally disable SMIs. This is usually done with a 
setting in the SMI Control and Enable Register (SMI_EN) for the chipset. 
As an example, in the Intel® 6 Series Chipset and Intel® c200 Series Chipset 
Datasheet[8], section 13.8.3.7 lists the settings in the SMI_EN register. The 
global SMI enable bit, (GBL_SMI_EN, bit 0) can be used to disable all SMI 
events. Before disabling SMIs globally it is advisable to contact the BIOS/UEFI 
vendor to completely understand the impacts of such a move for the platform.

Instead of globally disabling SMIs, a real-time system designer should first look 
at some techniques to reduce the type, number and frequency of SMIs. Here 
are some suggestions:

 • Disable USB mouse and keyboard support in the BIOS.

° The BIOS can use the SMI to access the USB host controller to monitor 
status for legacy USB support. By using a PS/2 mouse and keyboard 
and disabling USB mouse and USB keyboard functionality in the 
BIOS, the number of SMIs can be significantly reduced. 

 • Use an Advanced Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI) enabled OS. 

° The older Advanced Power Management (APM) technology allowed the 
BIOS to control the power management for the processor. ACPI gives 
control to the OS instead and results in fewer SMIs being generated. 

 • Disable Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) timer generation of SMIs.

° TCO refers to a logic block that is included in Intel chipsets. The 
Watchdog Timer (WDT) is one of the pieces of functionality provided 
in the TCO block. The frequency of this interrupt is typically very low, 
for example, the interrupts may be several seconds apart. It may take 
hundreds of microseconds to service the interrupt, so a real-time system 
designer may forego the Watchdog Timer functionality in favor of 
greater determinism. 

° The SMI interrupt for the Watchdog Timer can be disabled by writing 
to the TCO_EN bit of the SMI_EN register. Refer to the relevant 
datasheet for the particular chipset model for more details. The 
Watchdog functionality is not available when the SMI for the Watchdog 
Timer is disabled.

° It is possible to lockdown a number of GPIO registers making them 
read-only. If software unlocks these registers a SMI can be generated 
giving BIOS an opportunity to decide if the GPIO register unlock 
operation is permitted. This SMI can be prevented by ensuring the 
GPIO_UNLOCK_SMI_EN bit is not set. (Note: once set to 1 it 
cannot be cleared until the platform controller hub sets the Platform 
Reset signal).

° A periodic SMI can be generated the platform controller hub. This 
has many potential usages such as assisting with legacy device power 
management. This source of a SMI can be disabled by clearing the 
PERIODIC_EN bit. 
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A performance counter is available on Intel microarchitecture code name 
Nehalem and on Intel microarchitecture code name Sandy Bridge to indicate 
how many SMIs are occurring in the system. In the Intel® 64 and IA-32 
Architectures Software Developer’s Manual

Volume 3B: System Programming Guide, Part 2[9], Table B-5 describes the 
MSR_SMI_COUNT (0x34) register for Intel microarchitecture code name 
Nehalem, and Table B-10 describes it for Intel microarchitecture code name 
Sandy Bridge. The Intel VTune Amplifier XE[10] performance profiling tool 
can be used to determine the number of SMIs occurring via the MSR_SMI_
COUNT register.

Conclusion
It is possible to design and implement a system with hard real-time attributes 
using embedded Intel architecture processors. Depending on granularity of the 
real-time specification, the behavior of a number of the advanced features in 
the processors may need to be considered during the development.

It is imperative that a system designer understands how to properly classify the 
system software in terms of its real-time requirements. For a system that needs 
hard real-time support, under-specifying the system software with no real-time 
requirements or soft-real time requirements can result in a system that does 
not respond to events as expected, and in worst-case scenarios could lead to 
catastrophic system failure or user harm. Conversely, over-specifying a system 
that does not need hard real-time behavior with hard real-time requirements 
can have less dramatic consequences but the potential reduction in system 
performance could leave a product struggling in the marketplace beside more 
accurately specified competitive products.

Embedded Intel architecture processors are equipped with numerous advanced 
features that help optimize different attributes of the system. For example, 
Intel Turbo Boost Technology can help deliver increased performance, and 
Intel CPU C-State changes can help deliver very low power consumption 
levels for the processor. Many of the advanced features are flexible enough 
to allow precise configuration and control by the platform software and in 
some instances if required, they can even be disabled completely. It is highly 
recommended that real-time system designers consider the capability of the 
advanced Intel architecture features and understand how these features could 
impact the overall system attributes. 

Specifically, the real-time developer should test that the system meets the real-
time requirements with C-states enabled. If there is not enough determinism, 
then C-states can be selectively disabled or disabled completely. Disabling the 
various C-states can be done via a combination of BIOS/UEFI settings, idle 
driver settings, or kernel boot parameter settings. The system developer may 
also choose to modify the code to account for the C-state behavior. 
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Similarly, Enhanced Intel SpeedStep Technology should be assessed 
independently to ensure it does not negatively impact the real-time system 
behavior. Intel Turbo Boost Technology can be utilized if the real-time 
determinism is sufficient when using Enhanced Intel SpeedStep Technology. 
However, the system should not rely on the performance boost to meet a real-
time constraint. 

With caching behavior, the real-time system designer should understand the 
different memory types and how they impact the caching behavior. It may be 
necessary to employ the use of cache and memory ordering instructions such 
as, CLFLUSH, MFENCE and SFENCE, to add extra determinism to some 
operations. 

The impact of the System Management Interrupts (SMIs) needs to be 
considered in real-time designs to ensure sufficient determinism is available in 
the platform. The use of an ACPI-enabled operating system helps to cut down 
the number of SMIs generated. SMIs may be disabled globally but should be 
done with significant attention to the implication of such a configuration. The 
number of SMIs occurring in the system can be reported by using Intel VTune 
Amplifier XE. 

Finally, it is highly recommended that the system designer studies the datasheet 
for the selected processor thoroughly to understand all of the features available.
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Intel introduced the Intel® 64 architecture with the Pentium® 4F processor 
in 2004. Besides more virtual memory through 64-bit addresses, Intel64 
programs had several other architectural advantages such as larger and more 
numerous general purpose registers, a register dedicated to the instruction 
pointer, and more. Many IA-32 programs in the embedded world would 
benefit from using these Intel64 features but may not require the use of a 
64-bit address size due to its memory footprint overhead. A new application 
binary interface (ABI), the x32 ABI, allows software to take advantage of 
Intel64 architecture features while keeping a 32-bit address size. As a result, 
x32 programs have a memory footprint comparable to an IA-32 program 
but can deliver substantially more performance. This article describes the 
implementation of the x32 ABI through changes in the Linux kernel, system 
libraries, and two compilers—gcc and the Intel compiler—and demonstrates 
that significant performance gains can be achieved on a variety of programs 
recompiled to the x32 ABI. 

Introduction
An application binary interface (ABI) typically defines the conventions that 
software must adhere to, so that it can interoperate well with other software 
on the same (or similar) architecture. For example, the ABI will define where 
arguments are stored (specific registers or stack offsets) when a function is 
called. If two compilers conform to the same ABI for their generated code, 
programs compiled with one compiler can operate seamlessly with programs 
compiled with the other compiler. By defining the binary format of programs, 
an ABI also enables the development of many tools (such as debuggers, linkers, 
and assemblers) for that architecture.

The Intel IA-32 ABI defines the software conventions that are followed by 
programs running on Intel (and other compatible) processors starting with 
the Intel386™ processor. Many processors with significant new features 
(including new types of registers and instructions) have been introduced since 
the Intel386. However, because of the paramount requirement of backward 
compatibility, namely, the capability of new programs being able to link with 
older libraries and functions, only modest and incremental changes have been 
made to the IA-32 ABI over time. As a result, many of the hardware features 
introduced in the more recent Intel processors have not been fully exploited by 
IA-32 programs.

In 2004 Intel introduced the first Intel 64 processor capable of addressing more 
virtual memory than could be addressed in 32-bits. (Some earlier processors 
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had the Physical Address Extension [PAE] feature allowing more physical, 
but not more virtual, memory.) To take advantage of Intel 64 features, 
programs had to be recompiled and follow a new ABI, the x86-64 ABI[1]. 
The x86-64 ABI differed significantly from the IA-32 ABI as it was freed 
from the backward compatibility requirement. Hence, x86-64 ABI could be 
designed in such a way that it could make use of various new features in Intel 
64 processors, such as 64-bit virtual addresses, 64-bit size of registers, more 
registers, and new instructions that operated on 64-bit data and address values. 
Although x86-64 and IA-32 binaries could not be linked together in a single 
executable, IA-32 and x86-64 programs could coexist under a single operating 
system. Many programs recompiled to the x86-64 ABI would see a boost in 
performance because they used many of the new processor features. However, 
some programs that only required a 32-bit addressable virtual memory could 
sometimes suffer a penalty when recompiled to the x86-64 ABI as their 
memory footprint could increase due to the larger pointer size.

The x32 ABI was designed to solve this problem. The x32 ABI is meant for 
programs for which a 32-bit address size is sufficient but that want to take 
advantage of the other features of an Intel 64 processor. As such, it differs from 
the x86-64 ABI in two crucial aspects—the size of pointers and longs is defined 
to be 32 bits, to match the IA-32 ABI. Because of this fundamental change, 
x32 programs are not compatible with either IA-32 or x86-64 programs, 
although they can coexist with both types of programs on a single operating 
system that has been modified to understand the x32 ABI. In this article, we 
define the x32 ABI, its implementation, and its performance impact on many 
programs.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Prior work is discussed in the 
section “Related Work” and the x32 ABI is briefly defined in the section 
“Primary Changes in the ABI,” a full definition of the ABI is located at 
the site “x32 System V Application Binary Interface”[2]. The changes to the 
Linux kernel and system libraries to understand the x32 ABI are described 
in the section “x32 Kernel Implementation.” In the section “Optimization 
Examples,” we show how performance can be gained with x32 programs 
through a series of code examples. The implementation of the x32 ABI in 
gcc[6] and the Intel compiler[7] (sometimes abbreviated as icc) is detailed in the 
section “Implementation.” Performance results, including performance issues 
that are still not covered by the current implementation, are presented in the 
section “Performance.” In the conclusion we point out the advantages as well 
as drawbacks of embarking on an x32 implementation.

Related Work
The impact of changing the sizes of pointers and longs was evaluated in Liu 
and Wu[3]. This article describes a more complete implementation of the same 
idea. In Liu and Wu[3] it is mentioned that because of the absence of libraries 
conforming to the new data size, wrappers had to be written for the functions 
in the library. Instead we have defined a new x32 ABI and ported all system 
libraries and tools (glibc, gas, gdb, and so on) to the new x32 ABI, so that for 

“The x86-64 ABI differed significantly 

from the IA-32 ABI as it was freed 

from the backward compatibility 

requirement.”
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most application programs, no source changes are needed when recompiling to 
x32; changes are only needed when the application has inline assembly or refers 
to other lower level details of the processor architecture. Our performance 
results are comparable to Liu and Wu[3] but not identical—most likely as a 
result of the differences in the hardware as well as the base compiler on which 
the experiments were done.

The Intel compiler can also sometimes reduce the size of pointers and longs 
through an optimization, the auto ILP32 optimization. However, this requires 
significant interprocedural and points-to analysis for it to be effective. Our 
main purpose in defining a new ABI is to ensure that such analysis is not 
required. We confirm the correctness of the new ABI by having it implemented 
in two compilers, gcc and icc. 

Primary Changes in the ABI
The x86-64 ABI has three models of execution: the small model (data and 
code size offsets , 2 GB), the medium model (code size offsets , 2 GB) and 
the large model (no restriction). In all three models, however, the pointer 
size is stipulated to be 64 bits. In the small and medium model, although the 
base address of the code executed can be anywhere in 64-bit address space, its 
addressable size is still limited to 2 GB. When we limit the address space of the 
x86-64 program to 32 bits, a 32-bit pointer is sufficient to address the entire 
x86-64 program in small models. The x32 ABI essentially resembles the  
x86-64 small model ABI, with a 32-bit pointer size and other changes. The 
main changes from the x86-64 psABI are:

 • Pointer and integer long type are 4 bytes in size and are 4 bytes aligned, the 
same as the integer int type, instead of 8 bytes.

 • Only small code model and small position independent code models are 
allowed.

 • An x32 binary file is identified with the same elf class as IA-32, namely 
ELFCLASS32, and the same machine code as x86-64, namely  
EM_X86_64.

 • 32-bit relocations are used. Relocations that expect 64-bit address are zero-
extended from the original 32-bit relocations. The x32 ABI adds a new 
relocation R_X86_64_RELATIVE64, the reader is referred to “x32 System 
V Application Binary Interface”[2] for the reasons of this addition.

 • To support shared libraries loaded at runtime and with a view to minimize 
changes to the changes in the static and dynamic linker, the 64-bit 
procedure linkage table (PLT) and global offset table (GOT) are used 
without modification. Since the PLT uses indirect branch via 64-bit 
memory load from the GOT, it requires a 64-bit entry for a symbol address 
in the GOT. 

 • When a value of pointer type is returned or passed in a register, it is  
zero-extended to 64 bits. 

“We confirm the correctness of the new 
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 • Since indirect branch via memory loads a 64-bit address from the memory 
location, we use an indirect branch via register instead where the register 
contains the 64-bit value zero-extended from a 32-bit address from 
memory.

This new x32 ABI doesn’t require any hardware changes and provides us:

 • A 32-bit programming environment with x86-64 calling conventions.

 • 64-bit integer registers as opposed to 32-bits in IA-32.

 • 16 integer and vector registers compared to 8 in IA-32.

 • Full Intel 64 instruction set except for one exception related to indirect 
branch using memory that is explained later.

 • Support for 128-bit integers.

 • IP-relative address for memory operand.

A comparison of x32 compared to the IA-32 and x86-64 ABIs is given in 
Table 1.

IA-32 x86-64 x32

Integer registers (unrestricted) 8 (6) 16 (15) 16 (15)
FP registers 8 16 16
Pointer size 4 bytes 8 bytes 4 bytes
64-bit registers No Yes Yes
Floating point x87 SSE SSE
Calling convention Memory Registers Registers
PIC prologue Call/mov/ret None None
Addressable memory (user space, 
64-bit kernel)

4 GB 128 TB 4 GB

Table 1: ABI Comparison
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)

x32 Kernel Implementation
The x86-64 Linux kernel supports IA-32 binaries via a 32-bit compatibility 
layer, which translates 32-bit IA-32 system calls to a 64-bit kernel interface. We 
modified the x86-64 Linux kernel v3.0 to add x32 support by treating an x32 
program as a 32-bit program. The kernel limits x32 programs to 32-bit address 
space similar to IA-32 programs. The kernel uses the 64-bit processor context 
and the same system call mechanism as x86-64 programs, using the SYSCALL 
instruction, to implement system calls. 

Since only 32-bit/64-bit integers or pointers in integer registers can be returned 
from x86-64 and x32 kernel interfaces, the return value from the x86-64 kernel 
interface can be used directly in x32 programs. All x86-64 and x32 kernel 
interface parameters are passed in integer registers. Only 32-bit/64-bit integers 
and pointers can be passed to kernel. Since pointers passed from x32 programs 

“This new x32 ABI doesn’t require any 
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show up in integer registers with zero in the upper 32 bits, parameters from 
x32 programs can be used in an x86-64 kernel interface directly. All of the 
above allow most of the x86-64 kernel interfaces to be used for x32 programs 
without modifications.

Since x32 programs run on the x86-64 kernel, they inherit many of its 
advantages. For example, the x86-64 kernel uses the 64-bit integers for  
time-related bookkeeping, including tracking of seconds since January 1, 1970. 
This avoids the 32-bit integer overflow in the year 2038.

We use a 32-bit compatibility system call interface for some x32 kernel system 
calls:

 • When array of pointers are passed as function parameters, x32 and x86-64 
have different pointer sizes.

 • For signal handling in x32, we use the x86-64 processor context with the 
sizes of pointers being 32 bits.

 • For structures as function parameters with indirect pointer references or 
fields with integer long type.

Out of over 300 system calls, only 28 need implementation that differs from 
the standard x86-64 ABI. These are system calls that use pointers or integer 
“long” type fields in memory. These required new slots in the 64-bit system call 
table, but most are simply implemented by invoking the existing compatibility 
functions already present for IA-32 compatibility. Six completely new system 
calls related to signal handling had to be created, due to the combination of 
32-bit pointer fields and an x86-64 CPU context.

The system call number is a 32-bit integer that is used as an index into the 
x86-64 system call table. Bit 30 in the system call number is used to indicate 
a system call coming from an x32 program and, hence, that 64-bit integers 
are used for time-related bookkeeping while pointers are 32 bits in size. This 
information is used by the x86-64 kernel to properly service requests from  
x32 programs. 

The prototype x86-64 Linux kernel with x32 enabled has:

 • A complete system call kernel interface implementation.

 • Virtual dynamic shared object (vDSO), which is a small user-space shared 
object residing in the Linux kernel to provide very fast implementation of 
time-related kernel function interfaces. 

 • A core dump mechanism to provide postmortem debug support.

 • A native 64-bit file system calls to address files larger than 2 GB.

 • 64-bit time_t to keep track of seconds from January 1, 1970 to overcome 
the 32-bit integer overflow in the year 2038.

“Since x32 programs run on the  
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Optimization Examples
Compared with IA-32, x32 code is often shorter and faster. This can be seen in 
the following examples.

Example 1
In position-independent code (PIC), shared variables cannot be accessed by 
their address directly, because the code is shared between different processes 
and the address of the variable can be different in each process. Instead, there 
is an extra level of indirection as addresses of shared variables are accessed 
through a global offset table (GOT) and the GOT is accessed through the 
instruction pointer, for example:

extern int x, y, z;
void foo () {  z = x * y; }

IA-32 code:
        call    __i686.get_pc_thunk.cx
        addl     $_GLOBAL_OFFSET_TABLE_, %ecx // add global offset table 

(GOT) relocation
        movl    y@GOT(%ecx), %eax // load addresses of x,y from GOT
        movl    x@GOT(%ecx), %edx 
        movl    (%eax), %eax 
        imull    (%edx), %eax // multiply x*y
        movl    z@GOT(%ecx), %edx // load address of z from GOT
        movl    %eax, (%edx) // store result in z
        ret
__i686.get_pc_thunk.cx:
        movl     (%esp), %ecx // return address = address of instruction after call 

goes in ecx
        ret

x32 generates:
        movl    x@GOTPCREL(%rip), %edx // rip is the instruction pointer
        movl    y@GOTPCREL(%rip), %eax 
        movl    (%rax), %rax // load y
        imull    (%rdx), %rax // multiply by x
        movl    z@GOTPCREL(%rip), %edx 
        movl    %rax, (%rdx)
        ret 

Compared with IA-32, x32 uses IP-relative addressing mode to load variables 
x and y. It doesn’t require a function call but reserves one register to retrieve an 
instruction pointer so that addresses of variables x and y can be computed at 
runtime relative to load instructions.
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Example 2
64-bit integer arithmetic is more efficient with x32 because it can use 64-bit 
registers. For

extern long long x, y, z;
void foo () {  z = x * y; }

IA-32 generates:
movl x+4, %edx 
movl y+4, %eax 
imull y, %edx // 32-bit mulitplies
imull x, %eax 
leal (%edx,%eax), %ecx 
movl y, %eax 
mull x
addl %ecx, %edx 
movl %eax, z
movl %edx, z+4
ret
x32 generates:
movq x(%rip), %rax 
imulq y(%rip), %rax // 64-bit mulitply
movq %rax, z(%rip)
ret

One can see that, thanks to native 64-bit integer support, x32 uses only  
3 instructions as compared to 10 instructions for IA-32.

Example 3
Function calls are more efficient in x32 because registers are often used for 
passing parameters whereas in IA-32 parameters are passed through stack 
memory. For

void bar (int x, int y, int z);
void foo (int x, int y, int z) { bar (y, z, x); }

IA-32 generates:
subl    $28, %esp 
movl    32(%esp), %eax 
movl    %eax, 8(%esp) // set up x for bar on stack
movl    40(%esp), %eax 
movl    %eax, 4(%esp) // set up z for bar on stack
movl    36(%esp), %eax 
movl    %eax, (%esp) // set up y for bar on stack
call    bar  // call bar
addl    $28, %esp 
ret
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x32 generates:
subl    $8, %esp 
movl    %edi, %eax 
movl    %esi, %edi 
movl    %edx, %esi 
movl    %eax, %edx 
call    bar // all of bar’s parameters are in registers, no memory movement
addl    $8, %esp 
ret

Example 4
For floating point return values, IA-32 is constrained by the ABI to require the 
return value to be in an x87 register. For

extern double bar;
double foo () { return bar * bar; }

IA-32 generates:
subl    $12, %esp 
movsd   bar, %xmm0  // load bar
mulsd   %xmm0, %xmm0 // multiplication can be done using sse registers and 
instructions
movsd   %xmm0, (%esp)
fldl    (%esp) // the return value has to be loaded in an x87 register by 
convention
addl    $12, %esp 
ret        

x32 generates:
movsd   bar(%rip), %xmm0
mulsd   %xmm0, %xmm0 // the return value has to be in xmm0, so no extra 
load is needed
ret

x32 simply returns the floating point value in a SSE register without passing 
through an x87 register.

As can be seen from the examples, x32 allows for generation of shorter and 
faster code in many common cases.

Implementation
We now describe the work done in two compilers to implement the x32 ABI.

GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) Implementation
GCC is an open source compiler available on a wide variety of platforms. 
GCC also supports the 32-bit programming environment on 64-bit processors 
via the ILP32 model with 32-bit pointers and longs. GCC infrastructure has 
32-bit software pointers and 64-bit hardware pointers. It converts the 32-bit 
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software pointers to 64-bit hardware pointers through sign extension, which 
is the technique used for the n32 ABI on MIPS, or through a special swizzle 
instruction, which is used on HP-UX. x32 is the first such adaptation of this 
ILP32 model on x86-64 platforms. It also uses a new conversion scheme for 
converting 32-bit software to 64-bit hardware pointers, namely, zero extension.

In our implementation, the GCC front-end always uses a 32-bit software 
pointer. Middle-end mostly uses a 32-bit software pointer and converts to a 
64-bit hardware pointer for back-end. Back-end uses a 64-bit hardware pointer 
for code generation. While implementing x32 in GCC, we discovered and 
fixed two major issues:

 • Zero-extending a 32-bit software pointer to a 64-bit hardware pointer 
didn’t always work properly in GCC middle-end. Since some optimization 
passes assume overflow wraps in address computation, the conversion to a 
64-bit hardware address had to be done after those optimizations. 

 • In some places the conversion to a hardware pointer was missed in the x86 
back-end. 

Intel Compiler Implementation
Intel C/C++ and Fortran compilers support multiple variants of System V 
Application Binary Interface ABI for Unix*-like operating systems: for Linux* 
on IA-32, IA64, and Intel 64 architectures, and for QNX* and VxWorks*  
real-time operating systems on IA-32.

As a starting point for the new x32 target, the compiler for x86-64 on Linux 
was chosen. Since the compiler already runs on a wide variety of host/target 
platforms, re-targeting the compiler from x86-64 ABI to x32 was fairly 
straightforward—compile-time and runtime parameters were adapted for the 
new target:

 • The size and alignment of pointer types and all derivatives was reduced 
from 64 bits to 32 bits.

 • The size and alignment of long integer type was also reduced from 64 bits 
to 32 bits.

 • Library routines implemented in assembly were ported to x32 mode.

There are some cases in the x32 ABI that required special attention and affected 
both icc and gcc implementations.

An indirect jump and call instruction can be performed only with an address 
in the register. This increases register pressure compared to x86-64 and we 
needed to suppress the forwarding of address computation into call and jump 
instruction, for example:

leaq (%r11d, %r10d, 1), %rsi
jmp *%rsi
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cannot be transformed to

jmp *(%r11d, %r10d, 1)

because this memory operand to the jmp instruction can only be encoded as a 
64-bit wide operand.

The call instruction always pushes a 64-bit pointer on the stack in x32 mode. 
This affects the addressing of function’s parameters passed on the stack, the 
handling of variable argument lists (varargs), and expansion of low-level 
functions traversing the stack such as __builtin_frame_address and __builtin_
return_address.

Performance
In this section we discuss the performance results obtained through both 
compiler implementations.

To evaluate the new x32 mode we chose two benchmark suites: SPEC 
CPU2000[4] suite and EEMBC[5] microprocessor suite version 1.1 and version 2.0.

SPEC CPU 2000 contains 26 applications. The problems solved by the 
applications from this suite are small compared to the SPEC CPU2006 suite, 
the latest version of the suite. Benchmarking SPEC CPU2006 is targeted 
for the future. Nonetheless, SPEC CPU 2000, because of its small data sets, 
reflects the performance of the memory-limited applications in the embedded 
domain where CPU2006 data sets would be considered large.

The EEMBC suite consists of many small applications and computational 
kernels frequently used in applications for embedded hardware. We used 5 sub-
suites of EEMBC version 1.1: networking, office, consumer, automotive, and 
telecom sub-suites; and 2 sub-suites of EEMBC version 2.0: networking and 
consumer. All benchmarks EEMBC 2.0 aside from the consumer benchmarks 
are computational kernels from the domains of signal, image, and network 
packet processing. Consumer benchmarks are a set of applications performing 
audio, video coding/decoding, and data encryption/decryption.

All performance runs were done on systems with Intel® Core™ i7-2600 
processors at 3.4 GHz and with 8 MB cache. Both platforms used gcc 4.7.0 
libraries. However, there were some differences primarily due to engineers 
using systems that were available for their experiments. The icc experiments 
were done on a system with 16 GB DDR3 1057 MHz RAM and the OS 
was Fedora 14, while the gcc experiments were done on a system with 8 GB 
DDR3 1333 MHz RAM and the OS was Fedora 15. We do not believe these 
differences affected the results below in any significant way.

The performance of the gcc/icc implementation on the set of specint2000 
and specfp2000 programs at the option level of “-O2” is shown in the graphs 
below. Two values are plotted for each benchmark; the performance of the  
IA-32 and x86-64 programs as compared to the x32 versions of the benchmark. 
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As can be seen from the chart in Figure 1, x32 improves performance over  
IA-32/x86-64 with both gcc/icc except for specfp2000, where there is a slowdown 
with the gcc x32 implementation when compared with x86-64. As can be seen 
from Figure 2 through Figure 5, performance over individual benchmarks  
can vary, ranging from 210 to 130 percent. In general, the gains of x32 with 
respect to IA-32/x86-64 with icc are greater than the improvements with gcc. 
Additionally, in Figure 6, we show the results on the EEMBC suite with icc, 
where the improvement ranges from 1 to 20 percent except for the networking 
suite on x86-64. We discuss the causes of these results in the next section.

“In general, the gains of x32 with 

respect to IA-32/x86-64 with icc are 

greater than the improvements with 

gcc.”

Figure 1: Summary of specint/fp performance with icc/gcc*
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)
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Figure 2: Specint2000 performance with gcc*
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)
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Figure 3: Specfp2000 performance with icc*
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)
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Figure 4: Specfp2000 performance with gcc*
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)
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Figure 5: Specfp2000 performance with icc*
(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)
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Performance Issues
Performance analysis was done on many individual benchmarks and in this 
section we highlight some of the more important reasons for the slowdown 
observed in some of the x32 programs.

In the icc implementation no degradations in comparison with x86-64 
and IA-32 results were observed in SPEC CPU2000 suite and there were a 
few degradations in EEMBC suite in our initial measurements. All of the 
degradations in EEMBC were investigated.

One of the reasons of performance difference was code and data alignment 
variability. We performed additional experiments by aligning the code (with 
nops) and data in the intermediate assembler files to confirm this hypothesis. 
We addressed this issuing by using the internal heap manager in the network 
sub-suite of EEMBC version 1.1. This heap manager pre-allocates a big aligned 
piece of memory and then distributes chunks from it. We also noticed that the 
loop unrolling heuristic needs tuning because some loops in video codecs were 
fully unrolled in x32 mode leading to worse performance. Some of these issues 
are artifacts of the current immaturity of the x32 compiler implementation, 
especially when ensuring that existing optimizations continue to work as 
expected in the context of x32. 

Figure 6: eemBC performance with icc1

(Source: Intel Corporation, 2011)
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1 Software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance 
only on Intel microprocessors. Performance tests, such as SPEC CPU2000 suite and EEMBC 
microprocessor suite version 1.1 and version 2.0, are measured using specific computer systems, 
components, software, operations and functions. Any change to any of those factors may cause 
the results to vary. You should consult other information and performance tests to assist you in 
fully evaluating your contemplated purchases, including the performance of that product when 
combined with other products. 

Configurations:  Systems with Intel® Core™ i7-2600 processors at 3.4 GHz and with 8 MB cache; 
gcc 4.7.0 libraries; some differences primarily due to available systems; icc experiments performed 
with 16 GB DDR3 1057 MHz RAM and Fedora 14 OS; gcc experiments performed with 8GB 
DDR3 1333 MHz RAM and Fedora 15; tests performed by Intel engineers. 

For more details go to http://www.intel.com/performance.
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One major issue in the gcc implementation is that the x86 backend uses 
the LEA instruction to zero-extend 32-bit pointers to 64 bits for memory 
operands causing instruction growth as well as hindrance to other compiler 
optimizations. This can be addressed in two ways:

1. Use the 0x67 address-size prefix to use 32-bit register directly for memory 
operand; this is the implementation chosen by icc. This requires changes in 
GCC middle-end as well as x86 backend.

2. Change x32 implementation to use 32-bit hardware pointers. Pointer 
conversion can be avoided so that unnecessary LEA won’t be generated. But 
call, push, and pop instructions have to be handled differently, since they 
only work on 64-bit pointers.

There are also some intrinsic problems with the x32 implementation. Using 
the 0x67 prefix to override address size (or the addition of extra instructions) 
can impact performance in some processors and in some programs this 
performance loss can overcome any gains due to using smaller pointers. We 
suspect this to be the cause of the degradation/poor gains of specfp2000 
compared to x86-64 in gcc/icc.

Although the x32 ports of gcc and icc are functionally complete, as can be 
seen by the successful results on SPEC CPU 2000 and EEMBC, further 
optimization can still be pursued to realize the full performance potential 
of x32 in both implementations. Future work is intended to address the 
performance issues in both the gcc and icc compilers.

Conclusion 
Many programs in the embedded world require only 4 GB of virtual 
memory. In this article we have defined a new ABI, the x32 ABI, that allows 
such programs to benefit from Intel 64 processor architecture features 
while retaining a pointer size of 32 bits allows a small memory footprint. 
We described the implementation of the x32 ABI in two compilers, the 
Intel compiler and gcc. Both implementations show a performance gain of 
approximately 5 to 10 percent on a broad range of programs in the spec2000 
and EEMBC suites. With the x32 ABI, a performance benefit can be 
demonstrated with the same hardware by performing a change in software 
conventions.   
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Software is increasingly complex. Time-to-market and product quality 
demands continue to create pressure on developers to perform at very high 
levels. Software engineers require improved tools to complete projects. 

Code execution trace is one of the most powerful problem-solving tools 
available in the software development domain. Problems are often solved much 
more quickly using trace. All currently shipping Intel processors today offer 
one or more features to enable code execution trace, while some Intel devices 
offer tracing of events beyond code execution.

Tracing leaves a history of events that developers can search and analyze, 
gaining valuable visibility into system behavior and performance.

Introduction
Many developers use JTAG-based debug tools to bring up hardware and create 
low-level code. When an operating system eventually boots, software engineers 
typically use native tools running on the operating system. This scenario 
works well for many, but a hardware-assisted debugger has the benefit of being 
nonintrusive and usually not dependent on software resources running on 
target. Developers can debug code in real-time operation, and if the processor 
“hangs,” target control and visibility can still be obtained. 

All Intel processors have a hardware-assisted interface for debug, implemented 
on typical Intel CRBs as the eXtended Debug Port (XDP). This port allows 
in-target probes (ITPs) to interface with the processor(s) to run and stop the 
processor, as well as examine and deposit memory and register values. 

In addition to the debugging functions that are very familiar to developers, 
various Intel on-chip and platform resources render useful code execution and 
event trace. These features are documented in detail in the Intel Architecture 
Software Development Manual[1]. The resources are the following:

 • Last Branch Record (LBR) flag in the DebugCtlMSR and corresponding 
LastBranchToIP and LastBranchFromIP MSRs as well as LastExceptionToIP 
and LastExceptionFromIP MSRs.

 • Branch Trace Store (BTS) using either cache-as-RAM or system DRAM.

 • Architecture Event Trace (AET) captured off the XDP port and stored 
externally in a connected In-Target Probe.

“execution trace is one of the most 

powerful problem-solving tools 

available in the software development 

domain.”

Craig Pedersen
Arium

Jeff Acampora
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On-Chip Tracing Resources
Tracing resources provide the functionality to view code and processor events. 
This visibility can prove essential in a complex running environment when 
millions of instructions are being executed every second, along with many 
target hardware events. Intel’s tracing resources enable engineers to look back 
in time and see exactly what the system did. Having the ability to capture past 
events provides keen insight into system behavior. Additionally, software bugs 
can often be captured in trace, which can then be analyzed. 

LBR trace can be used to capture code execution from target reset. Since 
discontinuities in code execution are stored in these MSRs, debuggers 
can reconstruct executed code by reading the “To” and “From” addresses, 
access memory between the specific locations, and disassemble the code. 
The disassembly is usually displayed in a trace GUI in the debugger 
interface. While tracing can start at reset and does not impede any real-time 
performance, the effective trace display is very shallow and typically may 
only show hundreds of instructions. This may be useful for seeing what code 
was executed before an SMI or other exception if a breakpoint is set on the 
interrupt.

More recorded execution time is needed for many applications. BTS provides 
a means of capturing many more “To” and “From” events by utilizing either 
cache-as-RAM (CAR) or system DRAM. Code execution is derived and 
displayed by reading either of these two memory stores and “decompressing” 
the BTS events (very similar to the LBR algorithm described above). The trace 
window typically displays assembly and high-level languages like C/C++. CAR 
for BTS trace is used before DRAM is available. 

Deeper trace memory (more time!) can be used when DRAM is available. The 
limit of the time recorded is directly related to how much memory is available 
on the target. Entire Linux boots have been captured and analyzed. BTS will 
definitely impede system performance. CAR is much faster than DRAM, but 
still has significant overhead. Tests have shown that the overhead of BTS can be 
anywhere from 20 percent to 100 percent, depending on RAM access time and 
the number of branches taken in the code stream.

Automatic CAR and DRAM BTS tracing support for hardware-assisted 
debuggers is currently in the EFI Developer Kit II (EDK II). This support sets 
up a portion of CAR as a BTS trace store immediately after CAR is available. 
When DRAM is available, BTS events are recorded in DRAM without the 
debugger user’s intervention. This support provides UEFI code trace visibility 
seamlessly shortly after target reset. This feature is also expected to be in the 
Intel® Boot Loader Developer Kit (Intel BLDK) in the near future.

Architectural Event Trace (AET) is another resource where developers can 
capture execution history for even more system visibility. Not only can AET 
capture execution history, it can also capture events such as interrupts or I/O 
accesses. Also, AET events are stored off target into the memory of a connected 

“Intel’s tracing resources enable 

engineers to look back in time.”
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ITP, which allows the user to analyze the trace data if the target is otherwise 
unavailable (for example, a reset or power cycle). AET can have a significant 
effect on system performance, which can be several orders of magnitude greater 
than BTS if all events are captured. Fortunately, you can selectively pick and 
choose among the events to be captured. This has the benefit of reducing the 
performance overhead of AET, while also increasing the amount of time that 
can be captured. In addition, you can collect both BTS in RAM and AET 
events in the ITP. This takes advantage of the speed of BTS with the event 
selection of AET. The ITP debugger can then correlate the two streams using 
time-stamp information in the data stream.

AET is currently only available on client and server type processors and is 
not available on Intel® Atom™. Also, it requires special ITP hardware that can 
collect and store the event data as it comes across the XDP bus.

Using Trace as a Diagnostic Tool
Most software bugs are fairly straightforward to diagnose by using traditional 
features available in a hardware-assisted debugger. With hardware-assist, you 
can set a variety of breakpoint types, display register values, and examine the 
entire memory space, all with full symbolic information correlated to the 
underlying source code. In addition, the debugger can use the stack frame 
to trace backwards through the code to see the execution history and calling 
arguments from parent functions. However, this information only pertains 
to the currently executing thread (see Figure 1). Not all software bugs are this 
straightforward, and finding them usually follows the 80/20 rule. In other 
words, you spend 80 percent of your debug time on 20 percent of the bugs. 
These bugs are typically the ones that happen in one context, but are detected 
in another, with an indeterminate amount of time between the two events. 
For example, say an interrupt routine corrupts memory that just happens 

“Not all software bugs are this 

straightforward, and finding them 

usually follows the 80/20 rule.”

“These bugs are typically the ones that 

happen in one context, but are detected 

in another.”

Figure 1: straightforward software Bug
(source: Arium, 2011)
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Debugging the type of problem in Figure 2 is where capturing trace can show 
its real benefit. Regardless of what type of trace you have available (LBR, BTS, 
or AET), the debugger can easily correlate the execution history against the 
source code. In the example above, you would see that an interrupt routine 
executed in the middle of the function.

Let’s look at a couple of specific problem areas and show how trace can assist in 
attacking these problems.

Trace Example: Interrupt Behavior
Let’s say you were developing a driver for an Ethernet device and wanted 
to understand the nature and timing of the interrupts. From the device’s 
databook, you should be able to calculate the interrupt frequency on both the 
receive (RX) and transmit (TX) sides, based on the CPU clock rate and the 
data rate of the interface. Using this information, you would then formulate 
the design requirements and parameters of your device driver. Once the driver 
is completed, you start testing and fix the bugs as they arise. The problem, 
though, is that interrupt patterns are not deterministic. Not only are you 
dependant on the behavior of device on the other end of the transmission line, 
there are other interrupts occurring in your system as well (USB, timers, disk, 
and so on). It may appear that you have a working device driver, only to find a 
major bug once the system has been released to the field.

to be in the stack area of an unrelated thread. That thread may do a bounds 
check on an array index (see Figure 2), only to have the value of that index be 
corrupted before it is referenced. Using traditional debug techniques, it’s next 
to impossible to see where the corruption occurs because it has nothing to do 
with the current context. The actual cause of the bug could happen millions of 
instructions earlier in some totally unrelated piece of code. These are the types 
of bugs where trace can provide the most benefit.

“The actual cause of the bug could 

happen millions of instructions earlier 

in some totally unrelated piece of code.”

Figure 2: Complex software Bug
(source: Arium, 2011) 
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Trace is a very useful tool in analyzing these types of issues, primarily because 
it’s empirical. Not only does it prove (or disprove) any timing assumptions 
that were made from the device’s databook, it can also show anomalies in chip 
behavior. First of all, BTS could be used to take certain measurements. For 
example, you can capture and count the exact number of instructions in an 
ISR routine. Also, you could measure the timing from when a data packet was 
sent until the “transmit complete” interrupt is received. Next, you might want 
to analyze the interrupt behavior and patterns of the system in a variety of 
use cases (simultaneous USB and Ethernet activity, for example). In this case, 
though, BTS would probably not be the tool of choice. BTS is good for short 
periods of time, but would probably capture only a small number of interrupt 
occurrences. AET would be a better choice because it can selectively record only 
the interrupt events and not fill up its buffer with unnecessary branch history. 
Depending on the amount of memory available in the ITP, you could record 
interrupt history over several seconds and probably minutes. That doesn’t mean 
that this type of analysis will necessarily find bugs in the device driver, but it 
gives a picture of the system behavior that would otherwise be unavailable. At 
the very least, it either confirms or refutes the expected behavior.

Trace Example: Linux System Debugging
Let’s take a look at some of the issues associated with debugging embedded 
Linux. On a workstation, the debug tools typically run natively (that is, they 
execute on the same host that you’re debugging). However, this is not usually 
the case with embedded Linux. While you may have a debug agent (or server) 
running on the target, the user interface (UI) runs on a host workstation 
and is connected to the embedded target in some fashion (typically, Ethernet 
or JTAG). This is referred to as cross-debugging. Historically, debugging 
embedded Linux has been a two-pronged approach with different tools used 
to debug the user space and the kernel space. The GNU Debugger (GDB) is 
the predominant tool used to debug the user space. It has a server (gdbserver) 
that runs on the target and a host program (gdbclient) that is the user interface. 
GDB works well for process-level or thread-level debugging as long as the 
operating system is well-behaved and you have a reliable Ethernet connection. 
With kernel debugging, there are GNU Kernel debug facilities available (KDB 
and KGDB, for example), but they can be problematic in a cross-connected 
environment. More significantly though, they rely on software. For these 
tools to work properly, you need to have a stable kernel and a stable Ethernet 
or serial connection. Obviously, this can be an issue because you probably 
wouldn’t be debugging at the kernel level if everything were working properly. 
Hardware-assisted tools that don’t rely on any special software running on the 
target provide access to the LBR/BTS/AET tracing data required to find the 
most difficult bugs.

Let’s take a look at a problem where a Linux device driver corrupts memory. In 
this example, we have a device driver called chat that exchanges data between 
two Linux processes. While testing out the driver, the Kernel crashed with the 
following error displayed on the serial console: “BUG: unable to handle kernel 
NULL pointer dereference”. After searching through the Linux source code, the 
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error string is found at line 400 in the module fault.c (see Figure 3). Next, we set 
a breakpoint at that line and rerun the test. The break point is hit, but still no 
clues are provided because the root cause of the problem happened in a different 
context. The debugger cannot walk back on the call stack because of the context 
switch. This is where BTS can provide significant value. Since it’s assumed 
that the problem is related to the chat driver, you can simply search backwards 
through the trace data for the text chat to find the last location of where the 
driver was executed. In looking at Figure 3, you’ll see the breakpoint in the 
fault module in the top pane of the debugger GUI. This is where the CPU is 
currently stopped. In the middle pane, you have the trace data with the assembly 
instructions and interspersed C code. In that pane, you’ll see that the last 
reference to chat was 921 branches and approximately 20,000 instructions prior 
to the current program counter. The bottom pane contains the C source code 
correlated against the trace data. This window tracks directly with the cursor 
location in the trace data. In this pane, you’ll see the area of the device driver 
that last executed before the exception. Note that in the buffer overrun condition 
at line 153 in the chat driver, the developer mistakenly used one equal sign (=) 
instead of two (==). This resulted in a null pointer being assigned to a location 
that was used as the destination address in memset. Effectively, this wiped out 
memory starting at location zero and caused an exception in the Kernel.

“last reference to chat was 921 

branches and approximately 20,000 

instructions prior to the current 

program counter.”

Figure 3:  Memory Corruption Example
(source: Arium, 2011)
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Summary
Intel trace resources such as LBR, BTS, and AET, can be used on many Intel 
processors in conjunction with ITP debuggers. In addition, automatic CAR 
and DRAM BTS tracing support for hardware-assisted debuggers is currently 
in the EFI Developer Kit II (EDK II). The advantages and disadvantages of 
each method of trace collection are as follows:

 • LBR has no overhead, but is very shallow (4–16 branch locations, 
depending on the CPU). Trace data is available immediately out of reset.

 • BTS is much deeper, but has an impact on CPU performance and requires 
on-board RAM. Trace data is available as soon as CAR is initialized.

 • AET requires special ITP hardware and is not available on all CPU 
architectures. It has the advantage of storing the trace data off board.

Engineers involved with BIOS/UEFI, device driver, boot loader, and OS 
porting projects all can benefit by using hardware-assisted debug tools. 
Intermittent failures, system hangs, and early firmware development are classic 
use cases illustrating the need for an interface like Intel’s XDP. Advanced trace 
features wield a powerful tool for engineers to find bugs quickly and develop 
higher quality code. 
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Migrating embedded software to Intel® architecture always requires an 
evaluation of code compatibility and dependencies between the existing code 
base and the Intel platform. The engineering team will need to assess the 
requirements and effort of the transition. Particularly in cases where the code 
base is a large, complex, legacy system—or a system hardcoded for big-endian 
memory—it is critical to understand the scope and eliminate the risk of the 
migration. 

This article describes how C/C++ source code analysis can help with 
architecture migrations. I explain how one tool in particular, Klocwork Insight, 
can be used to assess the risk and effort required for a given migration, as well 
as how its automated checkers identify and provide solutions for platform 
compatibility, endian issues, and other issues that may prevent the system from 
functioning as expected on the new platform. Single-to-multi-core processor 
migration challenges are also examined.

Introduction
2011 Evans Data Corporation research found that the majority of embedded 
systems developers in North America and the Asia-Pacific regions are planning 
to migrate to different hardware architecture, and Intel hardware is their 
primary target. Before undertaking such a project, development teams must 
plan well to mitigate risks such as cost and time overruns or breaches in 
software quality and security on the new platform.

The level of investment must also be ascertained in consideration of the 
minimum acceptance criteria for release. Many factors will contribute to these 
decisions, including the size and complexity of the code base, whether it was 
initially designed for portability, what migration knowledge exists on staff, 
whether the code base was written for a 32-bit or 64-bit architecture, and 
whether it is being ported from a single-core to multi-core architecture.

For code bases that were not initially designed for cross-platform compatibility, 
compile and runtime issues will arise during porting, and traditional C/C++ 
compilers do not detect many of the anomalies. For systems hard-coded for 
big-endian architecture (such as PowerPC*, SPARC*, PA-RISC*, MIPS* and 
others), porting to a little-endian architecture like IA-32 or the 64-bit Intel® 
Itanium® architecture will require additional coding and code fixes to ensure 
accurate mapping of endian values between architectures. And, when porting 
from 32-bit to 64-bit processing architectures, pointer issues must be identified 
and resolved.
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To address these challenges, Intel collaborated with Klocwork* on the design of 
porting checkers that can be turned on in the Klocwork Insight SCA tool. This 
static analysis software also automates endian analysis, can be used to obtain 
an accurate scope of the risk and investment for migration projects to Intel 
cores, and can significantly reduce the complexity of migration to multi-core 
architectures.

A fortunate byproduct of the SCA is that, once the found porting issues are 
addressed, the code will be compiler- and architecture-neutral, making future 
migration much simpler.

Source Code Analysis Today
Source code analysis is a method for automating code inspection that detects 
and identifies structural deficiencies such as incorrect pointer usage, overflows, 
and leaks that can cause field failures. This is particularly useful in larger 
development projects and migration projects, where much (or all) of the code 
is written before a suitably integrated system is available to execute on the 
target device. 

The use of static analysis has grown especially in embedded markets such as 
military, avionics and defense systems, networking and telecom equipment, 
and other safety critical software such as medical devices, computer hardware, 
and electronics. These segments are under constant pressure to deliver 
functionality and real-time reliability, with no margin for error, all while 
minimizing costs.

Static analysis tools can identify many hundreds of coding problems. These 
include: 

 • Common vulnerabilities such as buffer overflows, uninitialized data, use of 
dangling pointers, injection flaws, and known insecure APIs and libraries.

 • Secure coding guidelines such as CWE, CERT, DISA and OWASP, as well 
as any custom checks or guidelines that would be unique to a code base.

 • Reliability-related concerns such as memory leaks, memory allocation, and 
resource management.

 • Long-term maintainability concerns such as architectural violations, dead 
code, unused local variables, and other coding style best practices.

 • Compatibility issues that are likely to arise during software migration, such 
as size and structure incompatibilities, endian nonalignment, problematic 
compiler abstractions, and more (the focus of this paper).

It is important to note that static analysis only identifies specific coding 
problems. The development team decides whether those problems need to 
be addressed, a decision that depends on established minimum criteria for 
acceptance and the costs/benefits associated with the repairs. 
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The most powerful SCA tools complement other software verification tools 
by delivering sophisticated analysis directly to developers, allowing them 
to identify and remediate coding vulnerabilities as they are developing the 
software. Using this approach, fewer coding vulnerabilities make it into the 
code stream, leading to more secure code, greater efficiencies, and more 
effective peer code reviews and QA security testing.

Architecture Migration
Every migration involves unique technical challenges. This section provides 
an overview of the architecture migration process followed by an overview of 
architecture migration coding considerations.

Process Overview
The best approach begins with an evaluation and review of case studies and 
design guides. Intel works in conjunction with third-party vendors such as 
Klocwork to simplify migration.

Intel recommends these steps be taken to migrate an existing software code 
base to Intel hardware:

 • Step 1: Port code to the target operating system

 • Step 2: Execute code correctly on one Intel architecture core

 • Step 3: Optimize code for performance on one Intel architecture core

 • Step 4: Apply multi-core software design updates

• Step 5: Optimize the software design for multi-core Intel architecture 
performance

Project Scoping: System Level
To assess the scope of work and potential risks involved with an architecture 
migration, the Klocwork SCA tool is run first at the integration-build stage. 
Here, the code is compiled in order to generate a series of project-wide reports 
that will help the team assess the porting effort. One such report is shown in 
Figure 1 below. It simulates all possible execution paths through the code base, 
mapping out the flow of logic on those paths coupled with how and where data 
objects are created, used, and destroyed.

Once the projection of code paths and the mapping of data objects are 
available, specific checkers can identify anomalous conditions that either will 
or could potentially cause exploitable vulnerabilities, execution failure, or data 
corruption at runtime. Reports support developers and architects to gauge the 
work effort that will be required to resolve incompatibilities. 

Compatibility Checking
To fulfill the Step 2 requirement—correct code execution on the Intel 
platform—Klocwork porting checkers, as specified by Intel, identify 
architecture and compiler dependencies in the code base. For example, the 
use of bit-fields within a structure, custom byte swap macros and many other 
potential issues are analyzed and brought to light.

“Fewer coding vulnerabilities make it 

into the code stream, leading to more 

secure code, greater efficiencies, and 

more effective peer code reviews and 

QA security testing.”

“Every migration involves unique 

technical challenges.”
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The analysis also provides a variety of endian incompatibility checks. These 
identify instances in which multibyte values are not properly converted when 
they are either sent to or received by a network or host.

During migration the tool can also be used at both build and developer 
desktop levels to check new and revised code on the Intel architecture. 
Through integration with developers’ IDEs, it provides live analysis as the 
engineering team works through resolving the compatibility issues.

Porting and Optimization 
In addition to identifying compatibility issues, the tool also helps to identify 
areas where the code can be optimized for improved performance on the 
Intel architecture. For example, it is helpful for programmers to know where 
the use of memory layout directives has been applied to data structures. 
Given this information, developers can plan a more optimal approach to the 
new platform, as the overall size and value of fields in the structure can vary 
depending on the target platform or compiler. Likewise, compiler switches on 
the command line can be analyzed to ensure that code is being transformed 
appropriately for the Intel target environment. 

For developers who use IDEs, the tool can be integrated with the IDE of 
choice to provide live analysis as the engineering team works through resolving 
these and other compatibility issues.

“In addition to identifying 

compatibility issues, the tool also helps 

to identify areas where the code can be 

optimized for improved performance.”

Figure 1: A Klocwork report showing the distribution of potential 
incompatibilities between code and platform
(Source: Klocwork Inc., 2011)
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Overview of Coding Considerations
Porting a code base to a new architecture can be as straightforward as 
recompiling the code or much more complex if the code was originally 
designed to run on a specific architecture. A number of mismatches and 
incompatibilities between architectures may occur. For example, when 
migrating from an ARM to Intel architecture, differences between the size and 
alignment of the code structure will require adjustments to be made on the 
new architecture. Although ARM compilers can make an architecture work 
with packed structures, issues arise if there are pointers to data that may not be 
aligned (source: ARM Technical Support). 

Signed versus unsigned character data is another issue that can catch even 
seasoned developers. The signed nature of character data in the original code 
was left up to the individual compiler/platform implementation to define, 
rather than being specified in the language. Over time, this has led to differing 
prevailing usages. For example, GCC, the GNU C compiler, allows the signed 
nature to be specified on the command line (provided that the programmer 
remembers to do so).

In general, compilers that target Intel architecture define the char data type as 
a signed type and they set CHAR_MIN and CHAR_MAX as negative and 
positive values, respectively. Other architectures such as ARM, however, define 
the char data type as unsigned, setting CHAR_MIN and CHAR_MAX both 
within the positive range.

How Source Code Analysis Helps: Identification of 
Porting Issues and Suspicious Code
In collaboration with Intel, Klocwork developed nearly two dozen porting 
checkers to detect instances in which a code base may rely on specific 
implementation details within particular compilers. This section outlines 
how the tool identifies, analyzes, and proposes solutions for various types of 
incompatibilities. Note that the tool deals with C/C++ and Java only.

Compiler-Specific Porting Checkers
The following checkers detect a variety of compiler-specific implementation 
issues that can lead to unexpected runtime behavior when code is transformed 
by different tool chains.

Data Types 
Data-type checkers look for instances in which the compiler has not explicitly 
assigned or defined data. The char data type is one example. C/C++ compilers 
allow the code writer to sign—or not sign—this type, creating ambiguities 
that are problematic when migrating the code. Below is an example of code 

“Signed versus unsigned character data 

is another issue that can catch even 

seasoned developers.”

“The char data type is one example. 

C/C++ compilers allow the code 

writer to sign—or not sign—this 

type, creating ambiguities that are 

problematic when migrating the code.”
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that a Klocwork data-type checker has identified as unsigned and therefore 
problematic for porting:

int has_utf8_byte_order_mark(char *s) {
  // PORTING.UNSIGNEDCHAR.OVERFLOW.FALSE 
  return s[0] == 0xEF && s[1] == 0xBB && s[2] == 0xBF;    
}

int main() {
  char *s = “\xEF\xBB\xBFHello, World!\n”;
  if (has_utf8_byte_order_mark(s)) {
    printf(“unicode\n”);
  } else {
    printf(“not unicode\n”);
  }
  return 0;
}
Code 1: Unsigned Data Type
Source: Klocwork, 2011 

This code would only detect UTF-8 byte order mark when char is unsigned. 
Klocwork includes four checkers for both unsigned and signed char instances. 
The Klocwork tool also provides potential solutions to each default or issue 
that it detects. In this case, the tools suggests two fixes: using char literals or 
unsigned char. Figure 2 shows the Klocwork tool as it appears when integrated 
into an IDE. Klocwork issues are reported at the bottom of the screen and are 
automatically updated as fixes are coded in.

Figure 2: Klocwork error identification and solution recommendation within a developer’s IdE
(Source: Klocwork, 2011)
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Other examples of cues about potential data-type issues that Klocwork checks 
for include:

 • Syntax Shortcuts. These can have significant operational impact when 
porting between compilers for example where assignment is made as part 
of a function call’s parameter list, the assignment is not always guaranteed 
to occur before the function is made. This leads to different results between 
compilers.

 • Macro Values. Compilers often preset certain values. However, the limits 
provided by one compiler may be different—and even different bit 
widths—from another. This can potentially cause stack overflows, numeric 
over-/underflows, operational runtime budget exhaustion, and many other 
such problems when migrated.

 • Unions. Klocwork points out unions occurring within bounding structures 
or other unions for informational purposes. The layout of embedded 
unions can vary depending on the compiler, and if these data structures 
are persisted or transmitted, the ported code will need to be bit-wise 
conformant with the original representation. Information about unions 
helps to identify where additional developer attention may be required 
during porting. 

 • Storage Structure. This checker points out situations in which the use 
of various memory layout directives are applied to data structures. This 
information helps programmers plan their approach to the new platform 
appropriately. Depending on the target platform or compiler, the overall 
size and value of the fields in the structure can vary, and the byte position of 
elements in the structure depends on alignment and packing attributes.

 • Bool Structure. Also provided for information and planning purposes, this 
checker points out situations in which data structures contain members of 
the Boolean (bool) data type. Different compilers may represent bool as any 
integral layout, so the overall layout in the structure could be offset when 
ported to a new compiler.

Pointer Casts
C/C++ code relies on pointers—variables that contain memory addresses. 
Code written for the data model of one particular architecture may not adhere 
to the data model of the new architecture. In such a case, implicit assumptions 
made throughout the code may become invalid on a new architecture. Porting 
between 32-bit and 64-bit data models is a common example. The new data 
model typically leaves int at 32 bits but uses long as a 64-bit value, thereby 
breaking any equality in data type size that was assumed under the 32-bit data 
model.

Following shows an example of this type of issue:

void foo(long* pl)
{
  int i, *pi;

“Information about unions helps to 

identify where additional developer 

attention may be required during 

porting.”

“Code written for the data model of 

one particular architecture may not 

adhere to the data model of the new 

architecture.”
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    i = 32;
    pi = &i;
    *pl = *(long*)pi;   // PORTING.CAST.PTR.SIZE
}
Code 2: Pointer Cast Issue
Source: Klockwork, 2011

The C standard provides no explicit size requirements (except relative 
requirements) for integral types, and so compiler providers are at liberty to 
design int and long (and long long) however they wish as long as they don’t 
break the relative size requirements (long must be at least as large as int, and so 
on). The code shown above will work on a typical 32-bit implementation, but 
will fail on most 64-bit implementations. The Klocwork checker finds these 
issues and provides developers with this solution:

void foo(long* pl)
{
  int i, *pi;

    i = 32;
    pi = &i;
    *pl = 0L | *(int*)pi;
}
Code 3: Pointer Cast Solution—Explicit
Source: Klocwork, 2011

Other pointer cast issues that the Klocwork tool can identify include:

 • Instances where the code includes operations that cast pointers to non-
pointer types or vice versa. For example, on a 32-bit system the size of a 
pointer is 4 and on a 64-bit system it is 8. When a pointer is cast to another 
type, the layout of the data in memory could be lost during subsequent 
processing across systems, ultimately resulting in incorrect values.

 • Situations in which the code base includes type conversion—or type 
casting—to change an entity of one data type into another are flagged for 
investigation. For example: casting between types that are not both pointers 
or both non-pointers; casting between floating point and non-floating 
point data types; and, attempts to cast expressions to a type of potentially 
incompatible size.

Compiler Directives
Every compiler is different, and the C standard leaves many things open to 
developer interpretation and preference. For example, the standard provides 
no concrete requirement for evaluation order, so compilers are free to evaluate 
expressions with side effects in any order that the optimizer finds expedient. 
However, these constructs are difficult to predict when porting and can result 
in unexpected behavior on a different platform. 

The MISRA C 2004 standard, rule 12.2, provides that “volatiles should only 
be accessed in simple assignment statements.” Similarly, the MISRA C++ 2008 

“When a pointer is cast to another 

type, the layout of the data in memory 

could be lost during subsequent 

processing across systems, ultimately 

resulting in incorrect values.”

“Every compiler is different, and 

the C standard leaves many things 

open to developer interpretation and 

preference.”
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standard, rule 5-0-1 provides that “the value of an expression shall be the same 
under any order of evaluation that the standard permits.” In the following code 
example, violations to these standards are detected by the Klocwork tool:

void foo(int m) { printf(“Foo called with %d\n”, m); }
void bar(int m) { printf(“Bar called with %d\b”, m); }

void laab()
{
  int m = 0;
  void (*fp[3])(int);

    fp[0] = foo;
    fp[1] = bar;
    (*fp[++m])(++m);        // PORTING.VAR.EFFECTS
}
Code 4: Ambiguous Call Order Issue
Source: Klocwork, 2011

Depending on the compiler in use, either function foo or bar might get called, 
although probably always with a value of 2 for m. Klocwork also provides a 
suggested solution to remove any ambiguity about which function will be 
called:

void foo(int m) { printf(“Foo called with %d\n”, m); }
void bar(int m) { pritnf(“Bar called with %d\b”, m); }
void laab(int fn)
{
  int m = 0;
  void (*fp[3])(int);
    fp[0] = foo;
    fp[1] = bar;
    (*fp[fn])(++m);
}
Code 5: Solution—Unambiguous Call Order
Source: Klocwork, 2011

The tool identifies a range of other issues with problematic vagaries allowed by 
C/C++ compilers. These include:

 • Boolean Issues. The Boolean data type (bool) is intended to hold the values 
1=True or 0=False; but, as with many other types, it can be forced to rely 
on ANSI typing rules. ANSI rules are flexible and allow bool types to be 
treated as integer types, which can cause problems when porting between 
compilers with differing levels of flexibility. A Klocwork checker enforces a 
one-byte allocation maximum for any Boolean data type.

 • Assignments. The C standard does not define order of evaluation, so using 
a syntax shortcut can have significant operational impact when porting 
between different compilers. A Klocwork checker detects situations where 
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assignment is made as part of a function call’s parameter list. As this 
assignment is not always guaranteed to happen before the function call is 
made, it could result in different results on different platforms.

 • Compiler dependencies. Another checker highlights items that should be 
obvious when moving between platforms, helping to evaluate those parts 
of the build that are dependent on particular switches being passed to the 
compiler. This helps to plan for equivalent switches on the new compiler, 
and/or plan for rewriting those parts of the system where equivalent 
switches may not be available.

 • Align and Pack Pragmas. The Align and Pack checkers point out situations 
in which those pragmas are used. Both can significantly affect the layout of 
data structures in memory if those structures are persisted or transmitted 
in any way. Alignment must be taken into account in the ported code 
when attempting to read these pragmas from storage, for example. This 
information helps programmers plan their approach to the new platform by 
taking into account alignment in the ported code.

Identify Areas where Code Is Not Endian-Neutral
The way multibyte data is formatted for storage in memory is referred to as 
endianness. Big-endian architectures store the most significant byte (MSB) at 
the lowest memory address (3, 2, 1, 0). Little-endian architectures store the 
least significant byte (LSB) in the same location (0, 1, 2, 3). Table 1 identifies 
the endianness of various computer systems:

Platform Endian Architecture

ARM Bi-endian
DEC Alpha Bi-endian
HP PA-RISC 8000 Bi-endian
IBM PowerPC Bi-endian
Intel® architecture Little-endian
Intel® IXP network processors Bi-endian
Intel® Itanium® processor family Bi-endian
Java Virtual Machine Big-endian
MIPS Bi-endian
Motorola 68k Big-endian
Sun SPARC Big-endian
Sun SPARC V9 Bi-endian

Table 1: Endianness of Common Computer Systems
(Source: Break Away with Intel® Atom™ Processors: A Guide to Architecture 
Migration, Intel Press, 2011)

Bi-endian architectures can handle either format with a processor register that 
can be set to the desired endian type. However, even bi-endian processors 
must be configured to run as either little-endian or big-endian—the memory 
architecture is selected in the setup before booting.

“Alignment must be taken into account 

in the ported code when attempting to 

read these pragmas from storage.”

“Even bi-endian processors must be 
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before booting.”
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All binary processors have an endian format and correct data processing relies 
on that format. When code written for big-endian architecture is ported to 
a little-endian system, memory addressing values may become inaccurate. 
Because the network protocol is big-endian, little-endian machines need to 
byte-swap when reading or writing network data. Using the network I/O 
macros will ensure endian-neutral code. An example of this follows.

The 32-bit value 305,419,986 consists of four bytes of data. Its hex equivalent 
is 0x12345678. Table 2 describes this byte order in a socket transmission (not 
as stored in memory).

Endian Order Byte 00 Byte 01 Byte 02 Byte 03

Big-endian 12 (MSB) 34 56 78 (LSB)
Little-endian 78 (LSB) 56 34 12 (MSB)

Table 2: Example of Memory Addressing for big- and little-Endian
(Source: Break Away with Intel® Atom™ Processors: A Guide to Architecture 
Migration, Intel Press, 2011)

In this example, if the processor stored the 32-bit value in big-endian format, a 
little-endian processor would interpret the format as 2,019,902,241. Figure 3 
shows the Klocwork tool at work, identifying an issue where an expression is 
cast to a type of a potentially incompatible size.

Although developers can write instructions for the processor to write data into 
a transmission medium that can be shared, an endian architecture conflict can 
still arise. To avoid these issues, developers need to find every integral type that 
ever hits a transmission vector that could legitimately target another processor 
and ensure that the read/write operation involved transforms the data into or 

“When code written for big-endian 

architecture is ported to a little-endian 

system, memory addressing values may 

become inaccurate.”

Figure 3: Klocwork identification of a casting issue
(Source: Klocwork, 2011)
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from a neutral representation that both sides agree on. In a program of any size 
this is a significant task. 

Klocwork’s endian-specific checkers identify these transmission points, 
enabling programmers to fix the issues on the new platform and bring the code 
base to neutrality. Doing so requires byte swapping, and the SCA tool provides 
sample code fixes for the following endian- and byte-order–related issues.

Bit Fields in a Structure
When bit fields are used to define a data structure in memory, the code 
relies on the underlying endian representation of a particular compiler on a 
particular chip. Moving to a different compiler can modify that layout and 
result in problems when the data structure is projected onto a byte buffer, such 
as for data transmission or persistent storage. The Klocwork checker identifies 
instances when bit fields are used within a structure so that specific variants of 
the data structures can be explicitly laid out for a particular endianness.

In the code example below, the runtime layout of the structure will change 
when shifting between endian architectures: f3 will occur either before or after 
f1, depending on the chip and tool chain.

struct
{
    unsigned short f1 : 4;
    unsigned short f2 : 5;
    unsigned short f3 : 7;
} myPackedLayout;
Code 6: Bit Field Structure Issue
Source: Klocwork, 2011

The solution provided by the tool defines an alternative packed layout for 
chips that don’t share the original architecture, and the layout will always work 
the same way on chips that do share a common architecture. In essence, the 
programmer defines the layout rather than the chipset and tool chain. This 
can be addressed by conditionals that explicitly handle big- and little-endian 
architectures. Here’s how the above code could be written for a big-endian 
architecture:

#if BIG_ENDIAN

struct
{
    unsigned short f1 : 4;
    unsigned short f2 : 5;
    unsigned short f3 : 7;
} myPackedLayout;

#endif
Code 7: Bit Field Structure Solution—Endian-Neutral
Source: Klocwork, 2011
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Byte Swap Macro
When custom byte swap macros are used without checking endianness, the 
macro will typically assume the layout of the integral type within which it is 
moving data (for example, by swapping the MSB with the LSB). When porting 
to a different endian environment, operations can become unsafe, particularly 
if the integral type being transformed is read from persistent storage or another 
such hardware environment. For example:

// Pretty normal byte swapping macro, changes unsigned integers from one 
type of endian to another

#define SWAPBYTES(x) ( ((x) & 0xff) << 24 ) | ( (((x) >> 8) & 0xff) << 16 ) | 
( (((x) >> 16) & 0xff) << 8 ) | ( (((x) >> 24) & 0xff) )
Code 8: Byte Swap Issue
Source: Klocwork, 2011

The above macro definition is specific to a particular endian architecture, 
but the definition isn’t guarded as such. A Klocwork checker reports on these 
incidents, and provides a solution:

// Now the definition is endian-guarded
#if BIG_ENDIAN
#define SWAPBYTES(x) ( ((x) & 0xff) << 24 ) | ( (((x) >> 8) & 0xff) << 16 ) | 
( (((x) >> 16) & 0xff) << 8 ) | ( (((x) >> 24) & 0xff) )
#else
#define SWAPBYTES(x) ( x )
#endif
Code 9: Byte Swap Solution—Endian-Neutral
Source: Klocwork, 2011

This solution guards the macro definition with the appropriate endian guard, 
and defines an alternative for the opposite architecture.

Byte Order Checkers
A number of byte order checkers report cases in which integral data types 
are passed across hardware boundaries without being transformed to/from a 
neutral data format:

 • Send: detects when a multibyte value that originated on the host side is not 
converted from host to network byte order before it is sent

 • Write: detects when a multibyte value that originated on the host side is 
not converted from host to network byte order before it is written to the 
environment

 • Read: reports cases when a multibyte value is not converted from network 
to host byte order after it is read from the environment

 • Receive: reports cases when a multibyte value is not converted from network 
to host byte order after it is received

“When porting to a different endian 

environment, operations can become 

unsafe.”
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The following is an example of a byte order Write error, and the proposed 
solution, identified by the Klocwork tool:

  1 #include <unistd.h>
  2 #include <netinet/in.h>
  3
  4
  5 void fn_mywrite(int s, short *p) {
  6     write(s, p, sizeof *p);
  7 }
  8
  9 void fn_mywrite_wrapper(int s, short *p) {
 10     fn_mywrite(s, p);
 11 }
 12
 13
 14 void fn_write(int s, short x) {
 15     short u = x + 12;
 16     fn_mywrite_wrapper(s, &u); // <== error
 17 }
Code 10: Byte Order Write Error
Source: Klocwork, 2011

BYTEORDER.HTON is reported at line 16 to show that the value of ‘u’ is 
written, but not converted. Solution:

  1 #include <unistd.h>
  2 #include <netinet/in.h>
  3
  4
  5 void fn_mywrite(int s, short *p) {
  6     write(s, p, sizeof *p);
  7 }
  8
  9 void fn_mywrite_wrapper(int s, short *p) {
 10     fn_mywrite(s, p);
 11 }
 12
 13
 14 void fn_write(int s, short x) {
 15     short u = x + 12;
 16     u = htons(u);
 17     fn_mywrite_wrapper(s, &u); // ok
 18 }
Code 11: Byte Order Write Solution
Source: Klocwork, 2011 
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Now, the value of type short int is converted by a call to function htons before 
being written.

Figure 4 shows a simple test-case of a byte order write issue identified by the 
Klocwork tool within the developer’s IDE:

Figure 4: byte order issue identified by Klocwork and presented in developer’s IdE
(Source: Klocwork, 2011)

Figure 5: Processing architecture used in the current project and expected 
in next two years
(Source: VdC research, 2010 Embedded Engineering Survey)
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Multi-Core Processor Migrations
Embedded devices that used to have one chip to perform a constrained set 
of tasks are now working in heterogeneous processor environments where 
processors are used for network connectivity, multimedia, and a variety of 
requirements. According to data from VDC Research (illustrated in Figure 5), 
this trend is only expected to accelerate: engineers predict that in two years’ 
time, the number of single-processor projects will drop by half.

“Engineers predict that in two years’ 

time, the number of single-processor 

projects will drop by half.”
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Multi-core/multiprocessor projects reportedly require three months longer 
to stabilize than single-core projects due to the more complex design and test 
infrastructure. In addition to endian issues, migrations to multi-core platforms 
will typically result in concurrency errors.

Concurrency issues pose a complex set of challenges for analysis, as they require 
timing or ordering information to be promoted into the control flow graph. 
Some are obviously less difficult to find than others, such as threads that reserve 
locks and perform time-consuming activities before releasing. While this type 
of behavior will not lead to a critical failure such as a deadlock, it can lead 
to frustration on the part of the software end user, such as in the event of an 
unresponsive device.

More complex concurrency issues, such as deadlocks, require an additional 
type of analysis over and above that performed when finding non-order–related 
bugs such as memory leaks or buffer overruns. In this case, we must perform 
two different types of analysis: one that gathers and propagates lock lifecycle 
behavior, and another that can analyze the whole program space and find 
conflicts in this behavior.

In support of Intel’s software migration steps 4 and 5, Klocwork checkers 
detect vulnerabilities in multi-core, multiprocessor designs—specifically, byte 
order checkers (discussed previously) and deadlock checkers are described 
below.

Deadlock Checkers
Deadlock in a multithreaded program is a condition in which two or more 
threads mutually block, each waiting for the other to finish. This is typically 
caused by out-of-order lock contention, whereby each thread holds a resource 
that another thread requires, and so none can unblock until it acquires the 
(already held) resource. 

The Klocwork checker detects situations across whole programs where out-of-
order lock contention may result in deadlock. For example:

     1  #include <stdio.h>
     2  #include <pthread.h>
     3  static pthread_mutex_t A, B;
     4
     5  void *printmsg1(void *msg) {
     6      pthread_mutex_lock(&A);  
// Execution step 1—Potential deadlock identified here
     7      pthread_mutex_lock(&B);  
// Execution step 3
     8      printf(“printmsg1\n”);
     9      pthread_mutex_unlock(&B);
    10     pthread_mutex_unlock(&A);
    11     return 0;

“In addition to endian issues, 

migrations to multi-core platforms will 

typically result in concurrency errors.”

“More complex concurrency issues, such 
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type of analysis.”
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    12  }
    13
    14  void *printmsg2(void *msg) {
    15      pthread_mutex_lock(&B);  
// Execution step 2
    16      pthread_mutex_lock(&A);
    17      printf(“printmsg2\n”);
    18      pthread_mutex_unlock(&A);
    19      pthread_mutex_unlock(&B);
    20      return 0;
    21  }
    22
    23  int main(int argc, char**argv) {
    24      pthread_t pt1, pt2;
    25      pthread_mutex_init(&A, NULL);
    26      pthread_mutex_init(&B, NULL);
    27      pthread_create(&pt1,0, printmsg1, NULL);
    28      pthread_create(&pt2,0, printmsg2, NULL);
    29      pthread_join(pt1,0);
    30      pthread_join(pt2,0);
    31      pthread_mutex_destroy(&A);
    32      pthread_mutex_destroy(&B);
    33      return 0;
    34  }
Code 12: Possible Deadlock Instance
Source: Klocwork, 2011 

A possible deadlock is reported on line 6 between two threads using global 
mutexes A and B. The main routine creates and starts two threads, which are 
defined in functions printmsg1 and printmsg2. The first thread waits to acquire 
the lock on mutex B at line 7 while holding the lock on mutex A. The second 
thread waits to acquire the lock on mutex A at line 16 while holding the lock 
on mutex B.

The SCA tool proposes this solution:

     1  #include <stdio.h>
     2  #include <pthread.h>
     3  static pthread_mutex_t A, B;
     4
     5  void *printmsg1(void *msg) {
     6      pthread_mutex_lock(&A);
     7      pthread_mutex_lock(&B);
     8      printf(“printmsg1\n”);
     9      pthread_mutex_unlock(&B);
    10     pthread_mutex_unlock(&A);
    11     return 0;
    12  }
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    13
    14  void *printmsg2(void *msg) {
    15      pthread_mutex_lock(&A);
    16      pthread_mutex_lock(&B);
    17      printf(“printmsg2\n”);
    18      pthread_mutex_unlock(&B);
    19      pthread_mutex_unlock(&A);
    20      return 0;
    21  }
    22
    23  int main(int argc, char**argv) {
    24      pthread_t pt1, pt2;
    25      pthread_mutex_init(&A, NULL);
    26      pthread_mutex_init(&B, NULL);
    27      pthread_create(&pt1,0, printmsg1, NULL);
    28      pthread_create(&pt2,0, printmsg2, NULL);
    29      pthread_join(pt1,0);
    30      pthread_join(pt2,0);
    31      pthread_mutex_destroy(&A);
    32      pthread_mutex_destroy(&B);
    33      return 0;
    34  }
Code 13: Deadlock Solution
Source: Klocwork, 2011

If several mutexes are used for synchronization, in each process, mutexes 
should be locked in the same order. A variety of other solutions are offered for 
other deadlock situations.

Summary
Migrating software to a different processor can be a complex undertaking. 
Compiler abstractions lead to a variety of incompatibilities within the code 
base on a new platform. Endian issues arise when shifting between big- and 
little-endian architectures—and even when porting between or to bi-endian 
architectures. Furthermore, porting a code base from a serial-code architecture 
to a multithreaded environment can add exponential complexity to identify 
software incompatibilities and errors.

In an ideal world, software code would be written in platform-neutral form. 
In reality, today’s software teams must port legacy code bases developed long 
before 64-bit, little-endian, and multi-core architectures were conceived. 

For complex migrations, the only feasible means of scoping, automating, and 
eliminating the risk of the project is to apply static analysis to the code base—
first to assess the investment required, then to identify and address the specific 
compatibility issues. Intel collaborated with Klocwork to incorporate specific 
porting checkers into the Klocwork SCA tool. This static analysis software 

“Porting a code base from a serial-

code architecture to a multithreaded 

environment can add exponential 

complexity to identify software 

incompatibilities and errors.”
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also automates endian analysis, can be used to obtain an accurate scope of the 
risk and investment for migration projects to Intel cores, and can significantly 
reduce the complexity of migration to multi-core architectures.

A fortunate byproduct of the SCA is that, once the found porting issues are 
addressed, the code will be compiler- and architecture-neutral, positioning the 
code base to be easily adapted to future platforms.
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